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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview of the Dissertation
This dissertation argues that those natural language expressions which semanticists
take to refer to individuals - pronouns, proper names and definite descriptions -
share more than just their semantic type. In fact, the syntax and semantics of all
these expressions is based around one common structure: a definite article (or other
definite determiner) which takes two arguments: an index and an NP predicate. In
the course of the argumentation, it is shown that proper names have previously un-
detected bound and E-type readings. This fact has deleterious consequences for what
philosophers call the direct reference theory, which holds that the sole contribution of
proper names (and maybe other items) to the truth conditions of sentences in which
they occur is an individual. Further examples create difficulties for the well-known
related doctrine that proper names are rigid designators (Kripke 1972). Meanwhile,
from the point of view of contemporary generative grammar, the idea that pronouns,
proper names and definite descriptions have the same syntax and semantics is a wel-
come one, given the further assumption, natural within this framework, that this
structure is part of Universal Grammar and is thus innately known: once a child
learning its native language figures out that a certain expression is used to refer to
an individual, it will thereby have access to the basic syntax and semantics of that
expression, even if these are not obvious from the audible surface forms. Thus the
language acquisition task is facilitated.
I must immediately acknowledge one complication which besets my assumption
that pronouns, proper names and definite descriptions are all of type e. In order to
account for certain phenomena, such as the ability of these expressions to be conjoined
with Quantifier Phrases, it seems to be necessary to view them as being of type (et,t),
or an intensionalized variant thereof. One could of course suppose that this is always
their type, as Montague (1973) did. Alternatively, one could suppose that they are
basically of type e but can have their denotations raised where necessary to the
corresponding generalized quantifiers. So an expression a of type e, with normal
semantic value a', could also have the semantic value AP. P(a'). See Partee and
Rooth 1983 for one influential treatment of this idea. I am inclined to follow these
latter authors; but even if Montague's position were correct, the argumentation in
this dissertation would still have consequences for the the syntax and semantics of
these expressions. I will henceforth ignore this complication and regard pronouns,
proper names and definite descriptions as straightforwardly being of type e.
To look ahead briefly, I begin by addressing the problem of E-type anaphora,
concentrating mainly on pronouns, with the idea of finding out what is needed to
account for this notorious problem and then bringing the other things we want to
say about pronouns into line with that. In Chapter 2, then, I argue that E-type
pronouns should be regarded as definite articles followed by NPs which have been
deleted in the phonology by NP-deletion. In Chapter 3, I set out my view of the
syntax and semantics of normal definite descriptions like the table and the King of
France; the chapter then returns to pronouns and expands upon Chapter 2, showing
how we can also deal with referential and bound uses of pronouns if we think that
they are a kind of definite article; it thus provides a unified semantics for the E-type,
bound and referential uses of pronouns, which is surely desirable, since no language
makes any lexical or morphological distinction between pronouns used with these
allegedly different meanings. The prospect is discussed of unifying the syntax and
semantics of pronouns thus arrived at with the syntax and semantics of normal definite
descriptions. Chapter 4 fills in a gap left in the previous chapters and analyzes the
problem of indistinguishable participants (to be introduced in §1.3), which is posed
by both pronouns and definite descriptions when they occur in donkey sentences.
Chapter 5 analyzes the behavior of the Japanese pronouns kare 'he' and kanozyo 'she',
which are shown to have interesting implications for the correct analysis of donkey
anaphora and the existence and formulation of Reinhart's Rule I. In Chapter 6, I
argue that proper names are also to be regarded as syntactic and semantic definite
descriptions, and set out the problems that this causes for the theories of direct
reference and rigid designation. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the conclusions which
have been reached, and examines the consequences of the preceding argumentation for
the rivalry between E-type and dynamic theories of covariation without c-command,
an issue which I now introduce at greater length.
1.2 Accounting for Covariation
If some linguistic item displays a covarying interpretation, the logical resource used
to model this is variable binding.1
Empirical work on natural language has shown that in order for a pronoun to
have the semantics of a bound individual variable, a Quantifier Phrase (QP) or other
operator must c-command it (Reinhart 1983). Any demonstration along these lines is
complicated, of course, by the possibility raised by Chomsky (1976) and May (1977),
and incorporated into much subsequent work, that QPs can raise at LF (Quantifier
1Variable binding is used for this purpose even for the so-called "variable free" semantics explored
in connection with Categorial Grammar. In this approach, it is true that what we call bound
pronouns are not given the semantics of individual variables - rather, they are translated as the
identity function over individuals. But the overall representation for such sentences still ends up
modelling the covariation by variable binding. It just gets there by a more circuitous route, as it
were. See §1.5 for further discussion. A possible exception to the generalization is Steedman 2000,
where a lot of semantic work is done by combinators, and it is claimed that lambda-calculus is
used only in the domain of the word, to ensure that arguments are inserted into predicate-argument
structures (Steedman 2000, 38); but Steedman does not attempt to produce an explicit account of
long-distance pronominal binding with his limited mechanisms (Steedman 2000, 75).
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Raising) and thereby c-command positions that they did not c-command on the
surface. We can obviate this difficulty, however, by examining QPs inside islands for
syntactic movement, in the sense of Ross 1967. The examples in (1)-(3) involve the
prohibitions on extraction from relative clauses, subjects and if-clauses, respectively.
(1) a. * Which boy2 did the woman who met te not like him 2?
b. The woman who met every boy didn't like him.
(2) a. * Which boy2 did the rumor about t2 not affect him2?
b. The rumor about every boy didn't affect him.
(3) a. * Which boy2 does Mary, if she meets t2, ignore him 2 ?
b. Mary, if she meets every boy, ignores him.
Note that the QP every boy, when embedded inside these islands, cannot bind him in
any of the (b) examples; that is, there can be no interpretation where every boy... him
is interpreted as "for every boy x.. . x". It seems, then, that when there is no way for
a QP to occupy a position c-commanding a pronoun, it cannot give it the semantics
of a bound individual variable.
On the syntactic and semantic details of variable binding in natural language,
I basically follow Heim 1993 and Heim and Kratzer 1998 in supposing that what
actually does the work in these cases is a A-operator in the syntax, which creates
a A-abstract in the semantics by means of a syncategorematic rule and binds any
coindexed pronouns or traces in its scope. Thus the denotation of the constituent a
in (4a) is (4b), and the sentence will be true if and only if every individual that is a
man satisfies this predicate.
(4) a. [every man] [, 1 t, beats hisl donkey]
b. Ax. x beats x's donkey
In the system of Heim and Kratzer 1998, these A-operators are inserted immediately
below phrases that have moved and are obligatorily coindexed with the trace. In
Chapter 3, I will suggest some alterations to the conception of traces and indices
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implicit here, but the basic picture of pronouns and traces being bound by a c-
commanding A-operator will remain the same.
It is also evident, however, that pronouns sometimes display covarying readings,
suggestive of binding, without being c-commanded by any obvious potential binder.
The best-known cases are the so-called donkey sentences, which were discussed by the
medieval logicians and came to the attention of modern philosophers and linguists
through the work of Geach (1962). In Geach's classic example (5a) 2, it has a covarying
reading, so that the sentence means, roughly, what we would express in first-order
logic by (5b).
(5) a. Every man who owns a donkey beats it.
b. VxVy((man(x) A donkey(y) A owns(x, y)) - beats(x, y))
We cannot maintain that the covarying reading comes about by the apparent an-
tecedent a donkey raising by Quantifier Raising (QR) and adjoining to the root, so
that it c-commands it. For one thing, this constituent is inside a relative clause,
which, as we have seen, is an island for movement. For another thing, even if it did
raise in this manner the sentence would not thereby obtain the reading which in fact
it has: it would mean, "There is a donkey such that everyone who owns it beats it."
We are faced with a problem, therefore.
There have been two major approaches to this problem, namely, E-type theories
and dynamic binding theories. It is a matter of considerable theoretical interest which
one of these approaches is right, and semanticists are currently split into opposing
(but sometimes mutually oblivious) camps along these lines. In the next two sections,
I outline the basic assumptions of each theory, as they stand at the moment, and
describe the problems which each theory currently seems to face. After that, I do the
same for a relatively recent but very interesting account of donkey anaphora suggested
by Polly Jacobson (2000) within the framework of Categorial Grammar and variable-
2Actually, Geach's example was Any man who owns a donkey beats it (1962, §72), but this has
been tacitly emended ever since, presumably because people working on donkey anaphora have
enough on their minds already without adding free-choice any to their troubles.
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free semantics. One aim of this dissertation is to show that the E-type approach need
not suffer from some problems with which it currently seems to be afflicted; I will
tentatively suggest at the end of this work that the empirical balance may have tilted
against the dynamic binding theory and the variable-free account and in favour of
the E-type theory.
1.3 E-type Theories
1.3.1 Outline of the E-type Approach
The E-type analysis of donkey anaphora and related phenomena (Evans 1977, 1980;
Cooper 1979) claims that pronouns can be disguised definite descriptions. For ex-
ample, in one recent version of Cooper's account, Heim and Kratzer (1998, 290-293)
propose that pronouns can spell out LF fragments of the kind in (6).
(6) [the [R(7,(e,et)) pro(l,e)]]
(They suppose that there is a rule stipulating that DPs which consist of a definite
article followed by nothing but unpronounced items are spelled out as pronouns.) Let
us consider Geach's example (7) under this analysis.
(7) [every man who owns a donkey] [A, [t, beats [the [R(7 (e,et)) pro(l, e]]]]
The relation variable R(7,(e,et)) will be assigned the salient relation donkey-owned-by
by the variable assignment created by the context. The individual variable pro(1,e)
will be bound by the A-operator below the subject, and the whole sentence turns
out to be true if and only if every individual x such that x is a man who owns a
donkey beats the donkey owned by x. Where appropriate, we could have simply a
variable over functions of type (e, t) as the complement of the definite article here, or
alternatively a variable with greater adicity than (e, et) plus the requisite number of
arguments.
The same truth conditions are obtained by other versions of the E-type approach,
such as those which view pronouns as able to be interpreted in the semantics as the
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value of a contextually salient function f applied to an argument x (as in the first
part of Heim 1990). In such an approach, x will be bound by the subject; and, in
the standard example, f would be that function which maps each individual x in the
domain to the unique donkey owned by x. This version is almost identical to the last,
of course; it just does not use so much syntactic structure.
This analysis might appear to suffer from a problem that arises directly from the
semantics of definite descriptions. In particular, Heim (1982: 81-102) argued that
the uniqueness presuppositions inherent in the semantics of these expressions 3 are
not in fact met in some cases where the E-type theory analyzed pronouns as definite
descriptions. Let us first note that, in addition to the examples with a quantifier and
relative clause to which we have restricted our attention so far, the donkey problem
also arises in conditionals. So (8a) also seems to mean something like (8b), even
though he and it cannot be bound by their apparent antecedents a man and a donkey.
(8) a. If a man owns a donkey, he always beats it.
b. VxVy((man(x) A donkey(y) A owns(x, y)) -- beats(x, y))
Now let us consider (9a) (Heim 1982, 93), which means something like (9b).
(9) a. If a man is from Athens, he always likes ouzo.
b. Vx(man-from-Athens(x) -- likes-ouzo(x))
Again, we have what is plausibly a covarying interpretation for a pronoun without
the pronoun being able to be bound by its apparent antecedent. This seems to call for
an E-type pronoun. But a straightforward application of the E-type strategy here,
making he have the meaning of a definite description whose descriptive content is
recoverable from the context, would have the sentence meaning the same as (10).
(10) If a man is from Athens, the unique man from Athens always likes ouzo.
That is, we end up presupposing that there is only one man from Athens, presumably
an unwelcome result. On the basis of problems like these, Heim (1982) abandoned the
3 0n the Fregean view, definite descriptions presuppose that exactly one thing satisfies their
predicate. On the Russellian view, they assert this. See Chapter 3 for an argument against the
Russellian and in favor of the Fregean view.
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E-type theory and went on to invent one of the ancestors of today's dynamic binding
theories.
As Heim herself later pointed out, however, it is not clear that this type of example
really is problematic for the E-type analysis (Heim 1990). We can neutralize the
unwelcome uniqueness presupposition in (9a) by supposing that conditionals of this
kind involve quantification over situations (Berman 1987, Heim 1990, von Fintel
1994). The work in the tradition just cited follows Kratzer (1989) in supposing
that situations are parts of possible worlds, comprising individuals and properties of
individuals and relations between them. A situation can, however, omit some of the
properties of an individual who is in it. Individuals, in this view, are thin particulars
in the sense of Armstrong 1978-roughly speaking, individuals in the normal sense
of the term considered in abstraction from their properties. This conception affords
a device that will prove useful, namely the minimal situation of a certain kind. The
minimal situation in which Angelika Kratzer is tired (at a certain time t, in a certain
possible world w), for example, contains nothing but Kratzer's thin particular and,
linked with it, the property of tiredness; it does not contain the property of hunger
predicated of this thin particular, even if, at time t and in world w, Kratzer was in fact
both tired and hungry (Kratzer 1989). The minimal situation in which Kratzer is both
tired and hungry, at t in w, is called an extension of the previous, smaller situation,
since it contains all the individuals and properties that the smaller one did, plus some
more. The device of minimal situations is useful because there is an infinite number
of situations in which Angelika Kratzer is tired at t in w-the smallest one, plus all
the possible extensions of it within that possible world-and yet we sometimes want
to have particular distinguished situations corresponding to separate instantiations
of some kind of event, so that we can count them and quantify over them. An
application will be seen shortly. Situation semantics will play a significant part in
this dissertation.
As for the present case, (9a), Heim (1990) follows Berman's (1987) treatment of
conditionals and quantificational adverbs. She thus supposes that examples like this
involve a phonologically null universal quantifier over minimal situations. A sentence
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of the form [if a, 3] will be true if and only if for every minimal situation s in which
a is true, there is an extension of s, s', in which P is true. Furthermore, definites
within /, which corresponds to the larger situations s', are allowed to make anaphoric
reference back to the smaller situations s. (See Chapter 2 for details.) This means
that (9a) has the truth conditions in (11).
(11) For every minimal situation s such that there is a man from Athens in s, there
is an extended situation s' such that the unique man from Athens in s likes
ouzo in s'.
The pronoun he contributes to the truth conditions the definite description 'the unique
man from Athens in s', meaning that we have an E-type analysis. We can see,
however, that within this version the uniqueness presupposition associated with the
definite description is not in the least bit counter-intuitive. All that is supposed is
that each situation s contains only one man from Athens; and this is correct, since
the situations s are the minimal situations which contain a man from Athens.
1.3.2 Problems with the E-type Approach
The Problem of Indistinguishable Participants
It might seem that the device of minimal situations is such a powerful one that no
troublesome uniqueness presuppositions could remain to afflict the E-type hypothesis.
This is not the case, however. Hans Kamp has drawn attention to sentences such as
(12) (Heim 1990).
(12) If a bishop meets a bishop, he blesses him.
If we try to analyze this example too using situation semantics and E-type pronouns,
the objection goes, there are no suitable functions that could be used to interpret
the pronouns he and him. For what could they be? Suppose we once again use the
situation variable s for the minimal situations specified by the antecedent, and s'
for the extended situations specified by the consequent. If we try to interpret either
pronoun as a definite description whose descriptive content is 'bishop in s', we do not
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achieve the right results, because we end up with 'the unique bishop in s' when in
fact there are two bishops in each situation s. The same happens if we try 'bishop
who meets a bishop in s'; since meeting is a symmetrical relation, it is alleged that
there is not just one bishop who meets a bishop in any situation in which a bishop
meets a bishop, and hence no sense can be made of 'the unique bishop who meets a
bishop in s'. Heim (1990) dubs this the problem of indistinguishable participants. It
is one of the three major problems that face the E-type analysis as rehabilitated by
Heim (1990). I will discuss it further in Chapter 4.
The Problem of the Formal Link
Another significant problem to face the rehabilitated E-type analysis is the problem of
the formal link between donkey pronoun and antecedent (Kadmon 1987, 259; Heim
1990, 165-175). As explained above, an E-type analysis along the lines of Cooper
(1979) has the property that the descriptive content of the definite descriptions by
which E-type pronouns are interpreted is retrieved from the utterance context; it is
simply some contextually salient relation or function. This, however, seems to run
afoul of the following examples (Heim 1982, 21-24, 80-81; 1990, 165-175).4
(13) a. Every man who has a wife is sitting next to her.
b. * Every married man is sitting next to her.
It seems uncontroversial to assume that the married-to relation is made salient by
mention of the word married in (13b), and the salience of this relation is all that
is needed, according to the E-type analyses we have looked at so far, to produce an
E-type reading for the pronoun her in that example. It should be able to mean 'the
unique entity married to x', with x bound by the A-abstractor below the subject. The
sentence has no such reading, however, creating a problem for the E-type analysis. It
seems that E-type pronouns require an explicit NP-antecedent as the source of their
4Possibly the earliest example of this type is Barbara Partee's (i), cited as a personal communi-
cation by Helm (1982, 21).
(i) I dropped ten marbles and found only nine of them. ??It is probably under the sofa.
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descriptive content. I discuss this problem further in Chapter 2 (§2.4).
The Problem of Pronominal Ambiguity
The third and last 5 major problem for the E-type analysis as it currently stands is
the very fact that it has pronouns be systematically ambiguous between two kinds
of meanings that are not easily related to each other, namely individual variables
and definite descriptions. As already mentioned, no language shows any lexical or
morphological difference between pronouns used as individual variables and pronouns
used as definite descriptions. 6 Only a theory in which all pronouns had the same
semantics, as they do in theories of dynamic binding, would be ultimately satisfying.
The reader is referred to Heim 1990 for more details of the E-type analysis as
rehabilitated with situation semantics. My own version is laid out in Chapter 2. For
now, suffice it to say that I take the three major problems facing this analysis to
be those just outlined, those of indistinguishable participants, the formal link and
pronominal ambiguity.
1.4 Dynamic Theories
1.4.1 Outline of the Dynamic Approach
Dynamic theories of anaphora in natural language were first worked out in detail
(independently) by Kamp (1981) and Heim (1982), although their work had important
precursors in Karttunen 1976 and Stalnaker 1979. The view of meaning on which
dynamic theories are based is essentially that of Stalnaker (1979): the meaning of
5I am not including the problem of distinguishing and predicting so-called weak and strong
readings among the problems facing the E-type analysis, since my major concern is to distinguish
between the E-type and dynamic theories, and the problem of weak and strong readings affects
both. For discussion from differing theoretical perspectives, see Heim 1990, 148-158, Chierchia
1995, 62-72, 110-120, and Schein 2001.
6I will consider the work of Kurafuji (1998, 1999), who might be read as alleging something of
this type for Japanese, in §1.4. I will argue that his results do not establish this.
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a sentence does not reside in its truth conditions, but rather in the way in which it
changes the context or common ground, which is roughly the information that parties
to a dialogue have in common.
To illustrate the dynamic approach to anaphora, I will show how our two donkey
sentences (5a) and (8a), repeated below, are treated in Groenendijk and Stokhof's
(1991) Dynamic Predicate Logic (DPL). I choose this framework because of the rel-
ative perspicuity of its semantics, which shows clearly the way in which the dynamic
view of meaning affects anaphoric possibilities, and also because of the simplicity
of the formal language (first-order predicate logic (PL)) for which the semantics is
defined. It should be emphasized, however, that DPL is not in itself an adequate
compositional account of natural language semantics. For one thing, it can provide
a compositional account of meaning only at the clausal level-it can combine PL
translations of clauses into larger formulas, and give a semantics for the whole, but it
has little to say about how the meanings of the lexical items in a clause combine com-
positionally within it. (It does insist that indefinites be translated by 3 and universal
quantifiers by V, though.) For a more thoroughly compositional dynamic account of
natural language semantics based on some of the same principles as DPL, we have to
turn to Groenendijk and Stokhof's (1990) Dynamic Montague Grammar. See also van
Eijck and Kamp's (1997) compositional version of Kamp's original (1981) Discourse
Representation Theory (DRT); the 1981 version of DRT has often been criticized for
not incorporating compositionality as a methodological principle.
DPL, then, has the same syntax as ordinary predicate logic.7 The models on which
the semantics is based are also ordinary extensional first-order models, consisting of a
domain D of individuals and an interpretation function F, which assigns individuals
to individual constants and sets of n-tuples of individuals to the n-place predicates.
Variable assignments are also done in the well-known way, being functions from the
set of variables to the domain. So far, then, all is familiar.
The innovation comes in the semantics proper. To start with, the semantic values
7My introductory exposition of DPL will naturally owe much to the corresponding sections (2.2-
2.5) in Groenendijk and Stokhof's (1991) article.
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of formulas are represented as sets of ordered pairs of variable assignments. The
idea is that a sentence is uttered in the context of a particular (possibly empty)
assignment of variables to individuals. After it has been processed, it might leave the
assignment different. This ability to change the context (in particular, the variable
assignment) is the factor singled out as constitutive of the meaning of a sentence in
dynamic theories. But we do not want to consider the effect of a sentence on just
one particular variable assignment. The meaning of a sentence will be the way in
which it affects variable assignments in general. Roughly speaking, we might think of
the meaning of a sentence on this view as being a function that will take a variable
assignment as its argument and give as output another (possibly identical) variable
assignment. But the meaning will not actually be a function, because a given sentence
might leave more than one variable assignment (in association with conditions placed
on the properties of the values of the variables) as a possible representation of how the
world is claimed to be by the sentence. So we could think of the meaning of a sentence
as a function from variable assignments to sets of variable assignments. Equivalently,
the meaning of a sentence would be a relation between variable assignments and
variable assignments-a given variable assignment g, considered as the context of
utterance of a sentence, could in principle be mapped to more than one possible
output assignment. We arrive, then, at the conception of semantic values of formulas
as sets of ordered pairs of variable assignments.
Let me illustrate with the case of the formula 3xPx. Uttered in a context that
supplies an assignment g, the idea is that this formula will leave as open possibilities
those assignments that differ from g at most on the value that they assign to x, and
which, furthermore, assign to x an individual that has property P. The semantic
value of 3xPx, then, will be that relation between assignments such that the second
assignment differs from the first at most with respect to x, and maps x to some
individual which is P. Using the notation 'h[x]g' to indicate that h differs from g at
most on its assignment to x, we can express this more concisely as in (14).
(14) [~xPz] = {(g,h)jh[x]g & h(x) E F(P)}
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Moving on to the general case, 3xs, we must recognize that 0 too might have dy-
namic effects. So in effect we first take into account the fact that there is existential
quantification by changing the input assignment g to assignments that can differ from
g with respect to x, and then allow for this set of assignments to be altered by q,
yielding the final output assignments. The rule, then, is (15).
(15) I3xq = I{(g, h) I3k : k[x]g & (k, h) E ýJ]}
We need only two more rules, those for atomic formulas and conjunction, before we
can give a simple example of DPL in action, capturing an anaphoric dependency which
arguably cannot be captured without E-type pronouns according to other treatments
of pronouns as individual variables. Here are the rules:
(16) [Rt1 ... t -{ = {(g, h)lh = g & ([tljh ... Its]h) e F(R)}
(17) [q A O] = {(g, h)]3k : (g, k) E •] & (k, h) E ]}
Atomic formulas do not produce new variable assignments in and of themselves.
They take an assignment and give the same one as output, provided that it meets
the condition specified. Formulas that do this are called tests. [[tJh is F(t), if t is an
individual constant, and h(t), if t is a variable.
The conjunction rule, meanwhile, is especially important in DPL, since as well as
being used for natural language and, it is also used to translate sequences of sentences
without and. The standard example in the dynamic literature is (18).
(18) A man walks in the park. He whistles.
This seems to have a meaning like that of (19), where the obvious interpretations
should be provided for the 1-place predicates.
(19) 3x(Mz A Px A Wx)
It is hard to see how a compositional translation procedure could arrive at (19) as
a translation of (18), however. Respecting the sentence break, we can only come up
with the two separate formulas in (20).
(20) a. 3x(MxzA Px)
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b. Wx
If we allow conjunction, in accordance with intuition, to translate the sentence se-
quencing procedure, we arrive at (21).
(21) 3x(Mx A Px) A Wx
Now if we interpreted this with a static semantics, the variable in Wx would not be
in the scope of the existential quantification. But with DPL semantics, this is not the
case. We are now in a position to interpret (21), using the rules we have seen. The
calculation is given in (22).8
(22) ý3x(Mx A Px) A WxJ
S{(g, h)j13k : (g, k) e [3x(Mx A Px)] & (k, h) E [Wxf} (by 17)
= {(g, h)3k : (g, k) {(g, h)13k': k'[x]g & (k', h)E [Mx A Pxý}
& (k, h) e Wxa]} (by 15)
S{(g, h)13k : 3k': k'[x]g & (k', k)E [Mx A Pxz & (k, h) E Wx]}
(by reduction)
= {(g, h)13k : 3k': k'[x]g & (k', k) {(g, h)13k" : (g, k") e Mx]
& (k", h) E Px)I} & (k, h) E WzxI} (by 17)
= {(g, h)13k : 3k' : k'[x]g & 3k": (k', k") E Mx & (k", k) E Px
& (k, h) E Wx]} (by reduction)
= {(g, h) 3k : 3k' : k'[x]g & 3k": (k', k") E {(g, h) h = g & h(x) E F(M)}
& (k", k) E {(g, h) Ih = g & h(x) E F(P)} & (k, h) E {(g, h)Ih = g
& h(x) E F(W) } } (by 16)
S{(g, h)I3k : 3k' : k'[x]g & 3k":k" = k' & k"(x) E F(M) & k = k"
& k(x) e F(P) & h = k & h(x) e F(W)} (by reduction)
S{(g, h)lh[x]g & h(x) E F(M) & h(x) E F(P) & h(x) E F(W)}
(by =)
So, if we are to represent the effect that processing (18) has on the information of
a hearer, and if we use variable assignments with associated conditions in order to
sHenceforth, such calculations will be banished to appendices. By 'by =', I mean, 'by the principle
of the substitutability of identicals'.
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represent the way the world is being claimed to be, we end up saying the following:
that, starting from an assignment g, we can arrive only at assignments h which differ
from g at most in the assignment to x, and which are such that h(x) is a man who
walks in the park and whistles. In other words, we have introduced a new entity, x,
and claimed that x is a man who walks in the park and whistles. This has the effect
of altering the information state of the hearer in the same way that processing (19)
would. So Wx does in effect end up being bound by the existential quantifier in (21),
even though it is not syntactically in its scope.
Implicit in this explanation is the conception of truth in dynamic semantics. I
just said that DPL uses variable assignments and associated conditions to represent
the way the world is being claimed to be. We can see that in the above case the
sentence will be true if there is at least one output assignment h that differs from
g at most in the assignment to x, and which is such that the individual to which x
is mapped satisfies the conditions given. In fact, this requirement, that there be at
least one output assignment h for an input assignment g, is the general criterion of
truth in DPL and similar dynamic systems.
(23) q is true with respect to g in a model M iff 3h : (g, h) E []/M.
As we can appreciate by reviewing the rules introduced so far, and the calculation in
(22), DPL works by placing successive conditions on possible output assignments; if
any output assignment satisfies all of them, the sentence is true.
The crucial step in the calculation in (22), if one can be isolated, is really the one
that derives the second line. This is the step that ensures that, in Groenendijk and
Stokhof's terminology, the bindings from the left conjunct of (21) are passed on to the
right conjunct. We produce the semantic value for Ex(Mx A Px), which is a certain
set of pairs of assignments (g, k); since the assignments k are the outputs of processing
this formula, they must contain an entry for x, with associated conditions that x be
a man who walks in the park. These assignments k are then the input to processing
Wx, which just adds one more condition on x. Groenendijk and Stokhof (1991) call
connectives that have this power to pass on bindings from their left argument to their
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right one internally dynamic. Another possible property of connectives or operators is
that of being externally dynamic, which means being able to pass on bindings outside
their arguments to constituents yet to come. Both conjunction and the existential
quantifier are both internally and externally dynamic.
Let us now move on to consider implication, which is the final ingredient that we
will need to be able to deal with conditional donkey sentences in DPL.
(24) = {(g, h)lh = g & Vk : (h, k) E 110 + 3j : (k,j) E ~l}
We can see that implication is internally dynamic, as conjunction is, since it passes on
the assignments k from its left argument to its right one. However, it is not externally
dynamic: the output assignments h must be identical to the input assignments g. In
this respect the rule is like that for the interpretation of atomic formulas (16). The
rule for implication is externally static because we cannot have the pronouns he and
it picked up by any binder inside the first sentence in (25).
(25) If a man owns a donkey, he beats it. *He hates it.
Implication, then, will translate natural language if... then. It will also be used with
universal quantification in the manner familiar from ordinary predicate logic (as in
Vx(Fx -- Gx)).
We translate (26) as (27).
(26) If a man owns a donkey, he beats it.
(27) 3x(Mx A By(Dy A Oxy))--- Bxy
Note that the variable y in Bxy in (27) is not in the syntactic scope of 3y; the
translation thus mimics the structure of the natural language sentence and imports
the donkey pronoun problem. As a straightforward calculation shows (see Appendix
A.1), the DPL semantics once more brings it about that the syntactically free variable
is in fact bound. We end up with (28).
(28) { (g, h) Ih = g & Vk :( k[xy]h & k(x) E F(M) & k(y) E F(D) & (k(x), kc(y)) E
F(O) ) = (k(x), k(y)) E F(B)}
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The internally dynamic nature of implication ensures that the assignments k that we
end up with after processing the antecedent of the conditional are passed on to be
the inputs for processing the consequent; by the time the antecedent is processed,
the assignments k contain the variables x and y, and there are associated conditions
on the entities that these may be mapped to; and the consequent just adds one
more condition. Note that the variables x and y in the final subformula Bxy receive
identical treatments in (28), even though one of them (x) is syntactically bound in
(27) and the other (y) is, as it were, a donkey variable. Thus dynamic semantics
can claim to give one semantics to bound pronouns and donkey pronouns, a notable
accomplishment.
In order to deal with the other type of donkey sentence, we need a DPL rule for
the universal quantifier. This is as follows.
(29) JVxAJ = {(g, h) h = g & Vk : k[x]h = 3m : (k, m) E M•
Consider the translation (31) for (30).
(30) Every man who owns a donkey beats it.
(31) Vx((Mx A 3y(Dy A Oxy)) -ý Bxy)
Here again, the variable y in the last atomic formula is not syntactically bound; the
existential quantifier does not have scope beyond the translation of the relative clause,
as in the English sentence. The donkey problem is replicated, therefore. It will come
as no surpise by now, however, that DPL semantics ensures that this variable does
end up bound. The semantic value of the formula is that in (32).
(32) {(g, h)Ih = g & Vk :( k[xy]h & k(x) E F(M) & k(y) E F(D) & (k(x),k(y)) E
F(O) ) = (k(x), k(y)) E F(B)}
This is exactly the same as the semantic value in (28), a neat result; the calculation
is given in Appendix A.2.
Before we leave this introduction to dynamic theories, I wish to bring out the
great similarity between DPL and contemporary Discourse Representation Theory.
Without going into details of the method of translation and interpretation, let me
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just state that (33) would have the translation (34) in the formal language of van
Eijck and Kamp 1997, and that this structure would have the semantic value in (35).
(33) If a2 man owns a3 donkey, he2 beats its.
(34) -(u 2 * man(u2 ) * uo * donkey(us) * own(u 2 , u) * -beat(u 2 , u3))
(35) {(s,s') Is = s' A -3s"[s[u 2 ,us]s" A s"(u2 ) E I(man) A s"(u 3) E I(donkey) A
(s"(u2 ), s"(us)) e I(own) A --(s"(u2 ), s"(us)) E I(beat)]}
For the sake of consistency with their article, I have used van Eijck and Kamp's
notation in (35). The differences from what we have seen are slight, however: for
variables ranging over assignment functions, s and superscripted variants are used;
where Groenendijk and Stokhof write 'h[x]g', van Eijck and Kamp would write 'g[x]h';
and the interpretation function for constants is called I. It can readily be seen that
(35) is exactly equivalent to Groenendijk and Stokhof's (28).
1.4.2 Problems with the Dynamic Approach
Let us turn now from the exposition of the basic mechanisms of DPL to the question
of what advantages and disadvantages it and related dynamic theories have with re-
spect to the E-type approach, which we examined in §1.3. One possible advantage
immediately springs to mind. Recall that theories that solve the problem of covari-
ation without c-command by positing the existence of E-type pronouns nevertheless
continue to translate bound and referential pronouns as simple individual variables.
Pronouns are ambiguous in these theories, then, in spite of their uniform surface
forms. Dynamic theories, on the other hand, translate bound, referential and donkey
pronouns all as individual variables. It might seem, then, as if they had a significant
advantage over E-type theories in this respect.
The question is not so straightforward, however. If dynamic theories could trans-
late all uses of pronouns as individual variables, this would indeed be a notable
accomplishment. But as it turns out there are three significant classes of pronouns
that can be handled perfectly well by the E-type theory, but which cannot be handled
at all, as far as I can see, by dynamic theories.
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The Problem of Disjunctive Antecedents
The first class is that discussed by Stone (1992), and exemplified in (36).
(36) If Mary hasn't seen John lately, or Ann misses Bill, she calls him.
The E-type theory has the requisite flexibility to deal with this example. Roughly,
choosing the definite description "the woman" for she and "the man" for he, the
truth conditions come out to be the following: for every minimal situation s such
that either Mary hasn't seen John lately in s or Ann misses Bill in s, there is an
extended situation in which the woman is s calls the man in s. But, as Stone shows,
there is no evident way in which dynamic theories can deal with sentences like this.
Pronouns are translated by individual variables in such theories, of course, but in the
normal run of things no suitable variables will be introduced by any components of
the two sentences in the antecedent of (36), since all the NPs there are definite. It
was suggested by Partee and Rooth (1983) that a phrase like Mary or Ann be allowed
to introduce a new variable, with the condition that its value be either Mary or Ann,
but the or in (36) does not conjoin names but sentences. Even if we expand our
dynamic theories to allow or to introduce a propositional variable when it conjoins
sentences, no sense can be made of the notion that the value of such a variable could
somehow be taken on by the pronouns in the present case. Stone sees no way in which
dynamic theories could handle this type of example, and I do not either, unless they
stipulatively introduced E-type pronouns too. On this possibility, see below.
The Problem of Deep Anaphora
Jacobson (2000: 89, footnote 12) shows that some pronouns which have a covarying
interpretation not only do not have c-commanding antecedents, but do not have any
linguistic antecedents at all. In other words, they are deep anaphors, according to
the well-known distinction of Hankamer and Sag (1976). Jacobson's example is as
follows.
(37) A new faculty member picks up her first paycheck from her mailbox. Waving
it in the air, she says to a colleague:
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Do most faculty members deposit it in the Credit Union?
Note that it must have a covarying interpretation here, something like "for most fac-
ulty members x... x's paycheck. .... " All the machinery with which dynamic systems
account for covariation without c-command involves certain linguistic expressions in-
troducing new variables into the variable assignments which are used to interpret
forthcoming discourse. So there is no evident way in which they can deal with co-
variation with no linguistic antecedent whatsoever.
E-type theories, on the other hand, have no difficulty accounting for (37). The
relation paycheck-of is made salient by the faculty member's waving her paycheck
in the air, and we are thus able to interpret the pronoun as "the paycheck of x"
(for most faculty members x). It is, of course, open to dynamic theories to account
for examples like this by availing themselves of E-type pronouns, as well as dynamic
binding. I will examine this possibility below in connection with the next problem.
The Problem of Neontological Pronouns
The third set of examples I have in mind are a sub-set of the so-called paycheck
pronouns and pronouns of laziness, of which (38) and (39) are classic examples. 9
(38) John gave his paycheck to his mistress. Everybody else put it in the bank.
(39) This year the president is a Republican. Next year he will be a Democrat.
The relevant readings of these sentences are those according to which everybody else
put their own paycheck in the bank, and next year we will have a new president, who,
in contrast to the present one, will be a Democrat. No-one puts John's paycheck in
the bank in (38), and no-one switches parties in (39).
A note on terminology before we examine why sentences like these pose a problem
for dynamic theories. I am not aware of any precise definition of the term paycheck
pronoun having been given. It is normally defined by ostension, in connection with
9These particular examples are both from Cooper 1979. An early version of (38) was given in
Karttunen 1969.
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sentences like (38). Pronouns of laziness are defined by Geach (1962) as those re-
placeable in paraphrase with exact repetitions of their antecedents. So both it in (38)
and he in (39) are pronouns of laziness: we could replace them by his paycheck and
the president, and the sentences would mean the same. The class of pronouns I am
interested in is not pronouns of laziness, however, since there are some pronouns of
laziness that are not particularly problematic. (40) is an example.
(40) I saw the President. He and the Secretary of State were talking about their
ranches.
In this example, he could be replaced without evident change in meaning and with
only minimal awkwardness by the President; but it could very well be a referential
pronoun, and thus (relatively) unproblematic on any theory.
The property of (38) and (39) that I'm interested in is, roughly speaking, that the
pronouns it and he in these sentences introduce wholly new entities. As we have seen
in the previous discussion, pronouns in dynamic theories are translated as variables.
The system is such that for a pronoun to be coreferential with a previous expression,
or to covary on the basis of a previous expression, the same variable that is used to
translate the pronoun must have been introduced by the previous expression into the
set of assignments that result from processing it. (See, for example, the third line of
(22).) But none of this machinery can be of any use here. The intuitive antecedent
for it in (38) is his paycheck in the previous sentence. It is not clear that any dynamic
theory would have this expression introduce a variable at all, since it is definite and
the power of introducing variables of this kind is normally confined to indefinites;
but even if his paycheck could somehow introduce a variable in the relevant way, the
wrong results would ensue, since it, if it was translated by the same variable, would
then refer to John's paycheck. An exactly analogous problem arises with the president
and he in (39). The problem for dynamic theories is that these pronouns seem to refer
to entities which cannot have had any variable introduced for them by the previous
discourse. Since they introduce new entities, I will call such pronouns neontological
pronouns.
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Now the fact that dynamic theories are posed a problem by (38) and (39) has
not gone unnoticed in the literature, although I don't know if the problem has been
explicated as I just did. To my knowledge, two solutions have been proposed for it,
which I will now examine.
Chierchia (1992, 1995) proposes that both dynamic binding and the E-type strat-
egy are available in natural language. 10 In many examples, pronouns would be am-
biguous between dynamically bound pronouns and E-type pronouns. But neontolog-
ical pronouns would have to be E-type pronouns. Now as Chierchia himself acknowl-
edges (1995, 117) this approach seems to suffer from an obvious drawback, which is
that it is theoretically unparsimonious. Occam's razor dictates that theories which
use only one of these two powerful devices are to be preferred to theories that use
both. It remains to be seen, of course, whether any non-mixed theory can account for
all the facts, but I personally think that the undesirability of using both is so great
that our efforts should be concentrated for the forseeable future on finding some way
to avoid this. And indeed the present dissertation is an attempt to do just that, since
I attempt to show that the E-type approach does not suffer from the problems that
seem to affect it, discussed in §1.3. Of course the E-type approach has no problem
with (38) and (39); Cooper 1979 already contains successful E-type analyses of these
sentences.
But we should not dismiss Chierchia's mixed strategy as quickly as this. Chierchia
himself (1995, 118-119) has given three additional considerations in its favor, and a
further interesting argument has been advanced in support of it by Kurafuji (1998,
1999). Let us begin by examining Chierchia's own arguments. Firstly, he says that we
can account for the presence of both weak and strong readings of donkey sentences
if we let the weak reading be derived by his dynamic binding system (I omit the
details) and have the strong reading be derived by an E-type pronoun. The distinction
between weak and strong readings is as follows. With some donkey sentences, we have
the intuition that it is being asserted that the owners of the donkeys execute their
10This would also account for the problems of disjunctive antecedents and deep anaphora, as
remarked above.
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depraved wishes upon all of their donkeys; an example is (41) (Heim 1990: 151).
(41) If a farmer owns a donkey, he deducts it from his taxes.
This is the strong reading (or the V-reading, in the terminology of Chierchia 1992,
1995). In other donkey-sentences, however, our intuitions tell us that some of the
animals have a lucky escape. The stock example is (42) (Pelletier and Schubert 1989;
Chierchia 1992), where it is clearly not being asserted that anyone put all their dimes
in the meter.
(42) Everyone who had a dime put it in the meter.
This is the weak reading (Chierchia's 3-reading). The problem, of course, is how to
derive both readings, and Chierchia's view, which says that two completely different
mechanisms are needed, cannot be taken lightly.
The problem with this argument, however, is the following. Chierchia seems to
be taking it for granted that E-type pronouns cannot give rise to weak readings. It is
true that the most straightforward implementations of an E-type approach do seem
to predict that only strong readings will be available. For (42), for example, following
Heim's (1990) approach, we seem to predict that the sentence will be true if and only
if for every pair of an individual x and a minimal situation such that x has a dime in
that situation, x puts the dime in that situation in the meter. This is a strong reading.
This cannot be the whole story, though. The E-type analysis says basically that some
pronouns have the semantics of definite descriptions. It makes the prediction, then,
that sentences with E-type pronouns will have the readings that the corresponding
sentences with overt definite descriptions will have. And it is beyond doubt that the
sentence with an explicit definite description corresponding to (42) in fact has a weak
reading, as we see in (43).
(43) Everyone who had a dime put the dime in the meter.
While this example is perhaps slightly awkward, it is clearly grammatical, and it
clearly does not imply that anyone put all their dimes in the meter. There is no
problem in principle, here, then, for the E-type theory, since the prediction it makes
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is fulfilled. There is a problem in that the most straightforward situation semantics
used in conjunction with the E-type theory predicts only strong readings. But this is
likely to be a technical problem with that situation semantics, perhaps having to do
with too rigorous an insistence on strictly minimal situations being quantified over.
For further discussion, see Heim 1990. I am not convinced, then, by Chierchia's first
argument that the E-type theory needs to be supplemented by dynamic binding.
Chierchia's second argument (1995, 118) to this effect is that anaphora in straight-
forward donkey sentences like (26), (30) and (41) is completely automatic and not
affected by what he calls pragmatic factors; the examples where he abandons dynamic
binding and turns to E-type pronouns, however, are supposed to be affected by these
pragmatic factors. The kind of pragmatic factor that Chierchia appears to have in
mind is that certain discourses involving cross-sentential anaphora, for which he would
use E-type pronouns, can be made awkward by manipulating the information that
the hearer has. He gives the examples in (44) and (45) (1995, 9).
(44) a. ?? I hope that John has an apartment in Paris. I believe he hasn't sold it.
b. I hope that John still has an apartment in Paris. I believe he hasn't
sold it.
(45) a. ?? John doesn't have a car. Paul has it.
b. John doesn't have a car anymore. Paul has it.
The (a) examples improve when, in the (b) examples, we are given reason to suppose
that certain hypothesized entities do indeed exist. Since regular donkey sentences are
not affected by this kind of manipulability by contextual factors, Chierchia says, we
have evidence that two different mechanisms are at work.
This argument, however, neglects the fact that contrasts like those in (44) and
(45) do in fact surface in ordinary donkey sentences. The slight level of awkwardness
(really just a need for a rich context) that is detectable in (44a) and (45a) is also
present in (46a) and (47a).
(46) a. ?? If a man doesn't have a car, Paul has it.
b. If a man doesn't have a car anymore, Paul generally has it.
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(47) a. ?? I believe that every man that I hope has an apartment in Paris hasn't
sold it.
b. I believe that every man that I hope still has an apartment in Paris
hasn't sold it.
I find that the facts do not warrant the distinction between straightforward donkey
sentences and the rest that Chierchia alleges, then. One might also ask if the two
classes of sentence that Chierchia distinguishes here do indeed correspond to the
classes of those that can and those that cannot be dealt with by dynamic binding.
The third and final argument that Chierchia makes in support of his mixed ap-
proach is as follows. He compares (48), which he would analyze in terms of dynamic
binding, to (49), which he claims must involve quantification over events (1995, 119).
(48) When a dog is black, it is always mean.
(49) When John walks in, he always turns on the light.
Chierchia's basic point seems to be that the similarity between (49) and (48), in
combination with the idea that (49) involves quantification over events, makes it
likely that (48) involves quantification of a similar structure. This is obviously only
circumstantial evidence at best. But it also fails to take into account the fact that an
E-type analysis which uses situation semantics, along the lines of Heim 1990, would
in fact assign similar quantificational structures to these two sentences: both would
be true if and only if every member of a certain set of minimal situations (those of
a dog's being black, or John walking in) can be extended to a situation with some
other property (the dog being mean, John turning on the light). Chierchia's point
really has no force.
The argument advanced by Kurafuji (1998, 1999) in favor of a mixed approach is
slightly more elaborate. In order to appreciate it, we must examine the question of
what instances of cross-sentential anaphora can and cannot be dealt with by dynamic
binding, according to Kurafuji and Chierchia. The diagnostic they use for determining
when a pronoun can and cannot be dynamically bound is basically the distinction
between externally dynamic and externally static operators that we have already
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examined above in connection with Dynamic Predicate Logic. Recall that on the
basis of examples like (18), repeated here as (50), it is standardly assumed in dynamic
theories that existential quantification is externally dynamic.
(50) A man walks in the park. He whistles.
The point is that the existential quantifier, which is the operator with greatest scope
in the first sentence, seems also to bind he in the second sentence. Not all operators
have this extended reach, however. In particular, it is assumed by Chierchia and
Kurafuji on the basis of examples like (51) and (52) that universal quantifiers and
negation do not have this property. That is, they are externally static."
(51) Every man walks in the park. *He whistles.
(52) a. It is not the case that a man walks in the park. *He whistles.
b. No man walks in the park. *He whistles.
The conclusion is that when we find anaphora that cannot be simple coreference
taking place into a domain closed off by a static operator, like the universal quantifier
and negation, the anaphoric element cannot be a dynamically bound pronoun and
must be an E-type pronoun.
Kurafuji (1998, 1999), then, makes the important and interesting claim that the
distribution of different third-person pronouns in Japanese is governed by whether or
not they occur in a position that can be dynamically bound, according to this concep-
tion. Specifically, he claims that the null pronouns are ambiguous between variables
and E-type pronouns, and the overt so-series of pronouns have to be variables, and
hence cannot appear in positions where Chierchia would have an E-type pronoun. To
begin with, both types of pronoun can be referential and bound in straightforward
examples (Kurafuji 1999, 54-57). In (53) we see that both types of pronoun can be
"This was tacitly incorporated in the rule for universal quantification given in (29). The trick to
making an operator externally static is to make its semantic value such that the output assignments
in each ordered pair in the set are the same as the input assignments: {(g, h) Ih = g...}. Thus no
variables introduced by existential quantifiers within the scope of such an operator have a chance of
being carried over into the evaluation of clauses outside its scope.
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used inside a donkey sentence (1998, 129), as we would expect if Kurafuji is right.
(Donkey sentences with quantifiers and relative clauses can also contain either.)
(53) John-wa hon-o ka-eba, sore-o/0 yom-u.
John-TOP book-ACC buy-COND it-ACC read-PRES
"As for John, if he buys a book, he reads it."
But the situation is different when we have a sequence of two sentences, the first
one of which is universally quantified, as in (54) and (55) (1998, 130; 1999, 64, 94).
(54) Dono seehin-mo chuuibukaku kensas-are-ta.
which product-even carefully inspect-PASS-PAST
Soshite 0/??sore-wa hako-ni tsumer-are-ta.
and it-TOP box-in pack-PASS-PAST
"Every product was inspected carefully. And they were packed in the box."
(55) John igai-no dare-mo-ga jibun-no kurejittokaado-o tsuma-ni
John except-GEN who-even-NOM self-GEN credit card-ACC wife-to
watashi-ta. John-wa 0/??sore-o aijin-ni watashi-ta.
give-PAST John-ToP it-ACC mistress-to give-PAST
"Everyone but John gave a credit card of his to his wife. John gave one of his
to his mistress."
Here, and in similar examples, Kurafuji reports that a null pronoun is acceptable
while a so-series one is not. The same contrast between null and overt occurs when
the potential antecedent for a pronoun is in the scope of negation, as in (56) (1998,
131; 1999, 125).
(56) Kono tatemono-ni toire-ga na-i ka 0/??sore-ga henna tokoro-ni
this building-in bathroom-NOM not-PRES or it-NOM funny place-in
a-ru ka-no dochiraka-dea-ru.
exist-PRES or-COP which(Q)-coP-PRES
"Either this building doesn't have a bathroom or it's in a funny place."
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On the basis of these and similar examples, then, Kurafuji draws the conclusion that
the null pronouns can be either variables (referential or dynamically bound) or E-
type pronouns, while the so-series pronouns must be variables and cannot be E-type
pronouns. If this demonstration were unproblematic, it would obviously be a rather
striking vindication of Chierchia's mixed approach to anaphora. An E-type approach
that used only static binding would lump donkey sentences like (53) in the same
category as examples like (54), (55) and (56), in that all would use E-type pronouns,
and seems to be confounded by the fact that there is a pronoun (sore) that can be
used in one example but not the others; but Chierchia's approach, according to which
(54), (55) and (56) but not (53) must use E-type pronouns, seems to cut the empirical
pie the right way.
Unfortunately, however, there seem to be problems with Kurafuji's selection and
handling of the data. Let us begin by taking a closer look at (54), and the alleged
inability of sore to be anaphoric back to the products. The first point to note here
is that for many speakers the sentence is in fact completely grammatical, as Kurafuji
acknowledges (1998, 130). Furthermore, those speakers I have consulted who do find
sore degraded report that it does not merit the two question marks that Kurafuji
gives it; it is said rather to be basically fine but just slightly awkward, perhaps '?' or
even '(?)'. I personally do not get the impression that the data are robust enough to
base any conclusions on.
But let us give Kurafuji the benefit of the doubt and grant the hypothesis that
there is a significant contrast here. Note that the interpretation of the good version of
(54) (with the null pronoun) is "... they were packed in the box." Kurafuji says (1998,
132; 1999, 65) that the sentence can describe a situation in which all the products
were first inspected and then all packed, but cannot describe a situation in which
each product was packed as soon as it was inspected. It is not clear, then, that we
even have an E-type interpretation here at all. I cannot see anything wrong with the
hypothesis that we are dealing with a null referential pronoun. But then (54) does
not provide any indication that null pronouns and sore differ in their ability to have
an E-type interpretation.
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We might still wonder why sore is ungrammatical in this sentence. A simple
hypothesis which might do the job is that sore is a singular pronoun, or at least has a
preference for being interpreted as singular. Confirmation for this hypothesis is to be
found in the fact that when a plural marker is added to sore, as in (57), (54) becomes
completely acceptable for all speakers, as Kurafuji acknowledges (1998, 142; 1999,
72).
(57) Dono seehin-mo chuuibukaku kensas-are-ta.
which product-even carefully inspect-PASS-PAST
Soshite sore-ra-wa hako-ni tsumer-are-ta.
and it-PL-TOP box-in pack-PASS-PAST
"Every product was inspected carefully. And they were packed in the box."
Since Kurafuji needs to maintain that we need an E-type interpretation in this con-
figuration in order for (54) to be relevant to his project, it seems that (57) poses a
problem for his contention that sore cannot be an E-type pronoun.
In order to deal with this problem, Kurafuji does two things. First, he proposes
(1998, 142; 1999, 72-77) that in fact the E-type interpretation is provided here not
by the pronominal stem but by the plural marker ra: ra means "the plural entity
which is P", where P is a salient property supplied by the context, as in Cooper's
version of E-type pronouns; and the stem sore, is still translated as a variable x, but,
by a process whose exact justification is unclear, this x is subject to A-abstraction,
yielding the identity function Ax. x; the identity function takes the semantic value
of ra as its argument, so we are left with "the plural entity which is P". This
account cannot be compelling, I submit, without a justification of the A-abstraction
just mentioned. It also seems rather unintuitive that the plural marker and not the
pronominal morpheme itself is the locus of the anaphora.
Kurafuji's second response to (57) is to claim (1999, 87) that there is independent
evidence that sore can have a plural interpretation without a plural marker. He gives
one example, namely (58).
(58) John-wa seezee san satsu-no hon-o kat-ta.
John-TOP at most three CLASS-GEN book-ACC buy-PAST
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Soshite sore-o yon-da.
and it-ACC read-PAST
"John bought at most three books. And he read them."
I do not dispute that this example is basically fine, but those speakers whose judg-
ments I have sought say that there is nevertheless something slightly odd about sore
here. To be more precise, Shigeru Miyagawa (personal communication) reports a
strong intuition that sore in (58) can only have a singular interpretation and has
to refer to the collection of the three books. There is an implication that the three
books were all sold at once, perhaps actually in one package. The sentence becomes
degraded if it is assumed that there were three separate acts of book-buying; and
there is some effort to be made in concentrating on the "sold in one package" read-
ing. The slight oddness which results seems, in fact, to be at the same level and of
the same kind as that experienced in (54) by those speakers who find that sentence
slightly degraded. I see no reason to attribute the slight oddness of (54) to anything
other than the fact that here the use of sore requires the hearer to zero in on the
reading whereby the products are considered as a collection, despite the fact that the
inspection (presumably) considers them one by one.
About (55) I can be more brief. Speakers report that sore does indeed merit Kura-
fuji's two question marks (if not more) when it is considered under the interpretation
shown, namely "John gave one of his credit cards to his mistress." But if it is pre-
supposed that each man has exactly one credit card, and the sentence is considered
under the interpretation "John gave his credit card... ", speakers find that there is an
improvement, and that sore here becomes only mildly degraded, as above. I would
attribute the mild residual effect here to the fact that sore is a distal demonstrative,
often to be translated as "that" (Kurafuji 1999, 56). Compare English (59).
(59) Everyone apart from John gave his credit card to his wife. John gave it/?that
to his mistress.
In the absence of any notable justification for the distal demonstrative features, it is
not surprising that some examples like this are slightly awkward.
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I can also be fairly brief about Kurafuji's (56). Here speakers report that if sore-ga
(nominative) is changed to sore-wa (topic-marked), the sentence becomes fine.
(60) Kono tatemono-ni toire-ga na-i ka sore-wa henna tokoro-ni
this building-in bathroom-NOM not-PRES or it-TOP funny place-in
a-ru ka-no dochiraka-dea-ru.
exist-PRES or-COP which(Q)-COP-PRES
"Either this building doesn't have a bathroom or it's in a funny place."
It might be interesting to explore the consequences of this fact for our theories of
topic-marking, but the relevance for the matter at hand is that here too sore can in
fact be used in an environment where Kurafuji claims it is ungrammatical. It is also
worth noting that if we keep the nominative morphology but put focal stress on sore
by means of dake 'only', the sentence becomes grammatical once more.
(61) Kono tatemono-ni toire-ga na-i ka sore-dake-ga mitsukara
this building-in bathroom-NOM not-PRES or it-only-NOM found
na-i ka-no dochiraka-dea-ru.
not-PRES or-COP which(Q)-COP-PRES
"Either this building doesn't have a bathroom or that's the only thing that
hasn't been found."
Overall, then, we must conclude that Kurafuji's interesting claim is really not backed
up by the data.
Before we leave Kurafuji, however, there is some theoretical interest to be had in
revisiting his and Chierchia's notion of why E-type pronouns are needed in addition
to dynamic binding. Recall that they are operating under the assumption that E-
type pronouns are necessary for anaphora back to domains closed off by externally
static operators. This differs, obviously, from the characterization that I gave earlier
using the notion of neontological pronouns. I chose to frame the problem the way I did
because it is obvious that there is no difficulty in principle in writing down a definition
of universal quantification or negation that is externally dynamic; and, indeed, such
definitions have already been formulated and proposed for use in natural language
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semantics by Groenendijk and Stokhof (1990). These authors note the fact that
sometimes a sentence following a universally quantified sentence does appear to have
its pronouns bound by the preceding universal quantifier. They give the discourse in
(62); another, more well-known, example is (63) (Partee, cited in Roberts 1987).
(62) Every player chooses a pawn. He puts it on square one.
(63) Each degree candidate walked to the stage. He took his diploma from the
dean and returned to his seat.
Groenendijk and Stokhof formulate an externally dynamic version of universal quan-
tification to deal with these sentences, along with externally dynamic versions of
negation, implication and disjunction to deal with other examples. As they point
out, this leaves the question of when the externally dynamic versions can be used.
Externally dynamic universal quantification cannot be used in (51), as we have seen.
But it is plausible that there remain to be discovered some conditions that favor one
or the other version (see Poesio and Zucchi 1992 for a first attempt), and that a dy-
namic system could be set up that would use both. But such a system would still not
be able to account for the pronouns in (38) and (39), and similar examples. I maintain
that neontological pronouns, then, are the real problem for dynamic theories, and not
pronouns anaphoric to domains closed off by allegedly static operators.
Chierchia's mixed system would still be a solution to the problem as I conceive
it, of course. But I do not think that he and Kurafuji have shown sufficiently strong
evidence for the presence of both dynamic binding and E-type anaphora in natural
language for us to disregard the striking lack of theoretical parsimony in such a system.
Let us now leave Chierchia's system and turn to the other solution that I know
of to the problem faced by dynamic theories in connection with (38) and (39). It
is suggested in passing by Gardent (1991) and in more detail by Hardt (1999) that
those pronouns that cannot be interpreted as dynamically bound individual variables
should be able to obtain their semantic content by the same process that is used in
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cases of ellipsis.' 2 Let us consider (64), which is Hardt's example.
(64) Smith spent his paycheck. Jones saved it.
Hardt supposes that his paycheck does indeed contribute a variable to the variable
assignments passed on for the evaluation of the following sentence, to talk in the
terms we used earlier. Thus he tackles head on one of the problems faced by dynamic
systems in connection with these sentences-as noted earlier, dynamic systems do
not normally say that definite terms introduce a variable, but would rather say that
it is in the nature of definites to be interpreted by variables already introduced, as
proposed in Heim 1982. In Hardt's system, NPs like his paycheck are translated as
generalized quantifiers. So the translation of his paycheck is (65).
(65) AP2 [XzIxs = AP([us of (us, uo), paycheck(u s )]; P(us))]; xs(P 2)
To explain, this introduces two variables into the variable assignments used for the
evaluation of further sentences: us, for Smith's paycheck, and the generalized quan-
tifer variable x3, which is set equal to AP([us jof(us, uo), paycheck(uy)]; P(us)). It is
further ensured (by means of 'xz (P2 )') that this generalized quantifier will play a role
in the interpretation of the current sentence. The variable uo, meanwhile, is special.
Hardt adopts the centering theory of Grosz, Joshi and Weinstein 1995, which at any
given time allocates one entity the role of center (roughly, topic) of the discourse.
Such an entity, in addition to its own variable (say, Nu4, U7 ) can also be picked out
with a special variable uo, whose value will be set equal to that of different variables
at different times, as the center changes. Without going into centering theory, let us
just grant Hardt his assumption that in the first sentence of (64) the center is Smith,
while in the second it is Jones. The mechanism by which Hardt achieves the 'sloppy'
interpretation of the pronoun can now be appreciated: because it contains uo, X3
means, roughly, "the paycheck of the current center". Since the center changes from
Smith to Jones between the introduction of x3 and the interpretation of it3 (which
12Working in an E-type framework, Heim had previously likened E-type anaphora to ellipsis in
her 1990 article. I myself will make heavy use of a variant of this idea in Chapter 2.
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takes on the value of x3), the pronoun ends up designating the paycheck of Jones, as
required.
Thus the intuitive content, and part of the formalization, of Hardt's idea. Notice,
however, that the actual implementation cannot be as simple as this. The reason is
that the variable x3 specifies that the paycheck whose properties it maps to 1 is the
one which is the value of us. And that is Smith's paycheck. So if Xs is in fact used
as it stands in the interpretation of the following sentence, we still will not be able
to talk about Jones's paycheck. In fact if the center-shift does take place, so that
the value of Uo is now Jones, we will end up in the contradictory state of supposing
that the center's (Jones's) paycheck is the value of us, which is Smith's paycheck. So
in fact Hardt only appears to have sidestepped the essential problem that dynamic
theories face with neontological pronouns. When we take a closer look, we see that
the problem remains.
Hardt makes a curious move at this point. He says that in using the variable x3
for the interpretation of it3 , we can substitute "an alphabetic variant" of it. We are
allowed, then, to insert a variant in which the variable assigned to the paycheck is
not us but something else, say u6. This, of course, would solve the problem if it
were permissible: a novel variable is introduced for the entity in question, and it is
identified as being the paycheck of the center (who is now Jones). But it is in my
opinion most stipulative, if not downright impossible, to make a substitution of an
alphabetic variant in this manner. The problem is that dynamic systems, in their very
nature, do not allow for the equivalence of alphabetic variants, in the way that more
traditional static logics do. It matters whether we say, for example, 3xPx or 3yPy,
since the former but not the latter will be able to bind a syntactically free variable
x that occurs in a later formula. As far as I can see, then, it is not only stipulative
but actually illegal to solve the problem of neontological pronouns by relying on the
notion of alphabetic variance.
One could ask whether Hardt is not just creating unnecessary trouble for himself
by introducing this variable us for Smith's paycheck. Would it be possible to do
without it, perhaps by having the generalized quantifier variable c 3 mean just "the
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unique paycheck of the current center", as I first said above? Unfortunately, I don't
think this is the case, since it is possible that one would want to refer back to Smith's
paycheck with a pronoun without there being a concomitant center-shift to Smith,
which would allow such a version of s3 to do the job. The following example seems
to work well.
(66) Last year the president was a Democrat. This year he's a Republican. I
preferred him.
This can easily be taken to mean that I preferred the Democratic president, but there
does not seem to have been a center shift back to him before the pronoun that refers
to him is actually uttered. So it does seem necessary to have a variable for the actual
entity referred to by the first occurrence of his paycheck or the president. But then
the original problem of neontological pronouns remains.
One final note on the approach to the problem taken by Gardent and Hardt. Ab-
stracting away from the technical detail of their implementations, it does in fact seem
reasonable to see these authors too as introducing something like E-type pronouns
into dynamic systems. They do not state it in those terms, but the fact remains that
as well as normal dynamically bound individual variables, their systems also include
these other pronouns with a lot of descriptive content, whose semantics is really just
that of definite descriptions raised to the type of generalized quantifiers. It seems,
then, that they are committing furtively the same sin against theoretical parsimony
that Chierchia committed more openly. In particular, we must question the need for
dynamic binding at all if we have E-type pronouns, since it looks like a reasonable
research strategy, which has had a great deal of success, to account for the facts with
a mixture of E-type pronouns and ordinary binding.
I do not believe, then, that any of the solutions that have been offered have rescued
dynamic theories from the embarrassment they face over neontological pronouns.
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1.5 A Variable-Free Theory of Donkey Anaphora
1.5.1 Outline of the Variable-Free Theory
A third, and conceptually quite different, approach to the problem of covariation
without c-command is that recently proposed by Jacobson (2000). Jacobson (2000)
is working in a framework in which there is no syntactic level like LF at which con-
stituents can appear displaced from their surface positions in order to aid interpre-
tation. Another interesting feature of Jacobson's approach is the hypothesis that
no syntactic items are interpreted as free variables. (Jacobson thus calls her theory
"variable-free semantics", but this should not be construed as prohibiting the use
of bound variables in the metalanguage to identify various model-theoretic objects.)
One advantage of doing away with free variables in the syntax, according to Jacobson,
is that the whole apparatus of indices and variable assignments needed to interpret
them can be done away with.13
Before showing how a donkey pronoun is accounted for by Jacobson's system, I
need to introduce some of her technical machineryl4, and it so happens that a good
way to do this is to run through the treatments she gives to ordinary referential and
bound pronouns. Let us start, then, with (67), where he is referential.
(67) He lost.
As in many other systems, the intransitive verb (or T') lost is simply assumed to
have a denotation [Ay. y lost]. But we cannot, in this variable-free system, have he
simply be a free variable of type e straightforwardly combining with this function.
The way Jacobson proceeds is as follows. Pronouns are listed in the lexicon as identity
functions over individuals (possibly with some presuppositions built in to deal with q-
features, but we will abstract away from this); so he in our example has a denotation
13In addition to Jacobson 2000, readers are referred to Jacobson 1996 and 1999 for expositions of
the general approach.
14For brevity of exposition, I will abstract away from the syntactic framework, Combinatory
Categorial Grammar, in which she embeds her account. All the semantic composition needed for
the present discussion is compatible with various syntactic theories.
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[Ax.x]. We combine this with [Ay. y lost] by subjecting the latter to the type-shifting
rule g, of which (68) is a slightly simplified version (omitting syntactic concerns).
(68) The g rule
For any semantic types a, b and c: if f is a function of type (a, b), then g (f)
is the following function of type ((c, a), (c, b)): AV(c,a). ACc. f(a,b)(V(c,a)(Cc)).
It can be seen that, in effect, g is a kind of function composition operator: for any
two functions f and h, g(h)(f) = ho f. In the present case, we subject the denotation
of lost to g, and then combine the denotations of lost and he by ordinary functional
application and A-conversion, as shown in (69).
(69) a. [Ay. y lost]
ge[Af(e,e). Az. [Ay. y lost] (f(z))]
- [Af(e,e). Az. f(z) lost]
b. he lost:
[Af(e,e). Az. f(z) lost](Az.x) = [Az. z lost]
We arrive at the apparently paradoxical result, then, that the denotation of he lost
is the same as the denotation of lost. This is claimed to be no bad thing by Ja-
cobson. All the audience need do, she points out, is apply the resulting function to
some contextually salient individual, and propositional information will be obtained.
She points out that more familiar ways of dealing with sentences like (67) do not
have a proposition be the immediate outcome of running the semantics on the sen-
tence, either; we obtain, rather, a function from variable assignments or contexts to
propositions.
To deal with normal bound pronouns, we need one more piece of machinery.
Suppose that we have not (67) but (70), with he bound by the subject.
(70) Every mani thinks hei lost.
We proceed in exactly the same way as above with regard to he lost, with the result
that the embedded sentence has the denotation shown in (69). We now need to deal
with thinkcs. For simplicity's sake, we will not give even an elementary version of the
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semantics of propositional attitude verbs. Let us just take the type t to be whatever
the type of sentences must be in order to make things work out correctly. So we can
give a simplified denotation for thinks as in (71).
(71) [thinks = Apt. Ax. x thinks p
We now need a type-shift rule that will enable us to do binding. The rule is called z
and is given in (72), again without its proper syntactic correlate.
(72) The z rule
For any semantic types a and b: if f is a function of type (a, (e, b)), then z(f)
is the following function of type ((e, a), (e, b)): AG(e,a). Ax. f(G(x))(x).
Thus if we apply z to the denotation of thinks, we obtain the result shown in (73).
(73) Apt. Ax. x thinks p
. AP(e,t). y. [Apt. Ax. x thinks p](P(y))(y)
= AP(e,t). Ay. y thinks P(y)
We now compose thinks and he lost in the normal way, as shown in (74).
(74) [AP(e,t). Ay. y thinks P(y)] (Az. z lost)
= Ay. y thinks y lost
We see, then, that we end up with the right meaning for thinks he lost. The sentence
claims that every man has the property we end up with in (74), and the correct
meaning is obtained.
We are now in a position to deal with donkey pronouns and related phenomena.
For the sake of simplicity in calculation, I will use the second sentence of (75).
(75) Bill immediately put his payheck in the bank. But every student lost it.
The reading to concentrate on is the one according to which every student lost his
own paycheck; it helps to imagine that Bill is not a student, and that there is slight
contrastive stress on the word student. The pronoun, then, displays the characteristic
covariation without c-command that we are trying to explain. To begin with the pro-
noun, we take its lexically recorded denotation, the identity function over individuals,
and subject it to the ge rule, as shown in (76).
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(76) it
Ax. x
ge Af(e,e). Ay. [Axz. x](f (y))
-Af(e,e). -Ay. (f(Y))
S Af (e,e).f
The purpose of this move, as will become clear later, is to create a slot for a function
of type (e, e) to be taken as argument; this slot will end up being passed up, as it
were, so that the denotation of the whole sentence is a function taking arguments of
type (e, e), and this denotation will end up being applied to the contextually salient
function which maps people to their paychecks. So, returning to it, we need to turn
lost into a function which can take this function [Af(e,e). f] as argument and pass up
the type (e, e) slot. This we do by subjecting the meaning of lost to z and g(e,e), as
we see in (77).
(77) lost
Ax. Ay. y lost x
. Af(e,,). Az. [Ax. Ay. y lost x](f(z))(z)
= Af(e,e). Az. z lost f(z)
<(e,e AF(ee,ee). g(e,e). [Af(e,e). Az. z. lost f(z)](F(g))
= AF(ee,e,). Ag(e,e). Az. z lost F(g)(z)
We now combine lost with it in the normal way, with the result shown in (78).
(78) lost it
[AF(ee,ee. -Ag(e,e). z. z lost F(g)(z)](Af(e,e). f)
= Ag(e,e) Az. z lost [Af (e,e). f] (g)(z)
= Ag(e,e). Az. z lost g(z)
We are now nearly done. It is evident from the unexceptionable lexical entries in (79)
that every student will have, in the first instance, the denotation in the first line of
(80). This is then subjected to g(e,e), so it will be able to take the VP denotation we
have ended up with as an argument.
(79) a. [every] = AP(e,t). AQ(,t). Vx(P(x) - Q(x))
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b. ýstudent -= Ax. x is a student
(80) every student
AQ(e,t). Vx(x is a student - Q(x))
ge,e) A.F(ee,et). Af(e,e). [AQ(e,t). Vx(x is a student - Q(x))](F(f))
=-- A-FA(ee,et). Af(e,e). Vx(x is a student ->F(f)(x))
Now all we have to do is combine the denotations of every student (80) and lost it
(78). The result is shown in (81).
(81) every student lost it
[A.(ee,et). Af(e,e). VX(X is a student -+ F(f)(x))](A•(e,e). Az. z lost g(z))
- Af(e,e). Vx(x is a student [Ag(e,e). Az.z lost g(z)](f)(x))
= Af (e,e). Vx(x is a student -- x lost f(x))
The final line here is the denotation of the sentence. As described above, the hearer
has to apply this function to some contextually salient function of the right type in
order to obtain propositional information. In this case, the right function is the one
that maps people to their paychecks. The sentence thus ends up conveying that every
student lost his own paycheck, which is the desired result.
Note, before we go on to examine possible problems with this kind of approach,
that this theory does account for the fact that the forms we call pronouns have
referential, bound and E-type uses: one basic denotation, that of the identity function
over individuals, suffices to yield all three uses, if we accept the existence of the type-
shifting mechanisms postulated.
1.5.2 Problems with the Variable-Free Theory
The current theory seems to share the following two problems with E-type theories.
In §2.5, furthermore, it will be argued that there is a third problem which affects
both the variable-free theory and the standard E-type theories; and in §5.5.2 another
problem will arise for variable-free semantics.
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The Problem of the Formal Link
It is evident from the description just given that the current variable-free theory suffers
from the problem of the formal link, just like the E-type theory. (See above, §1.3.2.)
That is, there is no evident way that it can distinguish between the grammaticality
of (82a) and (82b).
(82) a. Every man who has a wife is sitting next to her.
b. * Every married man is sitting next to her.
Both sentences seem to be well suited to make salient the function mapping people
to the people they are married to. Indeed, the vital words wife and married are very
similar from the point of view of a theory that relies only on the contextual salience of
functions without reference to syntactic categories, like the present one: both words
seem basically to be of type (e, et), denoting relations between people and their wives
or spouses; both seem to have been transformed into functions of type (e, t) in the
sentences above. Both, in other words seem to be equally far away from the function
of type (e, e) which has to be made salient. It is unclear, then, how the variable-free
theory could explain why only one of the sentences is grammatical.
The Problem of Indistinguishable Participants
It is also evident upon reflection that the current theory will almost certainly end up
suffering from another of the problems that afflict the E-type analysis, namely the
problem of indistinguishable participants (above, §1.3.2), exemplified by the gram-
maticality of (83).
(83) If a bishop meets a bishop, he blesses him.
In fact, Jacobson does not propose an analysis even of ordinary conditional donkey
sentences, and it is far from evident how to deal with them on her theoretical as-
sumptions. So this is an initial problem. But in the spirit of the analysis of every
student lost it given above, we seem to have to suppose that the denotation of (83)
would be a function from functions of some type to a function from functions of that
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same type to truth values. That is, informally speaking, it would look something like
(84), for some type T.
(84) Af . Ag,. if a bishop meets a bishop, f[...] blesses g[...]
This function, on the analogy of the above analysis, would be applied by listeners
to two contextually salient functions to obtain propositional information, with the
two pronouns analyzed by means of these salient functions. (The exact details would
presumably depend on exactly how conditionals were handled.) But even with this
bare outline of an account, which seems necessary to maintain the same general
approach that we have seen, it is evident that the current theory will share the
problem of indistinguishable participants: it does not seem to be the case that there
are two different functions f and g by which the two bishops could be distinguished.
1.6 Conclusion
To sum up, then, the E-type approach to covariation without c-command says that
some pronouns are definite descriptions and, in its latest incarnation, uses situation
semantics to neutralize the unwelcome uniqueness presuppositions that this move
produces. It is currently faced with three problems: dealing with sentences involving
indistinguishable participants, establishing a formal link between E-type pronouns
and their intuitive antecedents, and doing away with the thesis of pronominal ambi-
guity.
Dynamic binding theories attempt to explain covariation without c-command by
altering the semantics so that operators can bind variables not syntactically in their
scope. They also face three problems, those of disjunctive antecedents, deep anaphora,
and neontological pronouns.
The variable-free theory analyzes pronouns as identity functions subject to various
type-shifting operations. When it comes to analyzing apparent covariation without
c-command, it shares two of the problems of the E-type analyses, those of the formal
link and indistinguishable participants.
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The rest of this dissertation can be seen as an attempt to clear away the problems
that affect the E-type theory. In particular, a new version of the E-type theory will
be proposed and defended in Chapter 2. The resulting syntax and semantics for E-
type pronouns will be unified with that of referential and bound pronouns, and also
with that of overt definite descriptions, in Chapter 3; and then I will return to the
theme of E-type anaphora in Chapter 4 and propose a solution for the problem of
indistinguishable participants. Chapter 5 will introduce a new problem for dynamic
and variable-free theories which leaves the E-type analysis untouched; and Chapter 6
will focus on the analysis of proper names, assimilating them to definite descriptions
partly on the basis of previously undetected E-type readings which they can be made
to display. But first, a novel theory of E-type pronouns.
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Chapter 2
E-Type Pronouns
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 The Proposal in Brief
I will be basing my analysis of E-type pronouns on the observation that pronomi-
nal forms can have the semantics of definite determiners of various kinds, including
definite articles, as pointed out in a classic paper by Postal (1966) on the basis of
examples such as (1).
(1) You troops will embark but the other troops will remain.
There are more details below in §2.1.2 on the evidence which suggests that pronouns
should at least occasionally be assimilated to determiners in their semantics and
syntax.
Let us examine once more the simple version of the E-type theory suggested by
Heim and Kratzer (1998, 290-93), according to which the pronoun in (2) would spell
out an LF fragment of the kind in (3).
(2) Every man who owns a donkey beats it.
(3) [the [R(7,(e,et)) pro(1,e)]]
Recall that the relation variable R would pick up the salient donkey-owned-by relation,
and the pronoun would denote the donkey owned by x, for every man x who owns a
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donkey.
My present concern is the following. Given the work which seeks to assimilate
pronouns to determiners, it seems that we might be missing a generalization if we
adopt a conventional E-type analysis like this, in the following sense. Take (3). It
consists of a definite article and some material providing a function of type (e, t) for
the definite article to take as its argument. But we already have reason to believe
that pronouns can be interpreted as definite articles, following Postal. We would
reduce donkey anaphora and related phenomena to something we already have to
acknowledge, then, if we could say that in these cases the semantic contribution
of the donkey pronoun is just a definite article, and the equivalent of the material
following the in (3) is obtained some other way.
I suggest, then, that [it] = Jthe], abstracting away from the &-features of it. The
same goes for the other third person pronouns. We know, furthermore, that NPs
can undergo PF deletion in the environment of an identical NP, as in (4) (Jackendoff
1968, 1971; Perlmutter 1970).
(4) My shirt is the same as his.
Combining these two simple ideas, we see that there could have been deletion of
donkey after it in (2), and that it here could mean the same as the. This would mean
that (2) would have an LF almost or precisely identical to that of (5).
(5) Every man who owns a donkey beats the donkey.
Since (5) does indeed mean the same as (2), it seems that this is an option worth
exploring. In fact my claim in this chapter is that E-type pronouns can quite generally
be viewed as being definite articles whose complements are subject to NP-deletion.
For ease of reference, I call this the NP-Deletion Theory.1
1This proposal is related to but distinct from that of von Fintel (1994), who suggests that at
LF pronouns can be rewritten as [DP the [f " [vI . . .v,]]], where fi" is a variable of the type of an
n-place function with range of type (e, t), and where v 1 ... v, are variables of the appropriate types
(von Fintel 1994, 156). Von Fintel proposed in his dissertation that all quantifiers have a hidden
"resource domain argument" which intersects with the overt restrictor, implementing the covert
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This chapter is structured as follows. The Introduction continues with some fur-
ther remarks on NP-deletion and assimilating pronouns to determiners, and §2.2
lays out my version of the semantic framework (situation semantics) which I will
be adopting. I then concentrate for a while on accounting for donkey anaphora: in
§2.3 it is shown that the current proposal can obtain the correct truth conditions
for donkey sentences, in particular the characteristic covariance without c-command;
and in §§2.4 and 2.5, I examine various ways in which conventional E-type analyses
encounter problems with donkey anaphora, and try to show that the NP-Deletion
Theory improves upon them. In §2.6, I examine the other types of sentence in which
linguists have posited E-type pronouns, and show how the NP-Deletion Theory deals
with these data. And in §2.7, I discuss and dismiss some objections which have
already been made to the NP-Deletion Theory.
2.1.2 The Assimilation of Pronouns to Determiners
To argue that personal pronouns in English are a kind of definite article, Postal (1966)
used examples like those in (6), (1) (repeated here as (7)) and (8), where pronouns
appear in determiner position. 2
(6) a. we Americans
narrowing of the domain of quantification produced by pragmatic factors; so the LF-fragment above
can naturally be regarded as the expected semantic representation of the definite article on his view.
The crucial difference between his proposal and mine, then, is the origin of the function of type (e, t)
which forms the sister to the definite article in the semantics: von Fintel has it be a contextually
salient function assigned to the variable f in the normal way. See §2.4 for an argument against this.
The present proposal is also closely related to one made by Heim (1990): see §2.4.2 below. Another
precedent is Jacobson's 1977 dissertation, where she argued that one of the pronouns in Bach-Peters
sentences derives from an underlying full DP by the old Pronominalization transformation. (She
does not have the contribution of the pronoun be a definite article alone, as I do; but both of us
would analyze one of the pronouns in Bach-Peters sentences as being a full DP semantically.)
2We can add that me could be used in the same way in Early Modern English. Cf. Shakespeare,
Love's Labour's Lost, Act 4 Scene 3 line 204, "That you three fools lacked me fool to make up the
mess."
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b. us linguists
c. you Communists
d. (dialectally) them guys, (Scots) they Sassenachs
(7) You troops will embark but the other troops will remain.
(8) We Americans distrust you Europeans.
It does not seem plausible to analyze these DPs as involving appositive constructions,
as Postal (1966) has already pointed out, with many arguments. One argument is
that there is no sign of or requirement for the characteristic "comma intonation"
associated with apposition in sentences like (9).
(9) You, troops, will embark.
In order to distance the you in (7) and (8) from the you in (9), it might be thought
desirable to have the denotation of you troops in (7) be the sum3 of the contextually
salient troops. This does not seem to be advisable, however. The reason is that
already when the speaker says you troops in (7) "the other troops" are salient; we
can tell because the sentence is most naturally delivered with contrastive stress on
you and the other, and there would be no way to get that without the other troops
being borne in mind while you troops is being said, in order for there to be something
to stand in contrast to the denotation of you troops. The suggested denotation would
give the wrong results in this case, then, incorrectly making you troops stand for
all the troops who figure in (7). It is more plausible, then, that you in (7) has
a denotation like that in (10); in this formula, g is a variable assigment, a is the
addressee, and < - is the individual part-of relation of Link 1983.
(10) jyouj] g'a = Af : f E D(e,t) & a < ig(j) & f(g(j)) = 1. g(j)
Basically, then, this plural you takes an NP with denotation f and gives as the
denotation of the whole DP some contextually salient plural individual j which is
3In this paragraph I presuppose some familiarity with the lattice-theoretic analysis of plurality
of Link 1983. Briefly, a sum of individuals is a plural individual, an individual that is still of type e
but which has other individuals as its parts.
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conditioned as follows: the addressee a must be part of j, and j must be f. This
rather roundabout lexical entry enables us to have the denotation of you troops in
(7) be the troops being addressed (or of whom representatives are being addressed),
and not "the other troops".
There is now a rich tradition of work showing that other empirical and conceptual
advantages can be obtained from assimilating pronouns and determiners. 4 Although
there are no overt prenominal uses for third person singular pronouns in English, I
submit that it is not a large step to believe that these pronouns too can sometimes
have the semantics of a determiner. (In Chapter 3 I will be arguing, in fact, that
pronouns always have this semantics.) In particular, then, I propose that pronouns
have the same denotation as the, with the exception that pronouns have 0-features.
I will be discussing the meaning of the in Chapter 3; but for the sake of concreteness
I give in (11) the views of the and she (to pick one example) that I will be assuming
in this chapter. (Fx means 'x is a female person.')
(11) a. [the] = Af : f E D(e,t) & 3!x f(x) = 1. tx f(x) = 1
b. Dshe] = Af : fE D(e,t) & 3!xf(x) - 1 & Vx(f(x) = 1 -+ Fx).
tx f(x) = 1
I will not be moving very far from these lexical entries in Chapter 3; the main debate
will revolve around whether or not these words should in fact take two arguments
and yield the unique entity that satisfies both predicates.
2.1.3 NP-Deletion
NP-deletion, in the guise of N'-deletion, has been around for a long time, at least
since Jackendoff 1968, 1971, and Perlmutter 1970. These authors gave examples like
the following.
(12) a. Bill's story about Sue may be amazing, but Max's is virtually incredible.
4Prominent references include Stockwell, Schachter and Partee 1973, Abney 1987, Longobardi
1994, and Uriagereka 1995.
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b. I like Bill's wine, but Max's is even better.
With the advent of the DP-hypothesis, which I follow here, the name became changed
to NP-deletion, for obvious reasons (Saito and Murasugi 1989, Lasnik and Saito 1992).
Under what circumstances is NP-deletion possible? There seem to be two condi-
tions under which it is allowed. The first, most obviously, is when there is a linguistic
antecedent, as in the examples we have seen so far.5 The second is when the deictic
aid can be invoked of something in the immediate environment. For example, a visitor
being enthusiastically leaped upon by his host's dog might nod at it and say, "Mine
does just the same," even if no mention has been made of the word dog.6 It is not
possible, however, to reconstruct a suitable NP from the linguistic context alone if it
has not actually occurred explicitly. In the following discourse, for example, the sec-
ond sentence is impossible, even though the relation expressed by the word husband
has been made contextually salient by the first sentence.
(13) Mary is married. *And Sue's is the man drinking the Martini.
This fact will be of some importance later on, when we examine the problem of the
formal link between donkey pronoun and antecedent (§2.4).
It is not my purpose in this chapter to explain why NP-deletion should be con-
strained in exactly this way, and I will offer no more than a few speculative remarks.
I suspect that there is no unified explanation for the two conditions just described,
and that two different processes are involved. The type of NP-deletion which has a
5 There are some further remarks on this topic in §2.7.2.
6Lasnik and Saito (1992, 160-61) claim that NP-deletion is like VP-ellipsis in that it always
requires a linguistic antecedent. (The corresponding demonstration for VP-ellipsis was made by
Hankamer and Sag (1976).) They reject the possibility of aid from the immediate physical environ-
ment of the sort which I allow. In their example, Lasnik and Saito are in a yard which is filled with
barking domestic canines. Neither has spoken. They claim that it is distinctly odd for Lasnik to
begin a conversation at this point by saying, "Harry's is particularly noisy," meaning that Harry's
dog is particularly noisy. On the other hand, they go on, it is perfectly felicitous for him to make
that comment if Saito has just said something like, "These dogs keep me awake at night with all
their barking." I fear I must dispute their data, however. In an informal poll of six native speakers
of English, all six found the first, allegedly bad, conversational opener quite felicitous.
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linguistic antecedent is obviously parallel to VP-ellipsis, which is widely accepted to
be possible only when there is a linguistic antecedent (Hankamer and Sag 1976). NP-
deletion in the absence of a linguistic antecedent would rely on some extra-linguistic
reconstruction by the hearer of what must be meant by the speaker; this explains the
fact that it seems to be limited to cases where there is some immediate cue in the
physical environment, which is indicated by some physical gesture for the greatest
felicity to result. Any harder task, presumably, would produce the feeling of mental
stretching which one has upon hearing (13).
Moving away from the global conditions under which NP-deletion is possible, there
is also the question of what can make up the immediately adjacent linguistic material.
Specifically, one sometimes hears the claim that the deleted NP must be preceded by
a genitive phrase, as in (12) (Saito and Murasugi 1989). As far as I can tell, however,
this is much too strong. Consider the data in (14).
(14) a. Sue only bought two books, but Mary bought at least three.
b. Most movies bore Mary, but she does like some.
c. Many unicorns were in the garden, but Mary only noticed a few.
d. Most MIT students build robots, and all watch Star Trek.
e. The boys came to the party; each gave a present to the birthday-girl.
f. The twins showed up too; both began to criticise the food.
g. Mary tried to corral the unicorns, but many escaped.
h. Some students are morning-people, but most are not.
i. I don't like either woman; neither knows much about Star Trek.
j. Many Athenians went to Sicily, but few returned.
k. Two heads are better than one.
1. * Two heads are better than no.
m. i. * Sue only bought one book, but Mary bought every.
ii. * More than one Athenian went to Sicily, and every returned.
n. i. * I wanted to read the best book in the store, so I bought the.
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ii. * The giant wanted to eat the children, but the escaped.
o. i. * I wanted to read a book, so I bought a.
ii. * I expected a bird to fly through the mead-hall, and a did.
After this quick survey, then, it looks like NP-deletion is possible after every deter-
miner except no, every, a and the (cf. Lobeck 1995, 42-5). But it has been argued for
some time that, under certain conditions at least, one and a are phonological variants
of the same lexical item (Perlmutter 1970; Stockwell, Schachter and Partee 1973). I
espouse the theory of Stockwell, Schachter and Partee (1973, 70-71), according to
which the word is realized as one under the same conditions as those under which
your is realized yours, that is when there is no NP following overtly; otherwise it is
a/an. This means that NP-deletion in the environments in (14o) is indeed possible,
but the sentences are realized as in (15).
(15) a. I wanted to read a book, so a bought one.
b. I expected a bird to fly through the mead-hall, and one did.
Under theories like this, there are of course environments where surface one does not
derive from the indefinite article.
I suppose that the same thing happens with no. The surface forms no and none
seem to be in complementary distribution, with the conditioning environment being
that which we have already seen: the presence or absence of a phonologically realized
NP sister. This means that NP-deletion in the environment in (141) would actually
produce the sentence in (16).
(16) Two heads are better than none.
The determiners every and the, on this view, would be the only ones which genuinely
do not allow NP-deletion after them. It is interesting to note that every has at least
one other strange property in addition, namely the inability to appear in partitive
constructions (17).
(17) a. All of the boys gave a present to Mary.
b. Each of the boys gave a present to Mary.
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c. * Every of the boys gave a present to Mary.
It is notable that figuring in partitive constructions involves appearing with no phono-
logically overt NP sister, just like NP-deletion. But I will not attempt to investigate
here why this word should behave in this manner.7
It is of course tempting to argue at this point that NP-deletion takes place after
the too, with the then being spelled out as a 'pronoun'. That is, we could suppose that
in English the is not a separate lexical item from the third-person pronouns, as I said
above; rather there are the various third-person pronouns which have the semantics
of definite articles with q-features, as shown in (11), but a low-level morphological
process spells them out as the when they take a phonologically realized NP as com-
plement. In other words, there would be an alternation between the phonological
forms it and the (for example) exactly parallel to the one we have just seen between
yours and your, and, if my suspicion is correct, none and no.' As far as I can see,
this could in fact be the case for English, but I am dubious about postulating it here
because it obviously does not hold good for a closely related language like German. 9
In German, the definite article der, die, das can appear with no overt following NP,
as we see in (18).
(18) a. Hans sieht den Mann.
Hans sees the man
7I am unconvinced by the theory of Lobeck (1995, 85-96). Her general claim is that ellipsis is
licensed in a position if it is governed by a head which bears strong morphology, the latter being
defined as "productive morphological realization of features from which a significant proportion of
the referential content of non-arbitrary pro is recovered" (Lobeck 1995, 15). The behaviour of every
is explained by positing a "strong" feature [partitive], which indicates the ability of a determiner
to take part in a partitive construction: determiners apart from every have it, and thus license
ellipsis of their NP complements, while every does not. This is entirely ad hoc, however, and indeed
self-contradictory: the new feature simply does not fit the definition of "strong" morphology which
is used elsewhere in Lobeck's book.
sI argued exactly this in Elbourne 2001, an earlier version of this chapter, where I noted that
Yang (1999) had already proposed the same thing for independent reasons.
9I am grateful to Uli Sauerland for alerting me to this point.
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"Hans sees the man."
b. Hans sieht den.
Hans sees the
"Hans sees him."
Besides der, die, das there is a set of normal pronouns er, sie, es. We are not,
however, obligated to use one of these latter forms in cases like (18b), meaning that
pronouns and common or garden definite articles must be distinct lexical items in
German. I see little point in identifying the two in English, then, since we have to
acknowledge these two sorts of things anyway; although as far as I can see there would
be nothing to prevent us identifying them in English and saying that other languages
work differently. But for the purposes of this chapter I will be assuming that what we
normally call pronouns and definite articles are distinct lexical items, even though the
semantics of pronouns is very like that of the. There will be more discussion relevant
to this point in Chapter 3.
For our present purposes, I hope that the large number of determiners that allow
NP-deletion after them will make it seem quite unexceptionable to posit NP-deletion
after the alleged determiners he, she, it and they.
2.2 Semantics
2.2.1 Background
Recall that I am claiming that (19a) looks like (19b) at LF, abstracting away from
irrelevant detail, and therefore obtains its covarying reading in the same way that
(19c) does.
(19) a. Every man who owns a donkey beats it.
b. every man who owns a donkey beats [it donkey]
c. Every man who owns a donkey beats the donkey.
But now we must ask how (19c) can possibly get a covarying reading, in the absence
of any lexical items like pronouns that we normally take to be interpreted as bindable
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variables. The answer will be that binding does take place in (19c) and (19b), but
that it is not individual variables that are bound but situation variables. Hence I will
now set out the version of situation semantics that I will be assuming in much of this
dissertation. This semantics is based most directly on the work of Kratzer (1989),
Berman (1987), Heim (1990) and von Fintel (1994) and Heim and Kratzer (1998),
but some details, including the precise formulation of the lexical entries of quantifiers,
are novel.
The following semantics is based on the notion of a situation, where, as in Kratzer
1989, a situation is a state of affairs in the sense of Armstrong 1978. Armstrong
(1978, 1997) sets up an ontology which is realist about universals: there are certain
properties and relations which really occur in the world in different places at once,
being instantiated by different individuals, or n-tuples of individuals, at the same
time. In addition to universals, then, the world contains individuals or particulars
which instantiate them. Armstrong (1978, Volume I, 114) distinguishes between two
types of particular: a thick particular, which is a particular with all its properties; and
a thin particular, which is a particular taken in abstraction from all its properties. A
thin particular is identified with the total space-time area occupied by the individual
in question (Armstrong 1978, Volume I, 118).10 Since the scheme treats (at least
some) properties as being ontologically basic, it is evident that we have the option of
10Noam Chomsky (personal communication) maintains that this conception of a thin particular
cannot be the appropriate one for linguistics, because we can talk about entities like numbers that
do not seem to occupy any space-time area. I think this is correct. Armstrong's metaphysics is
not thereby undermined, since Armstrong, as a materialist, will presumably be quite content to say
that no individuals exist that do not occupy space-time areas. But as linguists we must recognize
that, even if materialism is in fact the correct account of the world, speakers do entertain ideas and
formulate sentences about entities which do not (according to their thoughts) have the normal kind
of spatial and temporal properties. In discussing the quasi-ontological foundations of a semantic
system, we are not engaged in metaphysics but in "natural language metaphysics" (Bach 1989, 98).
See Bach 1989 and Gamut 1991 (Chapter 3) for relevant discussion. I leave it as an open question
here whether any further linguistic account can be given of a thin particular beyond "a particular
taken in abstraction from all its properties."
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considering thin particulars in connection with only a proper subset of the properties
they instantiate. To use Kratzer's (1989) example, there is a part of the world which
consists only of Angelika Kratzer's thin particular (at a certain time) plus the property
(instantiated by the thin particular) of being hungry. A state of affairs or situation,
then, is one or more particulars having one or more properties or standing in one or
more relations (Armstrong 1978, Volume I, 113); it need not contain all the properties
and relations which the particulars it contains do in fact instantiate at the time in
question.
This means that we can define a reflexive part-of relation < on the union of the
set of situations and the set of thin particulars. A situation s is part of a situation s'
if and only if s' contains all the particulars s does, instantiating all the properties and
relations that they instantiate in s. For example, the situation which contains just
Angelika Kratzer's thin particular instantiating the property of being hungry is part
of the situation which contains just Angelika Kratzer's thin particular instantiating
the properties of being hungry and being tired. The latter situation is sometimes
also said to be an extension of the former. This part-of relation will be of some
importance in our semantics. So too will be the related notion of a minimal situation.
A minimal situation such that p is the situation which contains the smallest number
of particulars, properties and relations that will make p true (intuitively speaking).
For example, the minimal situation in which John owns Flossy contains just the thin
particulars of John and Flossy plus the relation of owning with them instantiating
it; no further properties, relations or particulars are present. A minimal situation
in which John owns a donkey (in which, in other words, there is an individual x
such that x is a donkey and John owns x) again contains just two thin particulars
instantiating the owning relationship, with one of them being John's; the difference is
that the situation also contains a property, that of being a donkey, which the second
particular instantiates. There may be more than one minimal situation in which John
owns a donkey, of course: if John owns more than one donkey, there will be one such
minimal situation for each donkey.
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2.2.2 Ontological Ingredients (Kratzer 1989)
S a set, the set of possible situations (including the set of thick particulars)
A a set, the set of possible thin particulars
< a partial ordering on S U A (intuitively, the part-of relation) such that at least
the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) For no s E S is there an a E A such that s < a;
(ii) For all s E S U A there is a unique s' E S such that s < s' and for all
s" E S: if s' < s", then s" = s'.
p(S) the power set of S, the set of propositions
W a subset of S, the set of maximal elements with respect to <, the set of possible
worlds. For all s E S, let w, be the maximal element s is related to by <.
In order to work out the possible worlds aspect of the semantics properly, it would
be necessary to address the relationship between individuals or situations in different
possible worlds that are in some sense the same; we might want to introduce the coun-
terpart relation, following Lewis 1968, 1973. But in practice I will hardly be dealing
with sentences that demand this, and I will generally only talk about situations that
are part of the actual world.
2.2.3 Rules (after Heim and Kratzer 1998)
1. Functional Application (FA)
If a is a branching node and {3, 7} the set of its daughters, then, for any
assignment g, a is in the domain of [ I9 if both 0 and y are, and J[P9 is a
function whose domain contains ý7g]. In that case, [caj = t3]G(h'(g).
2. Predicate Modification (PM)
If a, is a branching node and {, ~y} the set of its daughters, then, for any
assignment g, a is in the domain of [ ]9 if both /3 and y are, and [[P1/ and
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(Yg9 are of type ((s, e), (s,t)). In that case, [a # = Au(s,e,).As. [#]39(u)(s)
1 & TyAg(u)(s) = 1.
3. Predicate Abstraction (PA)
For all indices i and assignments g, [i a = Au(s,e). []g"l/
4. Traces (TR)
If a is a trace, g is a variable assignment, and i E dom(g), then [ýaig = g(i).
Variable assignments will now be functions from the natural numbers to functions of
type (s, e).
In addition to the above rules that operate on the object language, we also need
the following rule to operate on the metalanguage when doing derivations.
* A-Conversion (AC)
For any type T, [Ax,. M](N,) = [N/x]M, where [N/x]M is the result of substi-
tuting N for x in M.
2.2.4 Sample Lexical Entries
[Mary]Jg = As. Mary
[laughs]g - Au (,e). As. u(s) laughs in s
VcatJ9 = Au(s,e). As. u(s) is a cat in s
[greetsg = Au(s,e). Av,(s,e). As. v(s) greets u(s) in s
[everyg = Af((s,e),(s,t)). Ag((s,e),(s,t)). As. for every individual x: for every minimal sit-
uation s' such that s' < s and f(As.x)(s') = 1, there is a situation s"
such that s" < s and s" is a minimal situation such that s' < s"' and
g(As.x)(s") - 1
[aj = Af((s,e),(s,t)). Ag((s,e),(s,t)). As. there is an individual x and a situation s'
such that s' is a minimal situation such that s' < s and f(As.x)(s') = 1,
such that there is a situation s" such that s" < s and s" is a minimal
situation such that s' _ s" and g(As.x)(s") = 1
[it]Pg = Af ((s,e),(ls,t>). As : 3!zf(As'.x)(s) = 1. txf(As'.x)(s) - 1
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[the g  = Af((s,e),(s,t)). As : 3!x f(As'.x)(s) = 1. x f (As'.x)(s) -= 1
[alwaysjg = Ap(s,t). Aq(s,t). As. for every minimal situation s' such that s' < s and
p(s') = 1, there is a situation s" such that s" < s and s" is a minimal
situation such that s' < s" and q(s") = 1
[whojg = Af((s,e),(s,t)). AU(s,e) : Vs u(s) is a person. As. f(u)(s) = 1
[if] = Ap(s,t).p
There will be discussion of some situation-semantic technicalities connected with the
treatment of quantification proposed here in §2.3.3, after we have seen the above
quantifiers in action in the analysis of donkey sentences.
2.3 The Truth Conditions of Donkey Sentences
2.3.1 Examples with if-clauses
Following Berman (1987), I assume that quantificational adverbs (including the silent
variant of always found in multi-case conditionals) impose the structure in (20) on
their LFs.
(20) [[always [if a]] /3]
This means that the donkey sentence in (21) has the LF structure in (22).11
(21) If a man owns a donkey, he always beats it.
(22) [[always [if [[a man] [A6 [[a donkey] [A2 [t6 owns t2]]]]]]] [[he man] beats [it
donkey]]]
A rather lengthy calculation (shown in Appendix B.1) reveals that this LF has the
truth conditions in (23), according to the semantics set out in §2.2. It is suggested that
the diagram in (24) be used as an aide-memoire when reading these truth conditions.
11I follow Heim and Kratzer 1998 in assuming that movement creates objects like A2 in the syntax,
which will be interpreted by the Predicate Abstraction rule given above.
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(23) As,. for every minimal situation sq such that
s4 < s, and there is an individual y and a situation s7
such that s7 is a minimal situation such that s7 q s4
and y is man in sq, such that there is a situation s9 such
that s9 < s4 and s9 is a minimal situation such that
s7 < s8 and there is an individual x and a
situation s2 such that s2 is a minimal situ-
ation such that s2 _ s9 and x is a donkey
in S2, such that there is a situation ss such
that ss 5 s9 and ss is a minimal situation
such that se _ s3 and y owns x in ss,
there is a situation s5 such that
s5 < S1 and ss is a minimal situation such that s4 5 ss
and tx x is a man in ss beats in s5 Lx x is a donkey in s5
(24)
(si)
(¾S7 ) S3
y man I S
x donkey y owns x
txx is a man
beats
Lx x is a donkey
These truth conditions are intuitively adequate. Note in particular that the unique
man and the unique donkey in ss mentioned at the end must be the man and donkey
that figured in s7 and ss, since s5 is an extension of these latter situations. Further-
more, since all situations are defined as the minimal ones of the appropriate kind, no
other donkeys or men can sneak in, meaning that the final uniqueness presuppositions
with regard to men and donkeys in ss are justified.
2.3.2 Donkey Sentences with QP and Relative Clause
The donkey sentence in (25) will have the LF in (26).
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(25) Every man who owns a donkey beats it.
(26) [[every [man [who [A6 [[a donkey] [A2 [t6 owns t2]]]]]]] [beats [it donkey]]]
A calculation (shown in Appendix B.2) shows that this LF receives the truth con-
ditions in (27). Once again, a diagram is provided (in (28)) to help the reader keep
track of the structure of the situations.
(27) As4 . for every individual y:
for every minimal situation s5 such that
s5 < s4 and y is a man in ss and there is an
individual x and a situation se such that s2 is
a minimal situation such that s2 < s5 and x is
a donkey in s2, such that there is a situation s3
such that s3 _ s5 and s3 is a minimal situation
such that s2 < s3 and y owns x in s3,
there is a situation s6 such that
s6 < s4 and s6 is a minimal situation such that
S5 _< S6 and y beats in s6 tz z is a donkey in s6
(28)
(84)
F(9 .j
z beats the donkey in s6
Once again, the truth conditions seem to be intuitively adequate. In particular,
the unique donkey in s6 must be the donkey introduced in s2, and hence owned by
the man y, for each man y, because s86 is an extension of s2. As with the preceding
truth conditions, the consistent specification of minimal situations of each relevant
kind means that no other donkeys can be in the situations s6, and so the uniqueness
presupposition is justified.
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2.3.3 Discussion of Quantification
For the benefit of those interested in situation-semantic technicalities, I will now point
out some of the innovations I have included in the situation semantics treatment of
quantification and discuss one seemingly troublesome feature of the system. For the
sake of reference, I repeat in (29), (30) and (31) the definitions of the quantifiers
every, a and always.
(29) (every g =
(30) [aJ]9 =
(31) [always g -
Af((s,e),(s,t)). Ag((s,,),(s,t)). As. for every individual x: for every min-
imal situation s' such that s' < s and f(As.x)(s') = 1, there is a
situation s" such that s" < s and s" is a minimal situation such
that s' < s" and g(As.x)(s") =- 1
Af((s,e),(s,t))- Ag((s,e),(s,ty). As. there is an individual x and a situ-
ation s' such that s' is a minimal situation such that s' < s
and f(As.x)(s') = 1, such that there is a situation s" such that
s" < s and s" is a minimal situation such that s' < s" and
g(As.x)(s") = 1
Ap(s,t). Aq(,,t).As. for every minimal situation s' such that s' < s
and p(s') = 1, there is a situation s" such that s" < s and s" is
a minimal situation such that s' < s" and q(s") = 1
Persistence
The first way in which the above lexical entries for quantifiers contrast with (at least
some) previous situation semantics work on quantification is that the denotations
they give do not produce persistent propositions. In the terminology of Barwise and
Perry (1983), a proposition is persistent just in case, for every situation s in which it
is true, it is also true in all situations of which s is a part. Using the present notation,
the definition is as follows (Kratzer 1989, 618).
(32) Persistence
A proposition p E p(S) is persistent if and only if for all s and s' E S the
following holds: whenever s K s' and s E p, then s' E p.
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An example of Kratzer's might help to bring out what is involved here. Suppose that
Kratzer has an orchard, and that in showing it off to a visitor she utters (33).
(33) Every tree is laden with wonderful apples.
It is clear from the context that Kratzer is not claiming that every tree in the world is
laden with wonderful apples, but only that every tree in her orchard is so laden. The
question is how exactly we are to express this fact. According to the lexical entry for
every given above, (33), if we make no other assumptions, will have the denotation
in (34).
(34) As. for every individual x: for every minimal situation s' such that s' < s and
x is a tree in s', there is a situation s" such that s" < s and s" is a minimal
situation such that s' < s" and x is laden with wonderful apples in s"
It is clear that this proposition is not persistent. Take the minimal situation contain-
ing Kratzer's orchard. If all Kratzer's trees are as good as she claims, then (34) is
true in this situation; that is, this situation is a member of the set defined by (34).
But when we start considering larger situations, we will soon find one containing a
tree which is not laden with wonderful apples. And (34) will not be true in such a
situation. So (34) is not persistent. The question is whether this matters.
As Kratzer explains (Kratzer 1989, 617), there are basically two positions one
could take on this issue. One is that taken by Barwise and Perry (1983), who would
maintain that the denotation of (33) is indeed something like (34), but that in saying
(33) Kratzer only claimed that (34) was true in a limited part of the world. In
other words, it doesn't matter that (34) is not true in the world as a whole, because
Kratzer was not trying to talk about the world as a whole. The other position is
that adopted by Kratzer. She says (Kratzer 1989, 617-8) that quantifiers like every
are interpreted with respect to an implicit restrictor as well as explicit restrictors like
tree, and that therefore the restriction to her orchard (in the present case) makes it
into the proposition expressed in a way that it does not on the first view. It is as if
she had said (35), which on the above situation semantics would have a denotation
like that in (36).
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(35) Every tree in my orchard is laden with wonderful apples.
(36) As. for every individual x: for every minimal situation s' such that s' < s and
x is a tree in Kratzer's orchard in s', there is a situation s" such that s" < s
and s" is a minimal situation such that s' < s" and x is laden with wonderful
apples in s"
So the proposition expressed does end up being persistent, on this second view. The
reason is that it contains within it its own restriction to Kratzer's orchard. Even if
we evaluate the situation semantics denotation of (35) with respect to situations that
are much bigger than Kratzer's orchard, the claim made will still be the same; that
is, it will still just be a claim about Kratzer's orchard.
Now it is not immediately clear that there would in fact be any difference between
these two theories if the trouble were taken to spell them out in more detail. After all,
Barwise and Perry would presumably also want to say that in uttering (33) Kratzer
has conveyed what she would have conveyed by uttering (35). I suspect that the
difference, if a difference is to be found, must lie in whether or not there is actual
linguistic machinery devoted to the narrowing down of the domain of quantification:
von Fintel (1994), for example, suggested that, in addition to their overt restrictors,
quantifiers take as arguments phonologically null variables which pick up contextually
salient properties to provide further restriction of the quantification. If there is such
linguistic machinery, then we will arrive at a denotation like (36) in the case of the
present example and will never pass through a stage at which the denotation looks
like (34). If, on the other hand, there is no such linguistic machinery, then the
picture we end up with is that the proposition expressed is (34) and the audience
is put in the position of selecting a situation that is plausibly the one meant to be
a member of the set of situations thus defined. It does look like it will be possible
to elucidate the differences between the two views, then; but it looks as though
finding empirical evidence in support of one or the other would be a very difficult
task. Kratzer herself (1989, 618) does not attempt to give any empirical arguments
for quantified sentences always being persistent; rather she makes the conceptual
points that constraints like persistence narrow the range of possible meanings available
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to us and produce definitions (of negation, for example) that are consistent with
independent concerns. These points are hardly compelling.
All this is merely to say that I am aware that, unlike Kratzer (1989, 620-22), I
have not built any special provisions into my denotations of quantifiers in order to
ensure that quantified sentences end up being persistent; but it would be possible
to add such provisions were it shown to be necessary, perhaps along the lines of von
Fintel 1994.
Definites and the Nuclear Scope
It is perhaps worth noting the contrast between the way I handle quantification using
situations in this work and the way that Heim does in her 1990 article. 12 Heim
assumed that situation variables were present in the syntax. In a quantificational
structure, all the predicates in the restrictor would be relativized to one situation
variable, say sl, and those in the nuclear scope would be relativized to another, say
s2, with the exception that definites in the nuclear scope referring back to entities
introduced in the restrictor could have the situation variable of the restrictor (Heim
1990, 146). So (37), for example, would look something like (38) at LF. (I ignore the
requirement to subject the indefinites in the antecedent to Quantifier Raising.)
(37) If a man owns a donkey, he always beats it.
(38) [[always [if a man(si) owns(si) a donkey(si)]] [he(si) beats(s 2 ) it(sj)]]
Such LFs would be interpreted by a rule like (39).
(39) [ [[always [if a]] /] ]g = True iff for every minimal situation s, such that
[a]g9"\s = True, there is a situation s2 such that s1  _ s2 and [p] g s\s\ 7s2\s2
= True.
In this rule, sequences like s \sl mean that the object language situation variables
(in normal typeface) are to be replaced by the corresponding metalanguage situation
12I followed the Heim 1990 approach in my earlier published work on this subject: Elbourne 2000,
2001a, 2001b, 2001c, 2001d.
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variables (in boldface) during the calculation of truth conditions. Applying (39) to
(38), we obtain the truth conditions in (40).
(40) For every minimal situation sl such that there is an x such that x is a man
in s, and there is a y such that y is a donkey in s1 and x owns y in s1 , there
is a situation s2 such that s, I s2 and the unique x such that x is a man in
s, beats in s2 the unique y such that y is a donkey in s,.
In (38) and (40) I have assumed that the pronouns are to be interpreted as contex-
tually salient functions from situations to individuals: he is interpreted as a function
from situations to the unique man in those situations, and it is interpreted as a
function from situations to the unique donkey in those situations.13 These truth
conditions too seem to be intuitively adequate.
The problem is, of course, that in this approach we have to rely on syncategore-
matic rules for quantification. Quantifiers do not have lexical entries that enter into
the compositional semantics like those of any other word; and this special treatment
is surely methodologically undesirable. The reason such rules are necessary is the
assumed desirability of truth conditions like those in (40), in which the donkeys and
men of the restrictor are picked out in the nuclear scope using the situation variable
of the restrictor (s, in this case). This means that we must be able to differentiate
between the predicates in the nuclear scope that have s, and those that have s2 ,
and this in turn means that these variables must be present in the syntax. It seems
impossible to write any semantic rule, a rule operating on denotations, that would
take the denotation of the nuclear scope of a donkey sentence, computed in such a
way as to use the same situation variable at all times, and go through and change the
situation variables on the definites to those of the restrictor, while leaving those on
the other predicates alone. The reason is that the denotation is just a function from
situations to truth values (in cases like (37); there are no "definites" in it, properly
speaking, even though we might use definites in our metalanguage when we write it
13In her 1990 paper, Heim sometimes had pronouns be functions that took individuals as argu-
ments too.
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down. We have to have situation variables in the syntax, then, in order to have truth
conditions of the type in (40).14 But now let us consider the consequences of this for
any attempt to have a normal denotation for a word like always, a denotation which
will take as arguments a certain number of semantic objects (two propositions in this
case) and operate on those. We see that no such denotation will be possible in this
case: the nuclear scope, to repeat, is going to look like the LF fragment in (41).
(41) [he(si) beats(s 2) it(sI)]
Since there are two different situation variables here, we cannot arrive at a proposition:
we could abstract over s, and leave s2 free, or abstract over s2 and leave sl free.
Either way, we do not arrive at a proposition, but only at something that denotes
a proposition relative to an assignment function. So there is no proposition derived
from the nuclear scope that could be taken as an argument by a putative denotation
of always that would take two propositions as arguments and still have the required
distribution of situation variables. The only way to get the desired result seems to
be the kind of syncategorematic rule used by Heim.
In an attempt to rectify this situation, I have replaced the syncategorematic rules
by lexical entries of the type already given and exemplified. In this new system, the
donkeys and men of the nuclear scope must be the ones introduced in the restrictor,
because of two principles: the situations introduced to describe the nuclear scope are
extensions of the ones introduced by the restrictor, meaning that the donkeys and
men of the latter must be present in the former; and each new situation introduced
has been specified to be the minimal situation that meets the conditions laid down,
meaning that no other men or donkeys can be present in the nuclear scope situations.
I hope to have shown in the discussion following the truth conditions for donkey
sentences in §§2.3.1 and 2.3.2 that the mechanisms introduced are sufficient to deal
with the normal cases.
14An alternative hypothesis is that the denotation of the nuclear scope is actually a so-called
structured proposition, in which the denotations of the definites are genuinely isolable. A semantic
rule could plausibly operate on something like that in order to change the situation variables on the
definites. I will not investigate this hypothesis any further here.
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There are still some harder examples to deal with, however. According to Heim
(personal communication), LFs with both sl and s2 present in the nuclear scope were
introduced to deal with sentences like (42).
(42) If a donkey is lonely, it talks to another donkey.
The nuclear scope situations created by this sentence must contain two donkeys. One
of them was not present in the restrictor situations, however. So it looks as if it will
be advantageous to be able to analyze the sentence as meaning something like (43),
which we can do in the approach of Heim 1990.
(43) For every minimal situation sl such that there is an x such that x is a donkey
in sl and x is lonely in sl, there is a situation s2 such that sl • s2 and there
is a y such that y is a donkey in s2 and the unique x such that x is a donkey
in s, talks to y in s2 .
Crucially, it looks as if we do not want to have to analyze it as meaning "the unique
donkey in s2", because there is no such unique donkey. The device of using both sl
and s2 in the description of the nuclear scope situations enables to distinguish the
two donkeys here.
There certainly seems to be an advantage to the Heim 1990 system, then, when it
comes to (42), and similar examples. However, I believe that this particular advantage
is not worth pursuing. The reason is that even the devices just explained cannot help
us when it comes to dealing with the indistinguishable participant sentences, which
were described in §1.3.2, and of which (44) is the most famous example.
(44) If a bishop meets a bishop, he blesses him.
The problem here is that the indistinguishable participants are both introduced in the
restrictor, and hence cannot be distinguished by situation variables s, and s2 . Notice
the similarity between (44) and (42). Both involve participants that look hard to
distinguish. But it is obvious that (44) is the harder case: in (44), both participants
are bishops, and both meet another bishop, and that is all we know about them when
we get on to talking about blessing. In (42) only one of the donkeys is said to be
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lonely, and, of course, only one of them appears in the restrictor. So since (44) is
similar to (42) in the problem it poses, but much harder, it is likely that whatever
mechanism ultimately explains (44) will be able to explain (42) too. It is of dubious
value to introduce a mechanism to explain the one that cannot explain the other,
especially when that mechanism involves a retreat from the most constrained and
satisfactory type of semantic compositionality.
Existentially Quantified Situations and the Nuclear Scope
I now wish to address another apparent problem concerning the treatment of definites
in the type of situation semantics I have given above. That is that a sentence like
(45) comes dangerously close to meaning (46).15
(45) Every man likes the woman.
(46) Every man likes a woman.
To show how this comes about, I give the LF of (45) and the calculation of its
denotation.
(47) [[every man] [A2 [t2 loves [the woman]]]]
(48) 1. [[ [[every man] [A2 [t2 loves [the woman]]]] ]Jl
2. = [every]lI ([maný 0) (I [A2 [t2 loves [the woman]]] ]0) (FA)
3. = [[every] 0 ([man] 0) (Au.[[ [t2 loves [the woman]] f[2-~,]) (PA)
4. = [[everyj ([manl 0) (Au.[loves[2-"u] (([the][2- "] ([woman[ 2-u"]))
([t2][2--,])) (FA)
5. = [every]0 ([manj 0) (Au.[loves][2-u] ([[the]I[2-u] ([woman] [2"u])) (u))(TR)
6. = [[every] 0 ([man]e) (Au. [Au".Au"'.As. u"'(s) loves u"(s) in s]
([Af((s,e),(s,t)). As' : 3!xf(As".x)(s')= 1 txf(As".x)(s') = 1]
(Au'. As"'. u'(s"') is a woman in s"')) (u)) (Lex)
7. = [every]0 ([man]l) (Au. [Au".Au"'.As. u"'(s) loves u"(s) in s]
(As' : 3!x x is a woman in s'. tx x is a woman in s') (u)) (AC)
15I am grateful to Daniel Biiring for pointing out this fact to me.
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8. = [everyl 0 ([man] O) (Au.As. u(s) loves in s
[As' : 3!x x is a woman in s'. txx is a woman in s'](s)) (AC)
9. = [everyl 0 ([man] 0 ) (Au.As. u(s) loves in s tx x is a woman in s) (AC)
10. = [Af((s,e),(s,t)). Ag((s,e),(s,t)). As. for every individual x: for every minimal
situation s' such that s' < s and f(As.x)(s') - 1, there is a situation
s" such that s" < s and s" is a minimal situation such that s' < s"
and g(As.x)(s") = 1] (Au'. As"'. u'(s"') is a man in s"')
(Au.As. u(s) loves in s tx x is a woman in s) (Lex)
11. = As. for every individual x: for every minimal situation s' such that
s' K s and x is a man in s', there is a situation s" such that s" < s
and s" is a minimal situation such that s' < s" and
[Au.As. u(s) loves in s tx x is a woman in s](As.x)(s") = 1 (AC)
12. = As. for every individual x: for every minimal situation s' such that
s' K s and x is a man in s', there is a situation s" such that s" < s
and s" is a minimal situation such that s' < s" and x loves in s"
tL x is a woman in s"  (AC)
The concern can be expressed as follows. Take the truth conditions in line 12. They
stipulate a set of minimal man-containing situations s', and then make a claim about
a set of situations s", extensions of s'. This much is uncontroversial. The question is
what we should make of the claim that for every individual x, every minimal situation
s' in which x is a man can be extended to a situation s" in which x loves the unique
woman in s". The discomforting possibility is that sense can be made of this as
follows. We take each of the minimal man-containing situations s' and look for some
way of extending it to a situation containing a woman and the information that the
man of s' loves the woman, and nothing else. Then there will indeed be extensions
s" of each s' such that it makes sense to say "x loves in s" tL x is a woman in s"."
However, the objection continues, no restrictions are placed on how we are to expand
the situations s' into situations s" of this kind; we can just do it any way that works.
The sentence claims that for each s' there is an s" of the sort described. And this is
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just equivalent to saying that for every man there is a woman he loves. This would
be a less than welcome result.
Fortunately, I think there are grounds for rejecting this objection. The basis of
the counterargument is that in the truth conditions in line 12 it is presupposed and
not asserted that each situation s" contains exactly one woman. Thus it is necessary
that this presupposition be accommodated. Now it might seem that there will be no
difficulty in making the accommodation: the truth conditions only claim, after all,
that for each minimal man-containing situation s' there is an extended situation s"
that contains exactly one woman; and this is obviously true, whatever set of men
we take to be used in the restrictor. (Things would be different if the claim was
that all extended situations had this property.) However, it is not the case that all
presuppositions which are obviously true are automatically accommodated, as Kripke
has pointed out in an unpublished manuscript by means of the following example,
quoted by Beaver (1997, 992).
(49) Tonight Sam is having supper in New York, too.
A common analysis of too would analyze (49) as having the presupposition (50).
(50) Somebody other than Sam is having supper in New York tonight.
Now (50) will obviously be true, in the absence of extraordinary circumstances, for
any given individual Sam and evening in New York. And yet if there is no previous
explicit mention of someone other than Sam having supper in New York, (49) is
infelicitous. The fact that the presupposition is obviously true is not in itself a
sufficient condition for it to be accommodated. But it was an implicit assumption
of the argument against the current situation semantics that such presuppositions
would be automatically accommodated. Therefore the argument is not sound.
Can we make any positive proposals about what is going on in (49) and (45)?
It has in fact already been suggested by van der Sandt (1992), Zeevat (1992) and
Beaver (1997, 991-996) that sentences like these two share the property of having
presuppositions which are anaphoric. The idea is that it is not enough for us to be able
to work out on purely general grounds that people other than Sam are having supper
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in New York, or that there will be situations s" containing exactly one woman; in
order for the presuppositions to be satisfied in the right way, the necessary information
must somehow be contextually salient. This is obviously not the case in utterances
of (49) and (45) out of the blue.
I think that this idea is along the right lines, although it must be recognized
that the differences between information which is and information which is not con-
textually salient are sometimes rather fine, especially in the case of definites. The
presupposition carried by too seems to be such that some explicit previous utterance
or perceptual stimulus is required as the basis for the anaphora. But the existence
and uniqueness presuppositions of definites can sometimes be satisfied without di-
rect immediately preceding input of this kind. For example, it is well known that
sentences like the following are acceptable.
(51) Every time a ship enters rough weather, the captain orders the sails to be
trimmed.
(52) When John calls at a house, he rings the bell twice.
These sentences are perfectly felicitous when uttered out of the blue, when there
is no previous assertion that ships generally have exactly one captain and houses
generally have exactly one bell (per door). Presumably, however, the definites are
justified here because these propositions are generally known and have been previously
encountered - in other words, they are part of the common ground. The general
proposition that there are situations that contain exactly one woman, however, while
it is true, is of a much more abstract kind, and is presumably not one that is explicitly
formulated or contemplated very often. It will therefore generally not be part of the
common ground in utterance situations. Thus, since the uniqueness presupposition
incorporated by definites is an anaphoric presupposition, this proposition will not be
able to be accommodated for an utterance of (45) out of the blue.
The details of the theory of anaphoric presuppositions are less important for our
present purposes than the basic empirical observation, and I will not attempt to
defend any particular proposal here. See the authors cited above for discussion. But
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there are two loose ends that should be tied up. Firstly, we should contrast (45) with
the donkey sentences which we have previously examined. For example, let us review
the truth conditions for (25) (repeated here as (53)), given in (27) (repeated here as
(54).
(53) Every man who owns a donkey beats it.
(54) As4q. for every individual y:
for every minimal situation s5 such that
s5 < s4 and y is a man in ss5 and there is an
individual x and a situation s2 such that s8 is
a minimal situation such that s2 < s5 and x is
a donkey in s2, such that there is a situation s3
such that ss < s5 and ss is a minimal situation
such that s2 • s8 and y owns x in s3,
there is a situation s6 such that
s6 < s 4 and s6 is a minimal situation such that
s5 • S6 and y beats in s6 z z is a donkey in s6
In this case, we do not predict that there will be any difficulty with the anaphoric
existence and uniqueness presuppositions of definites, since the donkeys necessary for
the existence presupposition of 'tz z is a donkey in s6' have been explicitly introduced,
and the stipulation that minimal situations are to be considered takes care of the
uniqueness presuppositions. So this sentence and similar ones differ in the right way
from (45).
We can finally note that the solution given here makes the prediction that a
sentence like (45) might in fact have a reading where the denotation of the woman
covaries with the men. Such a reading is not absolutely ruled out. All that is necessary
is that there be some prior reason to suppose that there will be women in the situations
s". In other words, the current approach makes the prediction that whether or not a
sentence like (45) has covarying reading is a pragmatic matter, not a semantic matter.
To test this prediction, let us construct a context that would be expected to favor
such a reading, and see whether it emerges. The scenario in (55) seems to work.
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(55) Each man was paired with a different woman for the training exercise. For-
tunately, every man liked the woman, and things went smoothly.
Here, the sentence every man liked the woman does indeed have a reading of the type
described. It is not equivalent to every man liked a woman, as the objection first
claimed was predicted. But nor should we expect it to be, given the considerations
we have now weighed. The requirement for a prior reason to presuppose the existence
of women in the relevant situations makes it impossible that the reading should turn
out to be equivalent to that obtained with a woman, because the latter normally
implicates novelty or an inability to specify further.
I tentatively conclude, then, that the version of situation-semantic quantification
adopted here makes the right predictions about cases like (45) and (55), as well as
for the donkey sentences for which it was principally designed.
2.4 The Problem of the Formal Link
2.4.1 The Problem
As I mention in §1.3.2, the E-type analysis has difficulty in distinguishing between
pairs of sentences like those in (56) and (57) (Heim 1982, 21-24, 80-81; 1990, 165-75).
(56) a. Every man who has a wife is sitting next to her.
b. ?* Every married man is sitting next to her.
(57) a. Someone who has a guitar should bring it.
b. ?* Some guitarist should bring it.
In the terms of the version of E-type pronouns sketched in §1.3, utterance of (56b)
should make salient the relation [Ax. Ay. y is married to x], which would suffice to
yield an E-type denotation for her: the sentence would be able to be paraphrased,
"For all x such that x is a married man, x sits next to the unique y such that y is
married to x." The sentence has no such reading, however, creating a problem for the
E-type strategy. Heim, following Kadmon (1987, 259), dubs this the problem of the
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"formal link" between donkey pronoun and antecedent (1990, 165): intuitively, a wife
in (56a) seems to be acting as the antecedent to her, and (56b) is bad because here
there is no such antecedent to which the donkey pronoun can be linked. In general,
there seems to have to be an NP antecedent from which an E-type pronoun can derive
its descriptive content.
2.4.2 Previous Solutions
There seem to be two routes that one could in principle take: one could keep the
apparently problematic idea that E-type pronouns obtain their descriptive content
by containing a variable over functions, or one could reject it in favor of a syntactic
procedure that extracts a predicate or predicates from the surrounding linguistic
material in a mechanical fashion. The first strategy is used by Chierchia (1992) and
the second by Heim (1990). Both face problems of their own, as we will see.
Keeping the Variable Over Functions
The trouble with keeping the variable over functions is that, in order for the facts to
be accounted for, a constraint must be imposed to the effect that this variable can
only take on a value which is based, somehow, on the denotation of a Noun Phrase in
the context. This is what Chierchia does, when he introduces the following principle
(Chierchia 1992, 159):
(58) In a configuration of the form NPi ... its, if iti is interpreted as a function,
the range of such functions is the (value of the) head of NPi.
(He further needs to ensure that E-type pronouns must be coindexed with an NP,
otherwise there would be nothing to prevent one not being so indexed and picking
up the 'married-to' relation on the basis of the occurrence of married in (56b).) This
kind of constraint does the job, of course, but at the cost of pure stipulation. Given
a theory in which E-type pronouns denote functions from individuals to individuals
(or from situations to individuals), it does not fall out naturally that the range of
these functions should be determined by some NP in the linguistic environment,
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as opposed to a scenario in which some functions are available to be used because
they are suggested by the semantic values of other types of words in the linguistic
environment, or because they are contextually salient in some other way. Compare
the case of referential pronouns: contextual salience alone is enough to provide a value
for these free variables.
Using a Syntactic Procedure
The advantage of using a syntactic procedure is that we account naturally for the
restriction to NPs. Making a free variable over functions only look at NPs is a strange
thing to do; making a syntactic procedure target a particular category label, however,
is eminently natural. That is just the kind of thing that syntactic procedures do.
The difficulty is in making the necessary procedure natural and, if possible, inde-
pendently justified. I think it is fair to say that these desiderata have not been met
by the solution proposed in Heim 1990. Heim proposes that NPs are freely indexed,
thus allowing NPs to be the antecedent of pronouns by being coindexed with them;
then a pronoun whose antecedent is not definite and does not have scope over it is
rewritten according to the transformational rule in (59).
(59) X SY NP, Z = 1 2 3 4+2 5
1 234 5
conditions: 4 is a pronoun
2 is of the form [s NPi S]
6 7
Thus a copy of the antecedent (term 6) plus its sister (term 7) is inserted in the
position of the pronoun. Heim assumes the material is Chomsky-adjoined to the
pronoun. Thus (59) converts (60) into the LF in (61).
(60) [every,, [man(xi) that [[a, 2 donkey(x 2)]2 x[1 owns x 2]]]] 1 [xl beats it 2]
(61) [every,x [man(xi) that [[a1 , donkey(xz)] 2 [zl owns x2 ]]]]l
[Zi beats [it 2[[az, donkey(x2 )]2 [zI owns x2]]]]
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We furthermore need a semantic rule to give the right interpretation to the sequence
[it 2 [[a, 2 donkey(x 2 )]2 [xl owns x2 ]]]. The rule that accomplishes this is in (62).
(62) Iit [[Detxa]Q3]Jg = the unique x such that [a]sg9 \x - [-ýg-\x = True
(undefined if there is no such individual)
With this machinery in place, we can see that we no longer predict an E-type reading
for (56b) and similar examples. (56b) simply does not meet the structural description
for (59).
As Heim points out (1990, 171), this is an approach to E-type pronominalization
that is reminiscent of those theories of VP-ellipsis which have material copied and
inserted at the site of the empty VP (Williams 1977). It is thus in fact very similar
to the theory advocated in this paper. The similarities between our two approaches
might be thought to extend even to the claim that third person pronouns can be
interpreted in the same way as the definite article: the rule in (62) is syncategorematic
and does not specify a particular semantic contribution for the pronoun, but what
intuitive plausibility the production of the definite description has derives from the
fact that pronouns, like definite articles, are definite.
Heim's solution is very similar to some ideas arrived at contemporaneously but
independently by Neale (1990). It is perhaps not necessary to go into all the details
of Neale's system here. Briefly, he translates sentences into a formal language RQ,
a modification of first-order logic which includes restricted quantifiers, and then cal-
culates the truth conditions of these RQ translations. The crucial rule he uses for
donkey sentences is (63) (Neale 1990, 182-3).16
(63) If x is a pronoun that is anaphoric on, but not c-commanded by, a non-
maximal quantifier '[Dx : Fx]' that occurs in an antecedent clause '[Dx
Fx](Gx)', then x is interpreted as '[the x : Fx & Gx]'.
Take (64), and the RQ translation of its subject, (65).
(64) Every man who bought a donkey vaccinated it.
'
6 A non-maximal quantifier is one whose semantics does not involve exhaustiveness on some
definition. Examples of maximal quantifiers, according to Neale, are all, every and the.
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(65) [every x: man x & [a y: donkey y](x bought y)]
The antecedent clause for the pronoun it, anaphoric on a donkey, is (66). Applying
(63) to the pronoun, therefore, we get (67).
(66) [a y: donkey y](x bought y)
(67) [the y: donkey y & x bought y]
This means that the RQ translation of the whole sentence (64) is (68).
(68) [every x: man x & [a y: donkey y](x bought y)]([the y: donkey y & x bought
y](x vaccinated y))
This seems to get the truth conditions correct. Moreover, even though Neale does not
explicitly mention the problem of the formal link, it is evident that the sentences we
want to rule out do not meet the structural description in (63), because in subjects
like every married man and some guitarist there is no antecedent clause of the form
'[Dx : Fx](Gx)'. So we can see Neale's system as another solution to the current
problem, albeit perhaps an unintentional one.
It can be seen that these solutions of Heim and Neale, although they have the
advantage of being syntactic procedures (one on the object language, the other on the
metalanguage), cannot be said to be particularly natural and are not independently
justified. They are complicated procedures which come into play only in the case of
E-type pronouns, with the specific intention of arriving at the right interpretation for
these pronouns. Although they arguably achieve the right results in the end, they do
not seem to be particularly explanatory, therefore.
This is not to say that no solution using a syntactic procedure could work. I
advocate a procedure that might broadly be called syntactic in the next section.
2.4.3 The Solution according to the NP-Deletion Theory
The theory that donkey anaphora is NP-deletion has a simple and natural way of
explaining (56) and similar contrasts. We have seen above in §2.1.3 that, in the
absence of any cue in the immediate physical environment, NP-deletion requires a
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linguistic antecedent, just like VP-ellipsis. There is a suitable linguistic antecedent
in (56a), namely wife. There is no suitable linguistic antecedent in (56b). No more
need be said. Note that this solution uses an independently needed mechanism, and
falls out naturally from the rest of the theory of donkey anaphora, in a way that the
previous syntactic solutions do not.
2.5 Donkey Sentences and Strict/Sloppy Identity
2.5.1 A New Problem for the E-type Analysis
The NP-deletion theory of donkey anaphora can claim another empirical advantage
over standard E-type analyses when it comes to dealing with certain VP-elliptical
continuations of donkey sentences. This data has not been examined before, to my
knowledge.
Standard E-type analyses claim that E-type pronouns give covarying readings
because they contain a bound individual variable. One variant (Heim and Kratzer
1998) has the variable be present at LF, producing a VP that looks like (69). Another
(Cooper 1979) has the pronouns be syntactically simplex and introduces a bindable
variable in their denotations. But whatever choices are made about LF, the denota-
tion of a VP containing an E-type pronoun ends up like the one in (70).
(69) [t(l,e)beats [the [R(7,(e,et)) pro(1,e)]]]
(70) Ax. x beats the unique z such that z is a donkey owned by x
Given this denotation, we then predict that a continuation sentence with a type e
subject and VP-ellipsis (or a downstressed VP) will have a sloppy reading. We do
not need to commit ourselves to any particular theory of VP-ellipsis in order to see
this. All that is necessary is that the rules which directly or indirectly determine the
availability of strict and sloppy readings should make reference to the denotation of
the antecedent VP (or some constituent containing the antecedent VP). This seems
virtually unavoidable, and is certainly the case in recent treatments such as those
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of Rooth 1992, Tomioka 1997, Fox 2000, and Merchant 2001. Given this one basic
assumption, we then only have to look at (71).
(71) a. In this town, every farmer who owns a donkey beats the donkey he owns,
and the priest beats the donkey he owns too.
b. In this town, every farmer who owns a donkey beats the donkey he owns,
and the priest does too.
The antecedent VP beats the donkey he owns spells out as closely as possible in
idiomatic English the denotation in (70). Its own denotation will certainly be equiv-
alent to (70). We just have to observe now that the two sentences in (71) have sloppy
readings: they can be read as presupposing that the priest has a donkey and stating
that he beats it. But now notice the prediction: the sentences in (71) have sloppy
readings; the VPs of these sentences have denotations equivalent to the postulated
VP-denotations of donkey sentences; distribution of strict and sloppy readings re-
lies on the denotations of the antecedent VPs; so we predict, if we believe standard
E-type accounts, that donkey sentences followed by elliptical continuation sentences
with type e subjects will have sloppy readings.
We will now examine the data relevant to this prediction, and show it to be false."
Consider the pair of sentences in (72).
(72) a. In this town, every farmer who owns a donkey beats the donkey he owns,
17I do not examine the corresponding examples with a generalized quantifier as the subject of the
ellipsis sentence (as in (i)), because it seems that there is no trouble on any theory in arriving at
their attested sloppy readings.
(i) In this town, every farmer who owns a donkey beats it, and every priest who owns a donkey
does too. (sloppy, strict)
We need only suppose that beats it in the first sentence can serve as antecedent for ellipsis of beats
it in the second, which is then interpreted normally. This extends to sentences like (ii).
(ii) In this town, every farmer who owns a donkey beats it, and every priest does too.
(sloppy, strict)
We need only suppose that who owns a donkey is understood (by ellipsis or accommodation) after
priest, and this is reduced to the last case.
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and the priest beats the donkey he owns too. (sloppy, strict)
b. In this town, every farmer who owns a donkey beats it, and the priest
beats it too. (*sloppy, strict)
(72a) repeats (71a). In (72b) we have a donkey sentence followed by a sentence
with subject of type e and a repeated, phonologically reduced version of the VP of
the first sentence. Given (70), we predict that a sloppy reading will be possible.
But (and this is an extremely sharp judgement) it is not possible. Note that we
cannot explain the lack of a sloppy reading in (72b) by appealing to any difficulty in
accommodating the presupposition that the priest owns a donkey, because we have
no trouble accommodating the identical presupposition in (72a); and standard E-type
analyses claim that (72a) is identical to (72b) in all relevant respects.1 8
The corresponding pair of sentences with VP-ellipsis instead of phonological re-
duction is in (73).
(73) a. In this town, every farmer who owns a donkey beats the donkey he owns,
and the priest does too. (sloppy, strict)
b. In this town, every farmer who owns a donkey beats it, and the priest
does too. (?*sloppy, strict)
Exactly the same contrast surfaces. 19 The same judgements are obtained, and similar
comments apply, when we investigate conditional sentences, as in (74) and (75).
1sNote that in a simple example of a sloppy reading like John talks to his dog and Bill does too,
we have no difficulty going along with the supposition that Bill owns a dog. (72a) behaves just the
same as simpler examples.
19The only difference here is that a minority of native speakers do report a sloppy reading in (73b).
Most speakers I have obtained judgments from, however, find that the sloppy reading is impossible
here. Given the fact that the judgement in (72b) is very sharp and is shared by all speakers, I think
the best way to make sense out of the apparent dialect divergence over (73b) is to say that those
who report a sloppy reading of this sentence are engaging in some extra-linguistic reconstruction of
what they think might be meant. (This kind of thing goes on all the time, of course, to a certain
extent.) The process would be similar to that which takes place when speakers are confronted with
(i).
(i) Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it, and the same can be said of the priest.
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(74) a. In this town, if a farmer owns a donkey he beats the donkey he owns, and
the priest beats the donkey he owns too. (sloppy, strict)
b. In this town, if a farmer owns a donkey he beats it, and the priest beats it
too. (*sloppy, strict)
(75) a. In this town, if a farmer owns a donkey he beats the donkey he owns, and
the priest does too. (sloppy, strict)
b. In this town, if a farmer owns a donkey he beats it, and the priest does
too. (?*sloppy, strict)
Sloppy readings do not seem to be possible in these sentences.20 This falsifies the
prediction we made earlier. The standard E-type analysis cannot be correct.
2.5.2 The Consequences for Variable-Free Semantics
It is worth noting that the data just examined seem also to raise a problem for
Jacobson's (2000) variable-free semantics account of donkey anaphora. Recall from
(78) in §1.5.1 that the denotation of the VP lost it in (76) comes out to be (77).
(76) Bill immediately put his payheck in the bank. But every student lost it.
(77) Ag(e,e). Az. z lost g(z)
So here too we see that an individual variable (z) in the argument position of the
paycheck pronoun ends up being bound by the A-abstractor that closes off the VP-
denotation. Jacobson's system gives results equivalent to a traditional E-type ac-
count, then, in this respect.
Here there seems to be a process of working out what is meant by the same (beating the farmers'
donkeys? beating the donkeys he owns?) which is rather conscious. I conjecture that some speakers
engage in a similar process when confronted with the admittedly unlovely (73b). The judgement
which reflects the nature of VP-ellipsis, then, is that of the majority of speakers, namely that a
sloppy reading is not possible.
20There is in fact one more complication in the data, which I will examine in §2.5.3.
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Let us briefly go through example (74b) in Jacobson's system. By the mechanisms
given in §1.5.1 that lead to (77), the VP of the second sentence (78) will have the
denotation (79).
(78) ... the priest beats it, too.
(79) Aý(e,y). Az. z beats g(z)
Jacobson assumes with many other researchers that items of type e can undergo
a type-raising process that will convert them into generalized quantifiers (Jacobson
1999, 120). So the subject the priest will be able to have the denotation in (80).
(80) AP(e,t). P(txzx is a priest)
In §1.5.1, we saw how application of g(e,e) enabled the basic denotation of every
student to shift to a function that can take as argument a function like (79) and pass
up the type (e, e) slot. Similarly, we can shift (80) to (81).
(81) A.F(ee,et)-•Af(e,e). FJ(f)(tXx is a priest)
We now combine the denotations of the priest and beats it in the normal way.
(82) [AF(ee,et). Af(e,e). F(f)(tx x is a priest)] (Ag(e,e). Az. z beats g(z))
Af(e,e). [Ag(e,l). Az. z beats g(z)](f)(tL x is a priest)
S Af(e,e). Lx x is a priest beats f(tx x is a priest)
As with other examples in Jacobson's system, we should now be able to apply this
function to the contextually salient function mapping people to their donkeys. This
would result in a reading whereby the priest beats his own donkey, of course. But we
have seen that the sentence actually has no such reading.
2.5.3 A Solution using the NP-Deletion Theory
The Solution for Examples with if-Clauses
The LF structure of our example (74b) is presumably that in (83). The continuation
with the phonologically reduced VP simply forms part of the consequent of the con-
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ditional. 21 Applying our semantics, we obtain the truth-conditions in (84), given in
(83)
a farmer owns a donkey he farmer beats it donkey the priest beats it donkey
simplified form in order to aid exposition.
(84) As1 . for every minimal situation s8 such that s2 sl and there is an individ-
ual x such that x is a farmer in s2 and there is an individual y such that y is
a donkey in s2 and x owns y in S2, there is a situation s3 such that ss < sl
and ss is a minimal situation such that s8 5 ss and the unique farmer in s3
beats in ss the unique donkey in s3 and the unique priest in ss3 beats in s8
the unique donkey in ss.
These truth conditions are intuitively correct. In particular, the donkeys beaten by
the priest are the same as the ones beaten by the farmers, and were introduced in the
definition of the situations s2 as belonging to the farmers. The correct strict reading
is obtained, therefore.
21This type of structure is presumably possible whenever the same quantificational adverb is
understood in both sentences. It would not be possible if the reduction sentence introduces a new
quantificational adverb, as in (i).
(i) If a farmer owns a donkey he always beats it, and usually the priest beats it too.
I will not attempt to deal with sentences like (i), which might involve telescoping (Poesio and Zucchi
1992) or other ill-understood mechanisms. For simplicity of exposition, I will concentrate on (83).
What I have to say is by no means intended to be the last word on the problem of cross-sentential
binding.
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The only matter still potentially problematic is the status of the priest or priests
who figure in the truth conditions. The example is most naturally read as talking
about only one priest, the priest who serves the town. But the truth conditions
do not necessitate this, and in fact leave open the possibility that there could be
many priests, covarying with the farmers. I actually do not think this is problematic,
because this reading does exist for the sentence, although it is marginal: one has to
imagine that we are talking about an extremely religious neighbourhood, with one
priest stationed in every farmhouse. Compare (85), where there is obvious covariance
in the denotation of the subject of the ellipsis sentence.
(85) If a farmer owns a donkey he beats it, and his wife does too.
It is entirely appropriate, then, that the truth conditions leave this matter vague: in
the religious neighbourhood scenario, we can take the priest in each extended situation
sg to be the priest stationed in the farmhouse of the farmer in each situation s2; but
if we know that such a scenario is unlikely, then we can imagine the priest in each
situation ss to be the same person each time, the priest of the town, or some other
contextually salient priest.
The Solution for Examples with QP and Relative Clause
The problem in interpreting relative clause donkey sentences plus continuations with
ellipsis or phonological reduction is the following: on the surface at least, the ellip-
sis/reduction sentence cannot simply be part of the nuclear scope of the quantifi-
cational structure, as with conditional donkey sentences. Rather we must have a
structure like that in (86).
There is no evident way that the pronoun (definite description) in the second conjunct
can obtain a covarying reading from this structure. And yet this is clearly necessary
for the correct truth conditions to be obtained.
It looks, then, as if we need the QP every farmer who owns a donkey to raise and
adjoin to the whole ConjP, making the priest beats it part of the nuclear scope of its
quantificational structure. But this seems immediately to run foul of the Coordinate
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(86)
ConiP
every farmer who owns the priest beats it too
a donkey
Structure Constraint (CSC) of Ross (1967), which forbids movement of or out of a
conjunct. The CSC is exemplified by such crashingly bad sentences as those in (87)
and (88), where movement has taken place overtly.
(87) a. *Which surgeon did Kim date t and a lawyer?
b. *Which surgeon did Kim date a lawyer and t?
(88) a. *Which surgeon did Kim date friends of t and a lawyer?
b. *Which surgeon did Kim date a lawyer and friends of t?
More importantly for the present discussion, there is also evidence that the CSC holds
at LF, forbidding QR of a conjunct or out of a conjunct (Lakoff 1970, Rodman 1976,
May 1985). This is shown in (89).
(89) a. A student likes every professor. (3 > V, V > 3)
b. A student [[likes every professor] and [hates the dean]] (3 > V, *V > 3)
When every professor is in a conjunct, in (89b), it cannot raise at LF and have scope
over a student.
It would seem, then, that we cannot resolve our difficulty by having every farmer
who owns a donkey in (86) raise at LF and bind into the second conjunct. But actually
there does exist evidence that such movement is possible in limited circumstances.
Ruys (1993) has observed that when there is a bindable variable in the second conjunct
a QP in the first conjunct can raise at LF in order to bind it.22 Compare (90a) (=
(89b)) with (90b).
22Fox (2000, 49-53) also discusses this point. Sabine Iatridou (personal communication) has
questioned this principle, pointing out that it is difficult if not impossible to have him bound by
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(90) a. A student [[likes every professor] and [hates the dean]] (3 > V, *V > 3)
b. A (different) student [[likes every professor,] and [wants her1 to be on his
committee]] (3 > V, V > 3)
This, then, is a very good parallel for the situation which is presented to us by (86):
we are hard put to make any sense of the it of the second conjunct without putting a
covarying interpretation on it; and that can be achieved by construing it as a donkey
pronoun and having the subject of the first conjunct raise and bind the situation
variable of the following (phonologically null) NP. We end up with the structure in
(91) at LF. According to our semantics, (91) has the truth conditions in (92), again
(91)
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simplified so as to be more readily comprehensible.
(92) As,. for every individual x: for every minimal situation s2 such that s2 • s8
and x is a farmer in s2 and there is an individual y such that y is a donkey
in s2 and x owns y in s8, there is a situation ss such that s3 < si and ss is a
every man in (i).
(i) Every man kissed Mary and Mary kissed him.
I agree with the judgment, but I would point out that with more context binding into the second
conjunct becomes possible:
(ii) Every man who entered her office kissed Mary and then Mary kissed him before he left.
In constructing (ii), I strove to create a context that favoured the interpretation that Mary's kissing
was interspersed with the men's kissing. The difficulty in obtaining the bound interpretation in (i)
seems to be connected to the difficulty of construing it this way.
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minimal situation such that s2 • s3 and x beats in sy the unique donkey in
ss and the unique priest in sS beats in ss the unique donkey in ss.
Once more, the correct strict reading is obtained.
This concludes the main part of the discussion of the problem of donkey sentences
and continuations with phonologically reduced VPs. It can be seen that in the analysis
of these data the theory that donkey anaphora is NP-deletion scores a significant
empirical point over conventional E-type analyses.
Some Related Data
In the interest of strict accuracy, we should note that there is a further complication
in the judgments given by speakers on strict and sloppy identity in continuations of
donkey sentences with VP-ellipsis or phonologically reduced VPs. In the examples
used above in §2.5.1, the type e subject of the continuation sentence was not a member
of the set denoted by the NP in the QP subject of the donkey sentence. It is an
interesting fact that when it is a member of this set, sloppy readings suddenly become
available, as we see in (93).23
(93) a. Almost every student who was awarded a prize accepted it, but the vale-
dictorian didn't accept it. (sloppy, ?strict)
b. Almost every student who was awarded a prize accepted it, but the vale-
dictorian didn't. (sloppy, ?strict)
We can tell that membership by the second subject in the set denoted by the NP of the
first is indeed an important factor by means of the following (admittedly awkward)
minimal pair. (Father Giles is the priest of the town being described.)
(94) a. In this town, almost every farmer who owns a donkey beats it, but Father
Giles doesn't beat it. (*sloppy, ?strict)
b. In this town, almost every farmer who owns a donkey beats it, but Farmer
Giles doesn't beat it. (?sloppy, ?strict)
23j am grateful to Kai von Fintel for this example.
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What should we make of these facts?
I think that the answer to this puzzle is as follows. The strict readings in the
above examples are obtained in the way we have just been examining, of course,
whereby the QP subject of the first sentence raises at LF and binds into the second
conjunct. The sloppy readings are obtained simply by refraining from having this QP
raise and yet still having the it of the second sentence be a donkey pronoun: so we
have [it prize] or [it donkey] in the second sentence. So the second sentence of (94b),
for example, has the structure in (95a) and the denotation in (95b).
(95) a. [[Farmer Giles] [does [not [beat [it donkey]]]]]
b. As. Farmer Giles does not beat in s the unique donkey in s
Let us start by noting that, if (95a) is how the second sentence of (94b) looks at LF,
both it and the first sentence of (94b) will have VPs with the denotation in (96).
(96) AU(s,e). As. u(s) beats in s the unique x such that x is a donkey in s
This, presumably, is what allows the VP-ellipsis to take place.
But in order to make sense of the sentence we must actually interpret 'the unique
donkey in s' as being the donkey owned by Farmer Giles, by the well-known mecha-
nism of narrowing down the universe of discourse in order to make sense of "improper"
definite descriptions. Now if we did not previously know that Farmer Giles had a don-
key, we will be helped in accommodating this presupposition by the fact noted above
about membership in the set denoted by the NP of the subject of the first conjunct:
Farmer Giles, since he is a farmer, could be a member of the set of farmers who own
donkeys, just introduced, and realization of this possibility is ipso facto a tentative
accommodation of the presupposition that Farmer Giles owns a donkey. As well as
the explicit mention of the set of farmers who own donkeys, we are also helped in
this accommodation by the fact that, if Farmer Giles did own a donkey, the second
sentence would then be an explanation of why the first sentence says almost every
instead of the stronger every. (For whatever reason, there is an expectation that an
explanation of this type will be following when we say almost every.. . but.) All in all,
then, there are powerful factors that enable us to accommodate the presupposition
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that Farmer Giles has a donkey, and thus to allow the sloppy reading of (94b). But
when in (94a) we substitute Father Giles for Farmer Giles, no analogous factors are
present: no set of donkey-owning priests has just been explicitly intoduced; and the
supposition that Father Giles has a donkey will not enable us to make sense of the
almost every... but locution. Thus we are not able to accommodate the presupposi-
tion that Father Giles has a donkey, and no sloppy reading is available for (94a), even
if we give it a structure and content isomorphic to (95a) and refrain from raising the
QP subject of its first conjunct at LF.
2.6 The Other Uses for E-Type Pronouns
So far this chapter has concentrated exclusively on donkey anaphora, for the very
good reason that the majority of the work on E-type pronouns seems to be concerned
with this particular manifestation of them. But there are of course other types of
sentence in which linguists have posited the existence of these pronouns, and it re-
mains to be shown that the approach being advocated can deal with these too. I will
take the following to be an adequate sample: Bach-Peters sentences, quantificational
subordination and paycheck sentences.24
2.6.1 Bach-Peters Sentences
Bach and Peters observed that there is no way in which both pronouns in sentences
like (97) can be bound at the same time (Bach 1970). Either every pilot who shot at
it c-commands him or the MiG that chased him c-commands it, but not both.
(97) Every pilot who shot at it hit the MiG that chased him.
241t is sometimes claimed that so-called "modal subordination", as in (i), could also be dealt with
by means of E-type pronouns (Heim 1990).
(i) John wants to catch a fish. He hopes I will grill it for him.
I have not seen any analysis spelling this out in detail, however, and I suspect that the task would
be of considerable complexity. I leave this problem for further research. Meanwhile, see Roberts
(1989, 1996) for discussion of modal subordination.
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Jacobson subsequently proposed that these sentences be handled by having the first
pronoun, it in (97), be derived from a full NP, the MiG that chased him (Jacobson
1977).
Essentially the same solution can be maintained under the theory that E-type
pronouns are in fact definite articles. We simply suppose that an NP MiG that
chased him has been deleted by NP-deletion after the definite article it, as illustrated
in (98). We thus predict that (97) means exactly the same as (99), which is correct.
(98) every pilot who shot at [it MiG that chased him] hit [the MiG that chased
him]
(99) Every pilot who shot at the MiG that chased him hit the MiG that chased
him.
Note that the "antecedent" for NP-deletion does not literally come before the deleted
phrase on this occasion. This is unproblematic, since it is easy to construct examples
of uncontroversial NP-deletion where the same thing happens, as in (100). If we
start with the same underlying sentence and use NP-deletion to erase the second NP
instead of the first, we end up with (101), which also means the same as (97), in
accordance with our hypothesis.
(100) John's was an awful fate.
(101) Every pilot who shot at the MiG that chased him hit it.
There is no problem, then, in accounting for Bach-Peters sentences on the NP-Deletion
Theory.
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2.6.2 Quantificational Subordination
As the term is normally used in the literature 25, quantificational subordination is the
phenomenon exhibited by (102) (Heim 1990, 139).
(102) Most books contain a table of contents. In some, it is at the end.
It is immediately evident that examples like this pose no problem for the NP-Deletion
Theory. We only have to suppose that NP-deletion has taken place twice in the
second sentence of (102), the antecedents being in the previous sentence. This second
sentence, then, is predicted to have the same LF as (103).
(103) In some books, the table of contents is at the end.
And, as predicted, (103) means exactly the same as the second sentence in (102). If
there is any problem at all here, then, it is not one which concerns the interpretation
of pronouns.
2.6.3 Paycheck Sentences
The use of E-type pronouns to analyze paycheck sentences is one of their oldest appli-
cations, dating back to Cooper's 1979 paper. The classic example is from Karttunen
1969:
(104) The man who gave his paycheck to his wife was wiser than the man who gave
it to his mistress.
To the supposition that there is a problem here, one might object that the paycheck
of the man who gave his paycheck to his mistress has become contextually salient,
meaning that it could just be picked up by a referential pronoun. The following
25Gawron (1996, 249) uses the term quantificational subordination to refer to an example in which
a pronoun is in the scope of a quantificational adverb whose restrictor is understood from material
in the previous sentence. But this in my view falls under what Roberts (1989, 1996) calls modal
subordination, since I follow those who analyze quantificational adverbs as involving quantification
over situations. Gawron ultimately analyzes his example by means of a dynamic logic.
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variant of the sentence, introduced by Cooper (1979, 77), makes the problem explicit,
however.
(105) John gave his paycheck to his mistress. Everybody else put it in the bank.
Here we are faced with the familiar problem of covariance without c-command.
Cooper solves the problem in the normal way by treating it as a definite descrip-
tion meaning "the paycheck of x", with the individual variable bound by everybody
else.
Let us now see how the NP-Deletion Theory handles this case. At first there seems
to be a problem in that his in his paycheck is in [Spec, DP], according to contemporary
syntactic accounts (Abney 1987). This would mean that the NP deleted in the second
sentence of (105) could consist of at most the word paycheck, which would seem to
give no basis for the necessary covariance.
One could explore two options at this stage. One would be to take advantage of
situation semantics and see if a situation variable on paycheck could give the desired
effect, as we saw earlier with donkey anaphora. That is, we could just suppose that
the second sentence of (105) has a (simplified) LF like that in (106).
(106) [[everybody else] [put-in-the-bank [it paycheck]]]
We would then get truth conditions like those in (107) (slightly simplified).
(107) As. for every individual x: for every minimal situation s' such that s' < s and
x is person not identical with John in s', there is a situation s" such that
s" < s and s" is a minimal situation such that s' < s" and x put in the bank
in s" the unique y such that y is a paycheck in s".
It is possible that this strategy might work. If this is the correct account, a listener
would be put in the position of having to accommodate the existence of paychecks
in the situations s" (one for each person x), as is done with women in the example
Every man liked the woman (55) discussed in §2.3.3. It is plausible that this could
happen. After all, (105) explicitly contrasts the behavior of John and other people
with respect to their paychecks, and is most naturally delivered with contrastive stress
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on both John and to his mistress, which would warn the listener that some other kind
of location for other people's paychecks is forthcoming. It is plausible, then, that the
LF could simply be (106), and that (105) works like (55).
The second option which we should explore is that the his in his paycheck is
in fact within NP at LF. Let us assume that, in those cases where NP-deletion is
licensed by a linguistic antecedent (see §2.1.3), the process of verifying that a suitable
antecedent is present takes place at LF, as has been argued to be the case in the
related phenomenon of VP-ellipsis. Then we could have the individual variable his
as part of the deleted material in the second sentence of (105), and the necessary
covariance could be achieved by having this bound by everybody else. Roughly, then,
the relevant structure at LF would be like that in (108).
(108) John gave [DP the [Np paycheck of him]] to his mistress.
Everybody else put [DP it [NP paycheck of him]] in the bank.
We see that there is an antecedent for the deleted NP paycheck of him, and that
straightforward variable-binding in the second sentence achieves the attested reading.
What reason do we have to believe that possessive DPs can be within the NP they
modify at LF? A related view has in fact been held for a long time on the basis of
distributional evidence. In Knowledge of Language, Chomsky draws attention to the
following paradigm (Chomsky 1986, 188).
(109) a. a book of John's
b. that book of John's
c. * the book of John's
d. the book of John's that you read
e. * John's book that you read
f. John's book
As Chomsky says, possessive NPs like of John's cannot appear with the definite
article, unless a further postnominal restrictor such as that you read is present also.
Alongside this gap in the paradigm, there are phrases like John's book, which, further-
more, has exactly the same meaning as the missing option (109c). The data suggest,
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then, that (109f) might be derived from an underlying form like that in (109c). This,
of course, is an argument that the possessor originated inside the NP, not that it is
interpreted there; but given the frequent availability of reconstruction, we have reason
to believe that the phrase could appear in a lower position at LF too.
For a direct semantic argument about where possessors like John's are interpreted,
I draw upon recent work by Larson and Cho (1999), who examine the ambiguity of
DPs like John's former house and John's old car. The former phrase, for example,
can refer either to the object which John owns which was formerly a house (the "N-
modifying reading" of former) or to the house which John used to own (the "POSS-
modifying reading"). Larson and Cho plausibly explain this ambiguity as structural,
depending on the order in which the elements in possessive DPs combine with each
other in the semantics. Very informally, if former is the first thing to compose with
house, we get a former house, something that was once a house; add John's and we
have the object of this kind owned by John, and the N-modifying reading above. But
if John's is the first thing to compose with house, we get a house owned by John; add
former and we have something which was formerly a house owned by John, and the
POSS-modifying reading above. (The reader is referred to Larson and Cho's 1999
paper for a technical implementation.) The point of relevance for the analysis of
paycheck sentences is that in order for John's to compose with house before former
does, it is most plausibly in a low position, within NP. We have every reason to
believe, then, that something like (108) could indeed show the relevant structure in
paycheck sentences, which means that the covariance is achieved simply by his being
bound by everybody else.26
26Before we leave this topic, it is worth noting that forms like a book of John's and that book of
John's pose a difficulty for one aspect of the specific proposal that Larson and Cho (1999) present.
They have John's car derive from the underlying structure in (i).
(i) [D' THE [pp [NP car][p, TO [DP John]]]]
Here, TO is an abstract morpheme indicating possession, and THE is the (semantic features of the)
definite article; John raises to [Spec, DP] and TO incorporates into THE, 's being the spell-out of
TO + THE. We see, however, that 's is quite possible even when the determiner is not THE.
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2.7 Some Objections
In this section I analyze some apparently problematic cases which have been brought
to my attention. I do not in fact think that they constitute serious objections to the
NP-Deletion Theory, but they do highlight the fact that there is a lot that we still
don't know about some of the topics dealt with in this chapter.
2.7.1 Weak Readings
For reasons I do not quite understand, some commentators have objected to the NP-
Deletion Theory on the grounds that it could not deal with so-called weak readings
of donkey sentences. The point is as follows. With some donkey sentences, we have
the intuition that it is being asserted that the owners of the donkeys execute their
depraved wishes upon all of their donkeys; an example is (41) (Heim 1990, 151).
(110) If a farmer owns a donkey, he deducts it from his taxes.
This is the strong reading (or the V-reading, in the terminology of Chierchia 1992). In
some donkey-sentences, however, our intuitions tell us that some of the animals have
a lucky escape. The stock example is (42) (Pelletier and Schubert 1989; Chierchia
1992), where it is clearly not being asserted that anyone put all their dimes in the
meter.
(111) Everyone who had a dime put it in the meter.
This is the weak reading (Chierchia's 3-reading). It is claimed that if donkey pronouns
have the semantics of a definite these non-exhaustive readings are not expected.
This view rests upon an inadequate assessment of the semantics of definiteness,
however. Let us see how the NP-Deletion Theory fares in these cases by testing
the prediction that it makes, that the corresponding sentences with explicit definite
descriptions will also have weak readings. Some relevant examples are in (43).
(112) a. Everyone who had a dime put the dime in the meter.
b. Everyone who has a credit card will pay their bill with the credit card.
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While these examples are perhaps slightly awkward, they are clearly grammatical,
and they clearly do not imply that anyone put all their dimes in the meter or will
pay with all their credit cards. There is no problem here, then, for the NP-Deletion
Theory. It claims that (42) has the same LF as (1 12a), and the meanings of the two
sentences are indeed identical.
This is not to say that there is no problem here at all. The semantics for every
given in §2.2 does indeed predict prima facie that (112a) should mean that everyone
put all their dimes in the meter. It is just that the problem is not a problem with the
NP-Deletion Theory per se. I will not make an attempt to solve it here.
2.7.2 Split Antecedents
Donkeys and Disjunction
Consider (113) and (114), which were first brought to my attention by Bernhard
Schwarz. (See Groenendijk and Stokhof 1991,88, Stone 1992 and Chierchia 1995,71
for similar examples.)
(113) If Mary sees a donkey or a horse, she waves to it.
(114) If Mary sees John or Bill, she waves to him.
According to the NP-Deletion Theory, there must have been deletion of an NP after
it in (113). But what could the antecedent possibly be? In order to get the meaning
to come out right, we presumably need something like donkey or horse. ("If Mary
sees a donkey or a horse, she waves to the donkey or horse.") But this is nowhere to
be found. The nearest we have is a donkey or a horse, but this is not an NP but a
disjunction of two DPs. Things seem, if possible, to be even worse with (114), where
there are not even any words that we would ordinarily feel comfortable putting after
a definite article in English at all.
A similar difficulty exists with conjunction, of course, in a case like (115).
(115) If Mary sees a donkey and a horse, she waves to them.
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But naturally, the corresponding example with John and Bill creates no problems,
because there the pronoun could be referential.
This difficulty is interesting, in that it provides a new twist to the much-discussed
problem of how to constrain the descriptive content of E-type pronouns. Examples
like (56) seem to show that the normal E-type theories are too lax in what they allow.
But examples like (113) and (114) caution us against going too far the other way: we
need to strike a very fine balance.
Ellipsis, Disjunction and Conjunction
I claim, however, that the NP-Deletion Theory already has within it the necessary
flexibility to deal with these disjunction facts. All we need do is revise some implicit
and unfounded assumptions about the nature of "NP-deletion", and the problem
presented by (113) and (114) begins to dissolve.
It has actually been known for some time, though the fact is usually passed over in
embarrassed silence, that VP-ellipsis is possible when the antecedent is discontinous
and distributed over the two halves of a disjunction or conjunction. The observation
goes back at least to Webber (1978); and there is a discussion of the phenomenon by
Fiengo and May (1994, 195-200).
Let us first consider (116) and (117), which are taken from Fiengo and May 1994.
(116) What an inconvenience! Whenever Max uses the fax or Oscar uses the Xerox,
I can't.
(117) I did everything that Mary did. Mary swam the English Channel, and Mary
climbed Kilimanjaro, and I did, too.
Notice that the VP understood for (116) is "use the fax or use the Xerox", and the VP
understood for (117) is "swam the English Channel and climbed Kilimanjaro." How-
ever, there is no constituent matching these in the previous linguistic environment.
In both cases, the linguistic environment provides exact matches for each disjunct or
conjunct individually, but no constituent with them both conjoined in the way they
are understood at the ellipsis site.
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We might pause here to consider what might possibly be the explanation of this
phenomenon, even though for my present purposes the explanation of it is less impor-
tant than its existence. On this point, in fact, I am content to admit total bafflement;
I wish merely to point out that the only explanation I have read is seems to face prob-
lems. Fiengo and May in the passage cited above are not entirely explicit, but they
seem to be operating under the assumption that in these cases there are three separate
operations of reconstruction or copying (1994, 200, note 7): the two antecedent VPs
are separately copied and inserted at the ellipsis site, and the conjunction and or or
is copied and put in there too. In this way, the VP-disjunction or conjunction which
we understand is supposed to be built up in stages from material overtly present.
This cannot be the correct story, however, because there are examples of this
phenomenon which do not include and or or. Take (118) and (119), for example,
which are simple variants of the examples we have just seen.
(118) Max is always using the fax. Oscar is always using the Xerox. I can't, of
course, when they are.
(119) Mary swam the English Channel. Mary climbed Kilimanjaro. I did, too.
In (118), we understand "use the fax or use the Xerox" after can't and "using the
fax or using the Xerox" after they are; in (119), we understand "swam the English
Channel and climbed Kilimanjaro." We understand exactly the same VP-disjunctions
or conjunctions, that is, even though the words and and or are not present. It seems
that we have the ability simply to supply these words between VPs for which there
are overt antecedents. This fact presumably will have consequences for our theories
of VP-ellipsis, indicating that any theory which relies only on a literal-minded process
of copying or deletion under identity is too strict; but it is not the purpose of this
chapter to pursue these implications.
The discussion so far has been of VP-ellipsis, which is of course not directly
relevant to the NP-Deletion Theory of donkey anaphora. As far as I know, no-one
has previously pointed out that an exact analogue to the phenomenon just described
can in fact be observed in NP-deletion too. Once one thinks about it, however,
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examples are not hard to construct:
(120) Mary needs a hammer or a mallet. She's hoping to borrow Bill's.
(121) Mary needs a hammer and a mallet. She's hoping to borrow Bill's.
In (120), we understand "Bill's hammer or mallet"; in (121), we understand "Bill's
hammer and mallet". We can also observe that here too we do not actually need an
overt and or or in order to obtain these readings:
(122) I think Mary needs a hammer. No, wait, maybe John needs a mallet ... In
any case, they're going to borrow Bill's.
(123) Mary needs a hammer. John needs a mallet. They're going to borrow Bill's.
Again, I have no explanation for these data. I am merely pointing out that so-called
NP-deletion is characterized by them.
An Explanation for the Disjunction Difficulty
It is obvious now that at least the first and third of our tricky examples no longer
present any difficulty.
(124) If Mary sees a donkey or a horse, she waves to it.
(125) If Mary sees John or Bill, she waves to him.
(126) If Mary sees a donkey and a horse, she waves to them.
(124) is in fact precisely parallel to (120). Just as we understand "Bill's hammer or
mallet" in (120), so we understand "the donkey or horse" in (124), with the postulated
definite article meaning for it. And (126) is exactly parallel to (121), in the same way.
Since one must admit cases of reconstruction of disjunctions and conjunctions of NPs
from split antecedents in cases of uncontroversial (i.e. donkey-free) NP-deletion, there
is no harm whatsoever in positing them in other alleged cases of NP-deletion, even if
one is entirely baffled, as in the present instance, by how they come about. In fact,
since this phenomenon is indubitably a property of NP-deletion, it would be a point
against my theory if there were no examples like (124) and (126).
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It is admittedly more difficult to deal with (125), even with the insight to be
gleaned from §2.7.2. But the following does not seem like an extravagant account of
the problem. There is in fact a substantial amount of evidence that proper names
can sometimes be predicates. We know that in some languages, for example, proper
names are commonly preceded by the definite article, as in German der Hans. (Other
languages that spring to mind in this connection are Spanish and Classical Greek.)
There are two accounts of this to be found in the literature. The first is a type-
shifting principle that converts entities of type e to the property of being identical
with them.27 So Hans in German would have as its denotation either the person
Hans or the property [Ax. x = Hans]; the latter, of course, is necessary in der Hans.
Semanticists have also postulated this operation for languages like English, where
proper names usually cannot be preceded by a definite article; von Fintel, for example,
develops a semantics for exceptive but according to which its complement must be a
set, meaning that the normal type e denotation of John in (127) must be raised in
this manner (von Fintel 1993, 128).
(127) Every student but John attended the meeting.
Positing this operation for English, then, we can suppose that at the alleged ellipsis
site in (125) it is possible to construct the predicates [Ax. x = John] and [Ax. x = Bill],
on the basis of the previous occurrences of John and Bill; and or can be understood
there by whatever mechanism it is understood in the examples in §2.7.2. This makes
(125) parallel to (124): while in the one case we have "waves to the donkey or horse",
in the other case we have, "waves to the (person) identical with John or (person)
identical with Bill."
The second account of the predicatival uses of names is that of Burge (1973),
modified by Larson and Segal (1995, 351-5). According to this account, proper
names are always predicates meaning "entity called X". So John, for example, means
271 am not sure of the origin of this idea. For theoretical discussion, see van Benthem (1995), who
does not doubt the existence of the operation but finds it impossible to fit into his otherwise elegant
theory of what type-shifting operations are available (given a Categorial Grammar framework that
makes heavy use of such operations).
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"entity called 'John"'". Something like this is surely necessary to account for usages
like those in (128).
(128) a. There are two Aristotles.
b. Which Aristotle do you mean?
c. I meant that Aristotle.
d. The Aristotle standing over there?
e. No, the other Aristotle.
Burge suggests that this meaning is the only meaning we need posit for proper names.
Conventional uses as in John saw Mary would result from these predicates being
combined with a phonologically null demonstrative like that. Larson and Segal (1995,
354-5) basically support this view, but give good evidence to suggest that the phono-
logically null determiner is a definite article, not a demonstrative. For one thing, this
allows unification of the English facts with the cross-linguistic constructions like der
Hans. But whatever the case may be with regard to the determiner, and whether or
not we want to have the proper names in John saw Mary be (modified) predicates, it
is clear that the facts in (128) and others like them give powerful support to the hy-
pothesis that proper names can sometimes mean "entity called X". We can suppose,
then, that this meaning is the one understood at the ellipsis site in (125), and the
problem is solved: we would have, "waves to the entity called 'John' or entity called
'Bill'." See Chapter 6 for further discussion of Burge's theory.
Another Split Antecedent
It is worth pointing out that the explanation given for (126) generalizes to one other
type of sentence which at first sight seems impossible to deal with on the NP-Deletion
Theory. An example is (129).28
(129) If a man has a wife who owns a donkey, he always loves them.
28This example was brought to my attention by Alexander Williams at WCCFL XIX.
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Many speakers can interpret this example to mean, "..-. he loves his wife and her
donkey", although for a few people it is distinctly awkward. Again, the question is
how this is possible on the NP-Deletion Theory. And the answer is that the examples
we have looked at give us reason to believe that NP-ellipsis can sometimes take the
form of supplying in the ellipsis site a conjunction of two NPs from the linguistic
environment, even when the word and does not actually occur. (See example (123).)
2.7.3 Tomioka Sentences
Another apparent problem for the NP-Deletion Theory is posed by examples like the
following, which were first discussed by Tomioka (1997, 193; 1999).29
(130) Every police officer who arrested a murderer insulted him, and every police
officer who arrested a burglar did too.
Interestingly, this sentence has a sloppy reading: roughly, every police officer who
arrested a murderer insulted the murderer he arrested and every police officer who
arrested a burglar insulted the burglar he arrested. The problem for the current
theory is this: I am committed to having the first VP in (130) have the LF in (131);
but then it might be thought that ellipsis, however it works, should end up producing
the same meaning for the elided VP as that which is yielded by (131); and that would
incorrectly have the second set of police officers insulting murderers.
(131) [insulted [him murderer]]
Previous versions of the E-type analysis, meanwhile, do not have this trouble. Tomio-
ka (1997, 1999) points out that versions which rely on a contextually salient relation
to supply the descriptive content of the E-type pronoun can use the relation which
29Generally speaking, Tomioka Sentences are conjunctions of sentences characterized as follows:
the first sentence has a VP which, firstly, contains an E-type pronoun, and, secondly, serves as
antecedent for an elided VP in the following sentence in such a way that the descriptive content
of the pronoun understood in the elided VP comes from the second sentence, not the first. I am
grateful to Dan Hardt, Bernhard Schwarz, Satoshi Tomioka and an anonymous NALS reviewer for
independently advising me of the relevance of these sentences to my theory.
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obtains between people and people they arrest; informally, the antecedent VP would
then mean something like, "insulted the person he arrested", and the sloppy reading
is correctly obtained if the elided VP means this too.
We can tell that Tomioka's explanation cannot be correct, however, by repeating
the test that we used in §2.5.1, the interpretation of elliptical continuations with type
e subjects. Consider the examples in (132) and (133), assuming that Officer Jones
did arrest someone but did not arrest a murderer.
(132) a. Every police officer who arrested a murderer insulted the person he ar-
rested, and Officer Jones insulted the person he arrested too. (sloppy, strict)
b. Every police officer who arrested a murderer insulted him, and Officer
Jones insulted him too. (*sloppy, strict)
(133) a. Every police officer who arrested a murderer insulted the person he ar-
rested, and Officer Jones did too. (sloppy, strict)
b. Every police officer who arrested a murderer insulted him, and Officer
Jones did too. (*sloppy, strict)
If the antecedent VPs in (132b) and (133b) could behave for ellipsis in the same
manner as the antecedent VPs in (132a) and (133a), which is the hypothesis under
consideration, we would expect the elided or downstressed VPs in these pairs of
sentences to have the same range of interpretations. They do not, however. So
insulted him cannot behave for ellipsis in the same manner as insulted the person he
arrested, contrary to what Tomioka's explanation requires.
But how does the NP-Deletion Theory deal with examples like (130)? Again,
by pointing out that the prediction it makes is fulfilled: sentences isomorphic to
(130) with uncontested NP-deletion instead of an E-type pronoun also allow sloppy
readings. In order to see this, however, it will convenient to alter the example slightly,
since the indefinite a murderer in (130) is singular, while those determiners that allow
NP-deletion after them generally take plural NPs. Let us examine (134).
(134) Every police officer who arrested some murderers insulted them, and every
police officer who arrested some burglars did too.
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Like (130), this has a sloppy reading. The sentence is not problematic, however.
Consider the sentences in (135).
(135) Every police officer who arrested some murderers insulted...
a. at least three
b. some
c. a few
d. ?most
e. one
... and every police officer who arrested some burglars did too.
These sentences too have sloppy readings. Thus there is no difficulty in supposing that
NP-deletion is responsible for (134) meaning that every police officer who arrested
some murderers insulted those murderers, and every police officer who arrested some
burglars insulted those burglars. So Tomioka Sentences are not problematic for the
NP-Deletion Theory of E-type anaphora; in fact they are predicted to exist by this
theory.
It is worth noting that the examples in (135) are simply analogues in the realm
of NP-deletion of a phenomenon that has already been observed and discussed with
respect to VP-ellipsis. The following examples are taken from Hardt 1999 and Schwarz
2000. ((137) is attributed to Carl Pollard.)
(136) When John had to cook, he didn't want to. When he had to clean, he didn't,
either.
(137) I'll help you if you want me to. I'll kiss you even if you don't.
Take (136). This seems to mean that when John had to cook he didn't want to cook,
and when he had to clean he didn't want to clean. This is in spite of the fact that,
since the matrix VP of the first sentence means "didn't want to cook", straightforward
ways of theorizing about VP-ellipsis would have the matrix VP of the second sentence
mean the same thing. Let us note the parallel between (136) and (135). Both contain
two sentences which themselves contain subordinate clauses: Embedded S1, Matrix
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S1, Embedded S2 , Matrix S2 . In Matrix S2, there is an ellipsis site, whose antecedent
appears to be in Matrix S1, but this antecedent in Matrix S, itself contains an ellipsis
site, with the antecedent in Embedded S1. Instead of understanding the ellipsis site
in Matrix S2 as we would if we simply supplied all the material we understand in the
antecedent in Matrix S1, we understand the ellipsis site in Matrix S2 as if it contained
the material from the antecedent in Matrix S, as it would be if its own ellipsis site
was filled in not from an antecedent in Embedded S, but from one in Embedded S2 .
It is as if the larger ellipsis captures the nature of the dependency or link between
the ellipsis site in the antecedent and this smaller ellipsis site's antecedent, and this
dependency is copied (or whatever) into the ellipsis site in Matrix S2. One is reminded
of Fiengo and May's (1994) notion of a f-occurrence of an anaphoric element, which
is such (roughly) that the dependency between it and its antecedent will be copied
in ellipsis. But this is not the place to discuss this intuition, or the mechanisms
that Hardt and Schwarz propose to deal with this problem. Whatever the correct
treatment of (136) turns out to be, there is a good chance that it will be extendable
to deal with (135) and, if I am correct, (134).
2.8 Conclusion
My primary concern in this chapter is reductive: since the process of recovering the
descriptive content of an E-type pronoun displays exactly the same possibilities and
restrictions that NP-deletion does, we should not assume that these are separate
mechanisms, but should rather identify them. Concomitantly, we should assume
that E-type pronouns are actually definite articles. Such an analysis has a number
of empirical advantages over standard E-type accounts. These advantages include
ways of dealing with the problem of the formal link between donkey pronoun and
antecedent, and the pattern of strict and sloppy readings shown by donkey sentences
with phonologically reduced continuations of various kinds.
The theory put forward in this chapter should not be seen only in the context of
previous E-type theories, of course. If the solution given to the problem of the formal
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link is on the right lines, then one of the problems which affected E-type theories
in general, as opposed to dynamic theories, has been removed. Furthermore, the
next chapter will attempt to remove another of these problems mentioned in §1.3.2,
namely, the problem of pronominal ambiguity.
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Chapter 3
On the Semantics of Pronouns and
Definite Articles
3.1 Introduction
Let us now stand back a bit from E-type pronouns and remind ourselves of the
overall project set out in Chapter 1. The idea was to lay out a unified syntax and
semantics for expressions of type e, based on the syntax and semantics of normal
definite descriptions. So far, then, only a small part of the task has been accomplished,
since only E-type pronouns have been considered. However, it will turn out to be fairly
simple to adapt the standard semantics for bound variable and referential pronouns so
as to make it consistent with that given for E-type pronouns. I will lay out the basic
mechanism that does this in §3.2. Then I will address in more detail the question of
what we should consider the syntax and semantics of ordinary definite descriptions to
be (§3.3). It will turn out that the overt definite article the, in English at least, has
to take two arguments, one an index and the other a normal Noun Phrase, making it
different from what I have been assuming so far for pronoun definite articles, which I
have assumed to be standard Fregean definite articles taking only one argument. The
question then arises whether we should change the semantics for pronouns to make
it accord with that which we seem to need for overt definite articles. I argue in §3.4
that there are both conceptual and empirical reasons to do this.
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3.2 Bound and Referential Pronouns
The standard semantic analysis of bound variable and refential pronouns makes the
following basic assumptions: bound and referential pronouns are variables; variable
names are provided by numerical subscripts (indices); indices are interpreted by vari-
able assignments or Tarskian sequences; variable assignments are partial functions
from the natural numbers to the domain of individuals. I will provide a summary
of a specific implementation of these assumptions in §3.2.1; then I will show that
with a few simple modifications this implementation can be converted into a system
compatible with the view of E-type pronouns set out in Chapter 2, thus providing a
unified semantics for pronouns of the sort described in Chapter 1.
3.2.1 Pronouns as variables: Heim and Kratzer 1998
As a jumping-off point, I will take the theory of bound and referential pronouns in
Heim and Kratzer 1998, which is a neat and recent version of the treatment of these
items as individual variables. To review briefly, we adorn each pronoun (and each
trace) with a subscript natural number called an index. Sentences are interpreted
with respect to variable assignments, that is functions which map indices to individ-
uals, whose mappings are supposed to be created by the context (and by the rule
of Predicate Abstraction, which we will see in a moment). There is a special rule
of interpretation to deal with these items, which is given in (1). (2) shows a simple
referential case.
(1) Traces and Pronouns Rule
If oa is a pronoun or a trace, a is a variable assignment, and i E dom(a), then
ada -= a(i).
(2) jhe2 left][2-- John]
= [left [2-John] (jhe2][2]- John])
S[left] [2John](John)
- [Ax. x left](John)
= 1 iff John left
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(The third line is achieved by (1).) Bound pronouns are produced by variable as-
signments in combination with special indices which occupy a node by themselves.
For example, it is proposed that one effect of movement is to create such an index,
which is adjoined to the target of movement; the same index is put on the trace of
the moved item, and can optionally be put on pronouns in the sentence. So (3a)
might have an LF (3b), assuming either QR of the subject or movement of it from a
VP-internal subject position.
(3) a. Every girl thinks she's smart.
b. [every girl] [2 [t2 thinks she 2 is smart]]
We now need a rule to interpret these special indices. This is given in (4).
(4) Predicate Abstraction Rule
Let a be a branching node with daughters 3 and 7, where / dominates only
a numerical index i. Then, for any variable assignment a, [a4 a = Ax E
D. [•[]•/ .
(az/i is that variable assignment which is exactly like a, except that i is mapped to
x.) Given this rule, the nuclear scope in (3b) will be interpreted as in (5). (0 is the
variable assignment which contains no mappings.)
(5) [ [2 [t2 thinks she2 is smart]] 0
- Ax E D. f [t2 thinks she 2 is smart] j0r/2
= Ax E D. [[t2 thinks she2 is smart] [2"-x]
- Ax E D. x thinks that x is smart
The first step is achieved via the Predicate Abstraction Rule, and the second simply by
definition of the notation. The third is an abbreviation, relying on many applications
of rules, including the Traces and Pronouns Rule twice. Note that the end result is
that both the trace and the pronoun in the nuclear scope end up being bound by the
lambda-abstractor, and (3a) will be true if and only if every individual who is a girl
satisfies the predicate in the last line of (5). This is what we want, of course.
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3.2.2 Unifying the variable and definite article analyses
Let us take the Heim and Kratzer system, then, as a representative of those theories
which unify bound and referential pronouns by treating them both as individual
variables interpreted by variable assignments. Let us furthermore assume that there
is something right about the theories that do this, and also about the treatment of
E-type pronouns as definite articles which has been laid out in Chapter 2. We can
then propose. a first pass at a unified theory of the semantics of third-person pronouns
along the following lines.
Pronouns are definite articles, and E-type anaphora works as previously described.
Bound and referential pronouns occur when these definite articles take an index as an
argument. Instead of being entities of obscure ontological status1 , signified by sub-
scripts, indices will now be phonologically null NPs, which can be taken as arguments
by determiners. What will their interpretation be, now that they have changed type?
There are two ways of arriving at the answer. One route which could be followed
is that which leaves variable assignments the same as they were and introduces the
following rule, a revision of the Traces and Pronouns Rule of Heim and Kratzer 1998.
(6) Traces and Pronouns Rule, Mark II
For all indices i and variable assignments a such that i E dom(a), [ia
[Ax. x = a(i)].
In order to distinguish our new lexical indices from the special indices created by
movement in the Heim and Kratzer system, we will have to write the latter a different
way: I will write 'Ai' for the object-language item whose effect in the semantics is to
abstract over index i.2 We will then need a trivially revised version of the Predicate
1It is seldom, if ever, made clear what the indices used for reference and binding are supposed to
be in the context of linguistic theory. Are they pieces of lexical material of the normal kind? If so,
why do we not assign them semantic types and worry about their compatibility with their sisters or
other syntactic neighbours? If not, what are they? I think that people should either abolish indices
altogether or be explicit about what they are. The present system is one way of biting the bullet
and being fully explicit on this question.
2This is a return to the notation of Helm 1993, which is the first place, as far as I know, where
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Abstraction Rule, which I give in (7).
(7) Predicate Abstraction Rule, Mark II
Let a be a branching node with daughters / and y, where / dominates only a
lambda abstractor Ai. Then, for any variable assignment a, [a ~" = Ax. [] a"/i
We can now go back and see how this revised system deals with the examples we
looked at previously. Instead of (2), we will now have the LF and semantic derivation
shown in (8).
(8) ý [he 2] leftfE[2 John]
= IleftI [2-John] ([hel [2- John] (12 [2--*JohnJ))
= leftJ [2 John] ([he][2--John] (Ax. x = John))
S[Ax. left]([Af : f e De,t) & 3!•(f () = 1. X f(x) = 1] (A. x = John))
= [Ax. x left] LxC = John
- 1 iff John left
The second line is obtained by Functional Application, as usual, and the third by (6).
The fourth, as before, comes from consulting the lexicon - note that the lexical entry
for he is a Fregean definite article. (I abstract away from q-features.) The remaining
steps are trivial. The truth conditions, of course, are the same as those obtained in
(2).
The bound variable example also works straightforwardly. The nuclear scope of
(3a) now receives the LF and derivation in (9). Note that traces in this system (until
we begin to consider the copy theory of movement) are complexes of the form [THE
i] .3
(9) [ [A2 [[THE 2] [thinks [[she 2] is smart]]]]
= Ax. [[THE 2] [thinks [[she 2] is smart]]] 0x12
the basics of the system in Heim and Kratzer 1998 were introduced.
3These combinatorially complex traces may appear to be a disadvantage of the current approach,
but in fact the technology introduced here will offer a considerable simplification of the mechanisms
for producing traces when we get on to the copy theory. See §3.4.
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= Ax. [[THE 2] [thinks [[she 2] is smart]]]l [2 - x]
= Ax. ty y = x thinks that Lyy = x is smart
Ax. x thinks that x is smart
The same truth conditions emerge as before.
As mentioned above, there are two possible ways to achieve the kind of results we
are looking for. The one just illustrated uses the Traces and Pronouns Rule, Mark II
(6) and the Predicate Abstraction Rule, Mark II (7), and leaves variable assignments
as partial functions from the natural numbers to individuals. The second approach
says that variable assignments are in fact partial functions from the natural numbers
to a subset of the functions of type (e, t), namely those, like [Ax. x = John], which
are the characteristic functions of singleton sets. This approach puts into the variable
assignments the work done in the Traces and Pronouns Rule, Mark II, on the first
theory, which means that its own interpretation rule for indices, Traces and Pronouns
Rule, Mark III, can be simpler.
(10) Traces and Pronouns Rule, Mark III
For all indices i and variable assignments a such that i E dom(a), [ija = a(i).
There will have to be a corresponding change in lambda abstraction too, of course.
The new rule is given in (11).
(11) Predicate Abstraction Rule, Mark III
Let a be a branching node with daughters / and 7, where 3 dominates
only a lambda abstractor Ai. Then, for any variable assignment a, [a =
Ax. ~~yaA•Y 'Y= x t/ i
I will not go through examples in detail to illustrate this second theory. I think it is
evident upon reflection that its results will be equivalent to those of the first.
Whichever version is chosen, the changes made to the Heim and Kratzer system
(and, by extension, to all comparable systems) are quite minor.4 Pronouns and traces
4There is a question as to whether all binding is done by movement, that is by the introduction
by movement of the lambda abstractors that feature in the Predicate Abstraction rules. A strong,
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combined with indices are still of type e, and have the same overall meanings that
they always did; it is just that they get there by a different road. The real difference
is that now we have a unified theory of the semantics of pronouns.
3.2.3 Summary
According to the current view, then, all third-person pronouns are Fregean definite
articles with the addition of presuppositions about s-features. For example, she would
have a denotation as in (12).
(12) [she] = Af : f E D(e,t & 3!x f(x) = 1 & Vx(f(x) = 1 - FEMALE(x)).
tx f(X)= 1
Furthermore, the NP complement of third-person pronouns must be phonologically
null. There are two ways in which this can happen: the complement can be a common
or garden NP affected by NP-deletion, in which case we get E-type anaphora; or it
can be an index, an NP which is always phonologically null, in which case we get
referential or bound variable anaphora.
It is possible, however, that this system might have to be changed slightly in light
of the investigation of the semantics of the overt definite article the, to which I now
proceed.
and still viable, hypothesis says that this is the case, and that apparent binding by relative pronouns,
for example, arises by these items moving. I will tentatively assume this hypothesis to be correct,
although it would be possible for me to retreat to a weaker one simply by allowing lambda abstractors
to be introduced in other ways.
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3.3 The Semantics of the Definite Article
3.3.1 Fregean versus Russellian Approaches
The Distinction
Let me acknowledge from the outset that I will not be examining every issue that
has arisen in the voluminous literature on definite descriptions.5 But I do wish to set
out my view, and the reasoning behind it, on one major division, perhaps the most
significant overall division, between different theories of the semantics of the definite
article. That division is the one between Fregean and Russellian approaches to its
semantics.
There is a passage in Frege's famous 1893 paper 'Uiber Sinn und Bedeutung' in
which he analyzes the phrase the negative square root of 4 as a compound proper
name (that is, a syntactically complex expression referring to an individual) formed
from the "concept expression" negative square root of 4 combined with the definite
article. He adds that such a combination is permissible when exactly one object falls
under the concept. Later philosophers and linguists have elucidated these remarks in
such a way as to produce the following lexical entry for the definite article (Heim and
Kratzer 1998, 73-82).
(13) Af : f E D(e,t) & 3!z f(x) = 1. tx f(x) = 1
Note that the requirement for uniqueness is incorporated as a presupposition in this
lexical entry. Informally, it is presupposed that exactly one thing is f; and the
definite description refers to this thing if the presupposition is true (and has no
semantic value otherwise). This contrasts with Russell's famous analysis of definite
descriptions. According to Russell (1905), a sentence of the form the F is G has the
truth conditions in (14).
(14) ±x(Fx & Vy(Fy -* y = x) & Gx)
5Excellent critical surveys of this literature and the major issues therein are available in Heim
1991 and Larson and Segal 1995 (Chapter 9). A good sampling is available in the anthology Ostertag
1998.
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As Neale (1990, 44-45) has pointed out, it falls out naturally on this view to consider
the contribution of the as being that of a quantifier of a certain sort. Sticking closely
to Russell's original proposal, we might represent the as having the meaning in (15).
(15) Af(e,t). A9(e,t). 3(f(x) = 1 & Vy(f(y) = 1 - y = x) & g(x) = 1)
The difference between the Russellian and the Fregean view, then, is that existence
and uniqueness are presupposed on the Fregean view and stated on the Russellian.'
The well-known arguments in the literature which bear on these views seem to
me to be inconclusive. For example, one might attempt to argue that, since most
people disagree with Russell's judgment that (16) is straightforwardly false, and evince
instead a reaction more compatible with its failing to express a proposition at all,
Russell's original motivation for his existential analysis is simply wrong.
(16) The King of France is bald.
However, it is known that if we change the example to one like (17), people do judge
it straightforwardly false, which lends support to the Russellian analysis.
(17) My friend went for a drive with the King of France last week.
Both approaches, then, seem to suffer from problems when it comes to judgments
about falsity in the case of definite descriptions whose NP denotes the empty set.7
I do, however, believe that there is one strong argument for a Fregean analysis,
which is due to Heim (1991). I will now proceed to describe it.
Definite Descriptions and Scope
Heim (1991, 493) draws our attention to examples like the following.
6Note that the difference does not lie in whether or not the definite article is a quantifier. If by
quantifier we just mean a word that takes as arguments two expressions denoting sets and contributes
a relation between them, there is no difficulty in writing an entry for the Fregean definite article
that is a quantifier: Af : f E D(e,t) & 3!x f(x) = 1. g : g E D(e,t ) . g(t f(x) - 1) = 1.
70n the contrast in (16) and (17), see von Fintel forthcoming, in which it is argued that a Fregean
analysis can deal with (17). See Heim 1991 and Larson and Segal 1995 (Chapter 9) for reviews of
other traditional considerations.
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(18) Hans wants the banshee in his attic to be quiet tonight.
(19) Hans wonders whether the banshee in his attic will be quiet tonight.
(20) If the banshee in his attic is quiet tonight, he will hold a party.
Heim points out that the Russellian analysis of definite descriptions predicts that
(21a), in an appropriate context, should mean (21b).
(21) a. The banshee in his attic will be quiet tonight.
b. There is exactly one banshee in Hans's attic, and that banshee will be
quiet tonight.
But then this predicts that (18) - (20) should have the readings in (22) - (24),
respectively. We simply embed the truth conditions in (21b) under the relevant
operators, closely following the syntactic form of the sentences.
(22) Hans wants there to be exactly one banshee in his attic, and for it to be quiet
tonight.
(23) Hans wonders whether the following is the case: there is exactly one banshee
in his attic, and that banshee will be quiet tonight.
(24) If there is exactly one banshee in Hans's attic, and that banshee is quiet
tonight, Hans will hold a party.
The plain fact is, however, that none of (18) - (20) have these predicted readings.
In saying (18), for example, we would not be attributing to Hans the perverse desire
to have a banshee in his attic. It seems that the Russellian analysis makes clear
predictions in these cases that are straightforwardly false.
The Fregean analysis, on the other hand, seems much better equipped to deal
with these examples. Take (20), and imagine this to be said of Hans. It seems clear,
intuitively, that the speaker is not making the party conditional on the existence of a
banshee in Hans's attic; rather, the speaker seems to be presupposing the existence
of such a banshee, and saying that if it is quiet, there will be a party. In other
words, the meaning of these sentences seems to favor exactly the Fregean approach
to definite descriptions, which, as we observed earlier, differs from the Russellian
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approach precisely in that it makes the existence and uniqueness of the entity in
question presuppositions, not assertions. This is not to say, of course, that there are
not still important details to be worked out before we have a final analysis of (18) -
(20). Among other things, we would need to have an explicit and detailed theory of
presupposition, instead of staying at the rather intuitive level that I have employed in
the present discussion. (See Heim 1991, 494-497, for one concrete implementation.)
But it seems to me that, whatever the theoretical treatment of presupposition needs
to be, this is a subject that we as native speakers can have intuitions about; and
our intuitions in these cases clearly favor the Fregean over the Russellian analysis of
definite articles.
I can think of only one possible counterargument that the Russellian might make
to the above considerations, and that is to suggest that the definite descriptions must
have wide scope with respect to the operators in question.8 Perhaps some scopal
properties of definite descriptions could be stipulated somehow in the lexical entry
of the (Russellian) definite article. However, I think there are serious problems with
such a move. Let us consider (18) again, here repeated as (25).
(25) Hans wants the banshee in his attic to be quiet tonight.
If we were to scope the banshee in his attic out above wants, as in (26a), to avoid
the problem of attributing to Hans the desire for a haunted attic, then we would be
predicting that the sentence could only have the reading in (26b).
(26) a. [the banshee in his attic] [A2 [Hans wants t2 to be quiet tonight]]
b. There is an x such that:
1. x is a banshee in Hans's attic, and
2. for all y, if y is a banshee in Hans's attic, then y = x, and
3. Hans wants x to be quiet tonight.
The truth conditions in (26b) seem inadequate. In particular, the wide scope for
the definite description means that we rule out de dicto readings for the banshee in
sThis was in fact suggested to me in conversation by Stephen Schiffer.
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the attic: that is, we predict that the sentence cannot be felicitous when speaker and
hearer know that in fact there is no banshee in Hans's attic, and are merely discussing
Hans's confused beliefs and baseless desires. But this seems to run counter to our
intuitions. The following utterance is quite coherent.
(27) Hans wants the banshee in his attic to be quiet tonight. Silly guy! There is
no banshee in his attic.
This utterance would not be coherent if the first sentence in it had the truth conditions
in (26b).
A second problem with the suggestion that the definite descriptions in our exam-
ples might be forced to take wide scope is that we can construct similar examples
with the definite descriptions embedded in islands, without the sentences becoming
ungrammatical or suddenly acquiring Russellian readings. An example is (28), where
the definite description is inside a conjunct.
(28) Hans wants the banshee in his attic to be quiet and the party to go ahead.
(29) One man wants every banshee to be quiet and the party to go ahead.
It is known that the Coordinate Structure Constraint generally holds at LF as well
as for overt movement. So (29) cannot be read as stating that for every banshee
there is one man who wants it to be quiet and the party to go ahead, as it could if
every banshee could QR out of its conjunct. (See also examples (87), (88) and (89) in
§2.5.3.) So in (28), the banshee in his attic cannot scope above want; so the Russellian
falsely predicts that the sentence will state that Hans wants to have a banshee in his
attic.
As far as I can see, then, the examples adduced by Heim (1991) constitute a
serious problem for the Russellian view of definite descriptions, and provide support
for the Fregean view.
3.3.2 The Argument Structure of the Definite Article
Having come down basically on the Fregean side of the debate about the semantics of
the definite article, I now wish to argue that the Fregean semantics in (13) is not quite
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correct after all, but must be replaced by one that has the definite article taking two
arguments, one of which will be an index with the semantics given in §3.2.2, while the
other is a normal NP. The argument comes from the consideration of bound definite
descriptions.
It is well-known that definite descriptions can be bound.9 An example is (30),
which can have the truth conditions in (31).
(30) Mary talked to no senator before the senator was lobbied.
(31) There is no individual x such that x is a senator and Mary talked to x before
x was lobbied.
I will here investigate three possible accounts of this phenomenon.' 0
First, we could follow Heim (1991: 507-8), who suggests that we arrive at the
covarying interpretation for (30) in the following in way. The semantics of quantifiers
is expressed in terms of variable assignments. So, to take a simple example first,
(32) has a logical form (33), which will be interpreted by the rule in (34). Its truth
conditions will be those in (35).
(32) Mary talked to no senator.
(33) [no senator]1 [Mary talked to x]
(34) f[no a] 319t = 1 iff there is no assignment g' differing from g only in the
assignment to x such that g'(x) E [a4g' and [~g9' = 1.
(35) [ [no senator], [Mary talked to x] ]9 - 1 iff there is no assignment g' differing
from g only in the assignment to x such that g'(x) is a senator and Mary
talked to g'(x).
The LF of (30), according to Heim's proposal, is (36).
9Some speakers find examples like (30) slightly awkward, and prefer that senator to the senator
in the position of the covarying phrase. But binding of DPs with the is generally possible.
10There is in fact a fourth possible account, which is that the covariation could take place entirely
by means of situation variables in the definite descriptions being bound. See §5.6 for an explanation
of this approach, and an argument against it.
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(36) [no senator], [Mary talked to x before the senator was lobbied]
Suppose that in the evaluation of sentences by (32) we choose a different domain U9,
along with each assignment g'. U[, contains in each case g'(x) but excludes other
members of [acg'. In the case of (36), for each assignment g', UJ, contains only one
senator, namely g'(x). We then obtain the truth conditions in (37), which seem to
be correct.
(37) [no senator], [Mary talked to x before the senator was lobbied] D9 = 1 iff
there is no assignment g' differing from g only in the assignment to x such
that g'(x) is a senator and Mary talked to g'(x) before the unique senator in
U9, (i.e. g'(x)) was lobbied.
As Heim acknowledges, this proposal is not yet thoroughly worked out, but enough
has hopefully been said to give some idea.
The intuitive ideas which form the other two types of accounts can be summarized
as 'Add an individual variable to the NP' and 'Add an individual variable to the de-
terminer'. In spelling these out, it is natural to take advantage of the new conception
of indices advanced in §3.2.2. In constructing the chain caused by QR of no senator
in (30), we need to insert a trace [THE i] in the base-position of this phrase and adjoin
a lambda abstractor Ai to the target of movement. The 'Add an individual variable
to the NP' account points out that the right truth conditions could be obtained if we
were also to adjoin an index i to the NP in the covarying definite description, assum-
ing these expressions of type (e, t) can combine in the semantics by a rule like Heim
and Kratzer's Predicate Modification (Heim and Kratzer 1998: 65). So we would end
up with the LF (39), and the truth conditions (40).
(38) Predicate Modification
If a is a branching node, {f, y} is the set of a's daughters, and ýP/3 and [•4ý
are both in D(e,t), then [a4 = Ax E DD. [E](z) = [r](x) = 1.
(39) [no senator] [A2 [Mary talked to [THE 2] before the [senator 2] was lobbied]]
(40) There is no individual ax such that a is a senator and Mary talked to x before
the unique z such that z is a senator and z = x was lobbied.
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The 'Add an individual variable to the determiner' account, on the other hand, is
more radical. It says that the takes two arguments, not just one, and that an index
occupies one of these argument positions (the inner one, I argue in §3.3.3). So instead
of the semantics in (41), the should actually have the denotation in (42)." Pronouns,
meanwhile, and the silent definite article THE used in traces (until we adopt the copy
theory of movement) will continue to have the semantics in (41).
(41) Af : f E D(e,t) & B!x f(x) = 1. tx f(x) = 1
(42) Af (e,t).Ag : g E D(e,t) & B!x(f(x) = 1 & g(x) = 1). tx(f(x) = 1 & g(x) = 1)
On this account, then, we end up with the LF in (43) and the truth conditions in
(44).
(43) [no senator] [A2 [Mary talked to [THE 2] before [[the 2] senator] was lobbied]]
(44) There is no individual x such that x is a senator and Mary talked to x before
the unique y such that y - x and y is a senator was lobbied.
Again, the correct truth conditions are obtained.
The question, then, is whether we can distinguish empirically between these three
conceivable accounts. It turns out that we can.
The crucial data concerns genitival definite descriptions like Mary's cat. Since
Mary's cat seems to mean something like "the cat of Mary", we might expect that
it would display the kind of bound use that we have been discussing. This is not the
case, however, as shown by the following data.
(45) a. John fed no cat of Mary's before the cat of Mary's was bathed.
b. * John fed no cat of Mary's before Mary's cat was bathed.
(46) a. Mary gave every child of John's something which the child of John's
already had.
11Something like this is suggested by Larson and Segal (1995: 339-40, 350), but they do not spell it
out as suggested here. Instead they attach an optional subscript index to the definite article, with the
proviso that a definite description introduced by such a definite article will have the interpretation
of the index as its denotation.
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b. * Mary gave every child of John's something which John's child already
had.
The (b) cases in these examples are ungrammatical not just on the covarying reading
but overall, presumably because quantifiers like no and every presuppose or implicate
that there is more than one entity which satisfies the predicate in their restrictor12,
while genitives like Mary's cat presuppose that there is only one such entity.
How do the three rival hypotheses fare with respect to these data? Heim's sug-
gestion, to start with that, fares badly. The LF of (45b) on this proposal would be
(47).
(47) [no cat of Mary's], [John fed x before Mary's cat was bathed]
Since Mary's cat basically means "the cat of Mary", there is no reason, on Heim's
assumptions, why the domain Ug, of each assignment g' should not be able to be
narrowed down to contain only one cat of Mary's, namely g'(x) in each case, just
as happened with senators in (37). Then everything should work out perfectly -
the uniqueness condition of Mary's cat should be satisfied and the right truth con-
ditions should result. The example is ungrammatical, however, meaning that Heim's
suggestion must be incorrect.
Nor does the 'Add an individual variable to the NP' account fare any better.
Whatever one may want to say about the syntax and semantics of Mary's, it surely
cannot be denied that there is a respectable NP lurking somewhere in Mary's cat. If
the 'Add an individual variable to the NP' account were correct, then, it would be
entirely mysterious that (45b) was ungrammatical, since it would not differ in any
relevant respect from perfectly grammatical variants with the covarying reading.
We are left, then, with the 'Add an individual variable to the determiner' theory.
The (b) examples in (45) and (46) do not differ from the (a) examples in any way
which would lend support to the other two hypotheses. Moreover, they do differ in
the determiners in the definite descriptions, which is precisely the locus of the ability
of definite descriptions to be bound according to the 'Add an individual variable to
12For a good discussion of this issue, see Heim and Kratzer 1998, 159-172.
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the determiner' theory. We must conclude, then, that this theory is on the right lines,
and as a concrete implementation I offer the semantics in (42), repeated here as (48),
for the definite article.13
(48) Af(e,t). Ag : g E D(e,t) & 3!x(f(x) - 1 & g(x) = 1). x(f(x) - 1 & g(x) = 1)
Of course, we still must ensure that it is indices, as opposed to other items of type
(e, t), that appear in the relevant argument slot. It seems not unreasonable to stip-
ulate that being an index is a property visible to the mechanisms of syntactic sub-
categorization. This can also account for the impossibility of structures like [cat 2],
which were posited by the 'Add an individual variable to the NP' account - Predicate
Modification is only possible between those expressions of type (e, t) which the syntax
allows to combine (and so not between two NPs, for example, or between PP and T'),
and we can say that [cat 2] is ruled out mechanically by syntactic sub-categorization
in the same way as some other combinations.
3.3.3 Two Consequences of the New Argument Structure
The Referential-Attributive Debate
Let us examine the consequences of the view advocated here for those occasions when
a definite description is not bound. Is there any advantage to be had from the index
on these occasions? Those familiar with the philosophical literature on definite de-
scriptions might be reminded by the current proposal of Peacocke's (1975) suggestion
that so-called 'referential' uses of definite descriptions be assimilated to demonstra-
tive phrases like that man, with demonstratives interpreted by Tarski-style sequences
and variables in a manner essentially equivalent to the use of indices and variable
assignments. But, as Kripke (1979) and others have shown, it is not at all certain
that there is any need for a distinct 'referential' semantics for definite descriptions in
13Note that in order for my argument to go through, I have to assume hardly anything about
the semantics of phrases like Mary's cat. All that is necessary is that they should not incorporate
an argument position for an index. The semantics of these and related items is in fact highly
complicated, and I do not have an original proposal.
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Donnellan's (1966) sense. 14 So the view that definite articles incorporate an argument
place for an index cannot draw any support from the alleged 'referential' examples of
definite descriptions.15
On the other hand, it is possible that the theory that there are distinct referential
and attributive uses of definite descriptions, taken in a strong form to imply distinct
referential and attributive semantics, might actually gain some support from the
current theory of indices. Let us begin by noting that a problem arises because of the
index on the in examples like (49).
(49) Every man who owns a donkey beats the donkey.
If there was an index in the inner argument position of the in this example, it seems
that the sentence would surely crash, because the index could be neither bound nor
referential. It seems best to admit a special item into the syntactic class of indices:
let us say that the index 0 will have the anodyne interpretation [Ax : x C De. x E De];
the others, the positive integers, will be interpreted according to the rules in §3.2.2.
So in examples like (49) we have the index 0.
This conclusion suggests a new take on the old referential-attributive debate. We
now have reason to believe that a definite description like the murderer can have
two different sorts of indices on it: either the normal ones or the new index 0 just
introduced. So we could have either (50) or (51).16
(50) [[[the 1] murderer]]g = the unique individual x such that x is a murderer and
x = g(1)
(51) [[[the 0] murderer]]g = the unique individual x such that x is a murderer
And this, it seems to me, is a plausible reconstruction of the referential-attributive
distinction. According to Donnellan (1966), a speaker who uses a definite description
14But see Reimer 1998 for a dissenting voice.
15It is perhaps worth noting that one of Donnellan's most well-known examples, 'Smith's murderer
is insane', cannot achieve a referential interpretation by means of an index on the current view,
because it involves a Saxon genitive.
16In (50), I assume that variable assignments are still partial functions from the natural numbers
to individuals, as suggested in (6) and the surrounding discussion.
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the q attributively says something about whoever or whatever is the b. To adapt one
of Donnellan's examples slightly, a detective examining footprints at a gory crime
scene might say (52).
(52) Well, we know one thing: the murderer is a size 10.
Since, by stipulation, no other personal details are known about the murderer at this
stage, we must presumably have (51) in use here: there is no particular individual
who could be g(1), as required in (50). On the other hand, it is plausible that a
non-trivial index is involved in Donnellan's other scenario, where we look at Jones,
on trial for Smith's murder, and, convinced of his guilt, say (53).
(53) The murderer is insane!
Here, the murderer could mean "the unique individual x such that x is a murderer
and x = Jones."
Let me emphasize once more that I am not convinced by Donnellan's arguments
that we need something like (50) for the cases he brought up in his classic paper (if,
indeed, he meant to argue for something like (50) at all). My current point is simply
that we have independent reason, in bound definite descriptions, to suppose that
definite descriptions incorporate an index, and we then cannot reasonably stipulate
that speakers cannot make use of this index in other linguistic contexts too. If the
theory advocated here is on the right lines, we get a distinction between referential
and non-referential definite descriptions for free, on independent grounds.
Is there any evidence, then, to show that we actually need the index in definite
descriptions which are not bound? I believe that there is. Consider (54), which we
would easily accept as a felicitous opening to a newspaper article.
(54) Senator Thad Cochran, the Mississippi Republican, announced today that...
In this sentence, the phrase the Mississippi Republican seems to be ambiguous. We
could take it to imply (falsely, at the time of writing) that Mississippi has only one
Republican senator; let us call this the uniqueness reading. On the other hand, there
is a natural reading of the sentence whereby this is not implied: the phrase is merely
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taken to remind us of Senator Cochran's home state and party affiliation, without
any suggestion that there is no other senator with these characteristics; let us call
this the no uniqueness reading. A natural hypothesis, given the above argumentation,
is that the uniqueness reading comes about by (55) and the no uniqueness reading
comes about by (56).
(55) Uniqueness Reading
[[the 0] Mississippi Republican]
(56) No Uniqueness Reading
[[the 1] Mississippi Republican]
In the case of (55), we get the meaning "the unique x such that x is a Mississippi
Republican senator," and the presupposition that there are no other Mississippi Re-
publican senators. In the case of (56), assuming the index 1 to be mapped to Thad
Cochran in the variable assignment, we get "the unique x such that x is a Mississippi
Republican senator and x is identical to Thad Cochran." We do not now take the
reporter to be strangely ignorant of the existence of Senator Trent Lott (R-MS).17
Now the normal strategy for justifying the uniqueness presupposition (or asser-
tion) in the semantics of the definite article is to say that definite descriptions are
often interpreted with respect to narrow universes of discourse, within which the
uniqueness presupposition or assertion is in fact justified. In the case of (54), if one
wanted to avoid the outcome in (55) and (56), and suppose that the basic semantics of
the Mississippi Republican was always what we would get from (55), one would have
to say that the sentence could be interpreted with respect to two kinds of universes of
discourse: one kind would include Trent Lott, and would give us the uniqueness read-
ing (and the feeling of surprise at the reporter's ignorance); the other kind would have
to exclude Trent Lott, and would produce the no uniqueness reading. The question
comes down to this, then. Is it possible to explain the no uniqueness reading of (54)
by supposing that it could be evaluated with respect to a universe of discourse that
17The semantics of the no uniqueness reading is actually very similar to the way Heim said definite
descriptions worked in her dissertation. See Heim 1982, 230-236.
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excludes Trent Lott, even when the very mention of Mississippi Republicans would
seem to make it likely that Trent Lott would be made salient?
This would be a hard question to answer by means of general reasoning about
the nature of context and universes of discourse. But fortunately I think there is an
empirical argument to hand. Recall that genitival definite descriptions do not seem
to be able to host indices, to judge by their inability to be bound. Thus we have the
contrast in (45), repeated here as (57).
(57) a. John fed no cat of Mary's before the cat of Mary's was bathed.
b. * John fed no cat of Mary's before Mary's cat was bathed.
We have to conclude, then, that the semantics of Mary's cat really is just something
like "the unique x such that x is a cat of Mary's," with no invocation of variable
assignments via indices. Now if it were indeed possible to obtain the no uniqueness
reading of (54) by means of a semantics like this, and a narrow universe of discourse
that did not include Trent Lott, we would also expect a variant of the sentence with
a genitival definite description in the place of the Mississippi Republican to have a no
uniqueness reading. That is, we would expect (58) to have a no uniqueness reading.
(58) Thad Cochran, Mississippi's Republican senator, announced today that...
It is a sharp judgment, however, that (58) does not have a no uniqueness reading.
This sentence can only be taken to imply that Mississippi has only one Republican
senator.1 s To sum up: the alternative to supposing a pair of representations like
(55) and (56) is to suppose that the no uniqueness reading can be obtained without
indices, merely through narrowing down the universe of discourse in a particular way;
but this alternative predicts falsely that (58) will have a no uniqueness reading; so we
are left with the representations in (55) and (56), and a vindication of Donnellan's
referential-attributive distinction.
18 It is easy to pronounce (58) with focal stress on Republican, which would of course give an
independent reason for the lack of the no uniqueness reading. But one can also pronounce it with
an entirely level intonation on Mississippi's Republican senator, or with focal stress on Mississippi's
or senator, and the judgment still holds.
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Trace conversion
If we adopt the copy theory of movement (Chomsky 1993), we must admit some
mechanism for altering lower copies to make them interpretable, since (60), the result
of applying QR to (59), is uninterpretable as it stands.
(59) A girl talked to every boy.
(60) [every boy][a girl talked to every boy]
The simplest method I. know of is Fox's (2002) 'Trace Conversion':
(61) Trace Conversion
1. Variable Insertion: Det Pred = Det [Pred Ay. y = x]
2. Determiner Replacement: Det [Pred Ay. y = x] = the [Pred Ay. y = x]
This means that instead of (60) we will have (62).
(62) [every boy] [Ax [a girl talked to [the [boy Ay. y = x]]]]
In the light of the foregoing discussion, we can see that the combination of Ay. y -
x and the introduced by Fox is now independently motivated. It is how the works in
overt bound definite descriptions.
I propose, therefore, the following simplified theory of trace conversion: when
moving an NP, we just replace the lower determiner with [the i], for some index i,
and adjoin Ai to the target of movement. So instead of (62) we end up with (63); our
earlier example (30) will have the LF (64).
(63) [every boy][A2 [a girl talked to [[the 2] boy]]]
(64) [no senator] [A2 [Mary talked to [[the 2] senator] before [[the 2] senator] was
lobbied]]
Note how the trace (bolded) in (64) is identical to the overt bound definite description.
This is appropriate, since they seem to have identical semantics.
In addition to the original discussion involving bound definite descriptions, we have
now seen two considerations that favor the hypothesis that the takes two arguments,
an index and a normal NP: we can account for occasions when non-bound definite
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descriptions like the Mississippi Republican have no uniqueness presupposition; and
we have a simple account of trace conversion, using independently justified resources.
3.4 Pronouns Revisited
3.4.1 Two Arguments for Pronouns?
As things stand at the moment, then, we have two types of definite article. There
are definite articles proper, which take an index and a normal NP, as shown in (65a).
And there are pronouns, which take just one argument, either an index or a normal
NP, as shown in (65b). Recall that, in order to make the syntactic requirements of
pronouns uniform, indices were claimed to be a kind of NP in §3.2.2.
(65) a. [[the i] NP]
b. [it NP]
[it i]
A natural question to ask now is whether pronouns should really be thought to take
just one argument and not two, like overt definite articles. The latter position would
be attractive if sustainable, since then the hypothesis behind this whole dissertation
would hold in a particularly strong form: there really would be just one syntax and
semantics for pronouns and definite descriptions (and proper names, I will argue
later), and the language learning task would accordingly be simplified more than if
we had to posit two related structures.
If pronouns were always to have slots for both indices and (other) NPs, there
would be a question of whether the NP slot would always be filled by a regular lexical
NP like donkey or Queen of Siam. Since there would have to be NP-deletion every
time a pronoun was used, according to such a theory, this position might appear to
run into difficulties with occasions where there is no NP in preceding discourse that
could serve as antecedent. Suppose, for example, that we are walking along silently
and someone passes us, and I say (66).
(66) He looks happy!
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It might appear that no regular NP could be in the putative second argument slot of
he in this example. The question is complicated, however, by the observation made in
§2.1.3. To repeat, a visitor being enthusiastically leapt upon by his host's dog might
nod at it and say (67).
(67) Mine does just the same.
There is no difficulty here in interpreting the utterance as claiming that the speaker's
dog does just the same. Would it be possible to claim, then, in the framework
envisaged, that regular lexical NPs are always supplied in the second argument slot,
by whatever process allows us (presumably) to supply dog in (67) without a linguistic
antecedent?
I think there are difficulties with such a theory. Imagine the following scenario.
We are walking through Boston, and come across someone with the following charac-
teristics: early twenties, male, skateboarding, wearing a Red Sox cap, smiling broadly.
Imagine that under these circumstances I gesture and say (68).
(68) Most look more depressed than that.
I would, I think, produce a feeling of some confusion. Do I mean that most young
men in Boston look more depressed than that? Or most skateboarders? Most Red
Sox fans? Most wearers of baseball caps? It is not at all clear how the NP-deletion is
to be resolved in this example, and the hearer is left casting around for the intended
NP. Now, on the other hand, suppose that in exactly the same scenario I did not
say (68) but instead said (66). This time there is no feeling of confusion and casting
around. But if it were necessary to supply a regular lexical NP after he in (66), there
would surely be just as much confusion produced by (66) in the given scenario as
there would by (68); for the description under which I am thinking of the young man,
or under which I expect my audience to think of him, is no clearer in the one case
than it is in the other.
I conclude that any theory according to which pronouns take two arguments, just
like overt definite articles, will have to allow the second argument to be a kind of
default item which is always available and does not need to be recovered by means of
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a linguistic antecedent or overwhelming contextual salience (as, presumably, in the
dog case, (67)). I suggest that there is a functional item that serves this purpose: let
ONE be a phonologically null noun with interpretation [Ax : x E D,. x E Dr], which
can appear in the argument slot for a (non-index) NP provided by a pronoun. So in
the case of our example (66), repeated as (69a), which by stipulation has no previous
linguistic context, the pronoun would have an LF like the one in (69b).
(69) a. He looks happy!
b. [[he 2] ONE]
The meaning of ONE, of course, makes it applicable to all entities of type e; this,
as well as its being a functional as opposed to a lexical item, makes it plausible
that it would always be available, without being subject to the normal strictures of
NP-deletion.
There is a question, of course, as to whether this null noun ONE would be available
in other places too, not just as the complement of pronouns. I do not propose to
investigate this question exhaustively here, but it seems to me that it will probably
be possible to maintain the most desirable position, namely that ONE is generally
available, with its occurrence restricted only by independently motivated factors. It
is plausible, for example, that ONE can be invoked to explain the alternation shown
in (70) and (71) between this and that occurring "bare" and these words occurring
with overt NP complements.
(70) a. This cap is red.
b. This is red.
(71) a. That cap is red.
b. That is red.
This kind of alternation with demonstratives is very common cross-linguistically, of
course. 19 On the view put forward here, it is to be accounted for by positing
structures like those in (72).
19English this and that seem to be restricted to applying to non-persons when they are used
"bare":
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(72) a. [[this 2] cap]
b. [[this 2] ONE]
The lexical entries of this and that will presumably look rather like the entry given in
(48) for the, the difference being that this and that will have to have the appropriate
proximal and distal features specified.20
What about other determiners, like all, some and most? Would the posited null
noun ONE cause any problems in connection with these? To begin addressing this
question, let us consider whether positing ONE leads us to expect (68), repeated here
as (73), to be felicitous in the circumstances described above.
(73) Most look more depressed than that.
We are now supposing that we could have ONE be the complement of most, which
would produce a meaning, "Most individuals (in the technical sense: entities of type
e) look more depressed than that." In this case, at least, I think that it is clear that
we can allow that this meaning is made available by the grammar without thereby
being forced to conclude that the utterance should be felicitous. The reason is that
the utterance in question is obviously provoked by the sight of the young man of our
i. This woman looks happy.
ii. *This looks happy.
This arbitrary-seeming restriction does not apply to the parallel alternations in other languages
known to me (e.g. Latin, Ancient Greek, Sanskrit) and I will not attempt to account for it here.
20It is notable, however, that the philosophical literature on demonstratives rarely considers
Fregean accounts of demonstratives along the lines just suggested. Recently, for example, King
(2001, Chapter 1) argues compellingly that a direct reference view of demonstratives is not ade-
quate, but then concludes with no further argumentation that they must therefore be treated as
quantifiers. But in fact none of King's arguments favors a quantificational over a Fregean view -
they merely militate against direct reference views. It seems to me that the null hypothesis on this
matter is the one that accords with our intuition, namely that demonstrative phrases are used to
pick out individuals and are therefore of type e. The present, Fregean, view also generalizes very
easily to those cases where demonstratives are bound:
i. Mary talked to no senator before that senator was lobbied.
ii. Mary talked to no senator without declaring that this was the one who would cosponsor
her bill.
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scenario, and there is therefore a natural expectation that the speaker will be saying
that most individuals who have one of his qualities look more depressed than that.
Moving beyond this example, I think it can readily be appreciated that there
will be few if any circumstances under which quantification will be felicitous if the
restrictor designates the entire domain of entities of type e, and thus fails to restrict
at all. Generally speaking, people's concerns are not so catholic that the whole of
De would form a natural subject of discussion: there is an irresistible urge to tacitly
narrow down the domain of quantification to something that people might plausibly
be talking about. Particular obstacles, moreover, arise in particular cases. In the
case of existential quantifiers (some, few, at least three), Gricean maxims presumably
come into play: the speaker would be making a weaker claim if the implicit domain
were all of De than if the domain were narrower, and the Gricean maxim enjoining
informativeness would therefore tend to make speakers select and audiences assume
narrower domains. If the quantification is universal and the domain is De, it is difficult
to think of any VP predicate that would make the utterance true, and impossible, as
far as I can see, to think of such a predicate that would be in common use among non-
philosophers. (The only possible examples I can think of are things like are identical
to themselves and are either prime numbers or not prime numbers.) And quantifiers
like most would presumably suffer from the fact that the domain of entities of type e
is very, very large, perhaps infinite21 : it is difficult to see how one could possibly go
about calculating what would count as most entities of type e, or how one would ever
be in a position to make a claim about most such entities. I tentatively conclude,
therefore, that the hypothesis that ONE exists is not open to the objection that it
leads us to overgeneralize and predict that lots of apparent NP-deletion examples are
good which are not. Pragmatic factors will tend to make the interpretation with ONE
21Despite Frege's analysis of the natural numbers as properties of properties of individuals, and
other such logical wizardry, it seems likely to me that the natural numbers should be considered to
be of type e for linguistic purposes, since they can be referred to by pronouns and their names can
bind large PRO, etc. This is one easy way of arguing that the domain of entities of type e is (for
linguistic purposes) infinite.
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hard if not impossible, to obtain.
Returning to the question of the argument structure of pronouns, it does now
seem possible to maintain that they have the same argument structure as the. We
are left with the picture in (74).
(74) a. [[the i] NP]
b. [[it i] NP]
Note that it is no longer necessary to assume that indices are NPs, since they no
longer occupy the same slot as regular NPs. In what follows, I will assume that
indices are not NPs, although they will still be of type (e, t).22
The revised theory in (74) is attractive because of the unity it brings to overt defi-
nite descriptions and pronouns. Ideally, of course, we would find empirical arguments
for it too. I outline one possible argument to this effect in the next section.
3.4.2 Resumptive Pronouns
Yael Sharvit (personal communication) has pointed out that if the theory of trace
conversion described in §3.3.3 is on the right lines, then we have reason to believe
that pronouns take two arguments, as just suggested, because this would give us a
very neat theory of certain resumptive pronouns. There are some environments where
resumptive pronouns appear to alternate freely with gaps (traces), as we see in the
following data from Sufier's (1998) study of relative clauses.
(75) Spanish
a. una cierta senadora que Luis llam6
a certain senator that Luis called
"a certain senator that Luis called"
22One might think that this latter assumption is also unnecessary now. We could propose the
following semantics for the definite article and pronouns and have indices be of type e:
i. Axe. Ag : g E D(e,t) & 3!y(y = x & g(y) = 1). ty(y = x & g(x) = 1).
However, this scheme leaves it unclear how to do the work of the index 0, i.e. how to have an index
be semantically vacuous when necessary.
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b. una cierta senadora que Luis la llam6
a certain senator that Luis her called
"a certain senator that Luis called"
(76) Hebrew
a. ha- ?i§ §e- ra?iti
the man that saw.ls
"the man I saw"
b. ha- 7?i§ e- ra?iti ?oto
the man that saw.ls him
"the man I saw"
(77) Irish
a. an fear al bhuail tfi
the man C struck you
"the man you struck"
b. an fear an bhuail tti
the man C struck you him
"the man you struck"
Recall that the theory in §3.3.3 had traces looking like (78), after the determiner
originally in the lower copy had been replaced with [THE i] (where i is the index used
on the A inserted just below the target of movement).
(78) [[THE i] NP]
This, of course, is also the structure supposed for pronouns under the theory that
they take two arguments. Sharvit's suggestion is that the hypothesis that pronouns
take two arguments will allow us to view certain resumptive pronouns as directly
spelling out traces. The phonological reflex is exactly what we would expect given
the lexical material present, provided that pronouns take both an index and an NP.
This promises to be very useful in the analysis of data like that given above: we
simply say that in Spanish, Hebrew and Irish (in certain environments), traces can
optionally receive phonological content, contrary to their behavior in English.
To expand slightly, the apparently free alternation between pronouns and gaps
just exemplified is a strong prima facie argument that resumptive pronouns should
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be assimilated to traces in at least the above contexts. Furthermore, Aoun and Ben-
mamoun (1998) have shown that the sites of some resumptive pronouns are linked
to their antecedents by movement in Lebanese Arabic clitic left-dislocation construc-
tions. In clitic left-dislocation, a lexical NP shows up clause-initially and is related to
a clitic inside the clause. A simple Lebanese Arabic example is (79). (I follow Aoun
and Benmamoun in their convention of writing clitic left-dislocated NP and related
clitic in boldface.)
(79) Naadya feef-a Kariim mbeeriT.
Nadia saw.3sM-her Karim yesterday
"Nadia, Karim saw her yesterday."
The relation between left-dislocated NP and clitic can violate island conditions, as
shown by means of an adjunct island in (80). As we expect, it is not possible to relate
a topicalized NP to a gap in such a position, as shown in (81).
(80) Smaot ?anno Naadya raSt man duun ma taTke maT-a.
heard.ls that Nadia left.2sM without COMP talking.2s with-her
"I heard that Nadia, you left without talking to her."
(81) * Smo't ?anno Naadya raot man duun ma tfuufe.
heard.ls that Nadia left.2SM without COMP see.2SF
"I heard that Nadia, you left without seeing."
This insensitivity to islands on the part of the NP-clitic relationship indicates that
some clitic left-dislocation examples must have the NP generated in situ (or at least
not within the island), with the clitic not a trace (or at the site of a trace) but merely
an ordinary pronoun coreferential with the NP.23 This is an option that is to be
expected, of course. But there are other examples adduced by Aoun and Benmamoun
23 Sometimes it will be necessary to have the pronoun bound by the NP, since wh-phrases and
QPs can be clitic left-dislocated. This might appear to pose a problem for an assumption made in
this thesis, that binding is effected only by A-operators, and that A-operators are inserted only by
movement (Heim and Kratzer 1998). But there could presumably be short-distance movement of
the NP in cases like this, creating a trace and a A-operator that could be coindexed with the lower
clitic pronoun.
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(1998) that show that the NP must reconstruct to a position at or near the site of
the clitic. Consider the examples in (82).
(82) a. Talmiiz-a fSitaan btaTrfo ?anno kall mTallme
student-her the-naughty.Ms know.2P that every teacher.F
?aasasat-o.
punished.3sF-him
"Her naughty student, you know that every teacher punished him."
b. * Talmiiz-a ffitaan fallayto ?ablma kall mýallme
student-her the-naughty.Ms left.2P before every teacher.F
t?aas;s-o.
punished.3sF-him
"Her naughty student, you left before every teacher punished him."
In (82a), a reading is available on which the a 'her' in Talmiiz-a Jfitaan 'her naughty
student' is bound by kall mVallme 'every teacher'. No such reading is available in
(82b), where Talmiiz-a 'fitaan is separated from any position c-commanded by
kall m allme by an adjunct island. The bound reading in (82a) can only be obtained
Talmiiz-a ffitaan being interpreted in a position below kall mSallme; in other words,
it must reconstruct, and reconstruction is a property of movement. The fact that the
interpretation is blocked by an island in (82b) confirms the hypothesis that it relies
on movement. So we have evidence that the relation between the clitic left-dislocated
NP and the site of the resumptive pronoun is one of movement.
I carefully talked about the site of the resumptive pronoun and not the resump-
tive pronoun itself because this evidence does not in itself show that the resumptive
pronoun must be the spell-out of a trace - Aoun and Benmamoun (1998) them-
selves assume that in these cases the clitic pronoun is originally cliticized onto the
left-dislocated NP, and remains behind when the latter moves. It is unclear, however,
how semantic interpretation could take place if this were the case. The clitic ends
up being the sister of the (trace of the) left-dislocated NP; so the analysis has two
items of type e be sisters, meaning that semantic composition will not be able to take
place. Aoun and Benmamoun do not discuss interpretation, and give no hints as to
how to solve this problem. The only option that seems to be open is to claim that the
clitic is in apposition to the NP; but this faces the problem of relating this novel type
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of apposition to the standard cases of apposition of type e elements, which involve
addition of more information, as in (83).
(83) Amundsen, the greatest explorer of the age, is setting out for the Pole today.
It is rather mysterious, to say the least, why anyone should wish to place a clitic in
apposition to anything. Nor in cases of clitic left-dislocation is there any trace of
the characteristic 'comma intonation' normally associated with apposition. Contrast
the explanation that is now made available by the hypothesis that pronouns take
two arguments: we are dealing with movement; movement leaves a trace; the clitic is
exactly what we would expect as the spell-out of the trace, if we only suppose that
traces are allowed phonological content in some contexts. 24
There is one matter to clear up. I have so far written as if trace conversion applied
in a uniform manner, with the same determiner inserted whether or not there is any
phonetic spell-out of this position. In fact this cannot be the case for at least some ex-
amples, because Doron (1982) and Sharvit (1999) have shown that gaps and resump-
tive pronouns receive subtly different interpretations in Hebrew relative clauses. 25 It
seems best, then, to say for the Hebrew cases at least that in trace conversion one can
insert either a functional item [THE i], which will always be phonologically null, or a
normal pronoun, which will have its usual phonological realization, but will also have
slightly different semantic or pragmatic properties from the functional item. Doron
(1982), Sells (1984) and Sharvit (1999) all pursue the hypothesis that the properties
of the resumptive pronouns in these cases are basically those of normal pronouns,
24In an alternative analysis, Aoun, Choueiri and Hornstein (2001, 397) basically follow Aoun and
Benmamoun 1998 on this matter but claim that the resumptive pronoun ends up taking the trace
as its complement. Again, I can see no way of arriving at the right interpretation on the basis of
this proposal.
25Briefly, the basic phenomenon is that a Hebrew sentence with the form of The woman every
man invited thanked him is ambiguous between two readings if there is a gap after invited: there is
one woman who was invited by all the men, and she thanked some contextually salient male; or for
every man x, the woman that x invited thanked x. If there is a resumptive pronoun after invited,
however, only the first interpretation is available.
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which would be the most desirable outcome. This approach could possibly be gener-
alized to other cases of resumptive pronouns, but that would have to be established
on a case by case basis.
Be that as it may, I think it is clear that the view that resumptive pronouns
are spell-outs of traces is the most attractive one when we are dealing with cases
where the antecedent is certainly or probably related to the resumptive pronoun
site by movement. But, given a copy theory of movement and some form of trace
conversion, the story only proceeds smoothly on the assumption that pronouns take
two arguments. The evidence concerning resumptive pronouns, then, constitutes an
empirical argument for this latter view. 26
3.5 Conclusion
To summarize briefly, we have seen in §3.2 that it is possible to give a unified theory
of the semantics of E-type, referential and bound pronouns by having indices be NPs,
of type (e, t), and saying that pronouns take either normal NPs or these new NPs, as
in (84).
(84) a. [it donkey]
26Another empirical argument in favor of a position like this is put forward by Sauerland (2000),
who appeals to the hypothesis that a focused constituent must have a denotation that contrasts
appropriately with the denotation of another constituent in the context. He then points to examples
like (i).
i. On Monday, every boy called his mother. On TUESday, every TEAcher called HIS
mother.
How can the focus on his be justified? Only by its meaning contrasting with that of the his in the
first sentence, according to contemporary theories of focus. Arguing that difference in indices is not
sufficient, Sauerland concludes that the first his must be represented as [thei boy's] and the second
one as [thei teacher's] at LF. However, this solution is undermined, as Sauerland admits (2000, note
5), by the availability of focus on the second his in (ii), which is attributed to Polly Jacobson.
ii. Every man who loves his mother talked to every man who HATES HIS mother.
Here, there is only the NP man to use both times, yet the focus is still licensed. I conclude that
Sauerland's argument, although ingenious, is inconclusive in the absence of further research.
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b. [it 2]
In §3.3, however, we then saw that the existence of bound definite descriptions implied
that the overt definite article the takes two arguments, an index and a normal NP.
This position was shown in §3.3.3 to have interesting and beneficial consequences
for two intellectually disparate areas, the referential-attributive distinction and trace-
conversion. It was then asked (in §3.4) whether it would be possible to say that
pronouns too take two arguments, just like overt definite articles, in order to have
a more unified theory of the two types of definite description being posited. The
tentative answer was in the affirmative, giving us the scheme in (85) (where indices
need no longer be considered NPs) and the basic semantics in (86) for overt definite
articles and pronouns.
(85) a. [[the i] NP]
b. [[it i] NP]
(86) Af(e,t). Ag : g D(e,,t) & 3!x(f(x) - 1 g(x) 1). tx(f(x) - 1& g(x) - 1)
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Chapter 4
Indistinguishable Participants
The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy has a few things to say on the
subject of towels.
A towel, it says, is about the most massively useful thing an interstellar
hitchhiker can have. Partly it has great practical value. You can ... .] wrap
it around your head to ward off noxious fumes or avoid the gaze of the
Ravenous Bugblatter Beast of Traal (a mind-bogglingly stupid animal, it
assumes that if you can't see it, it can't see you).
Douglas Adams, The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy
4.1 The Nature of the Problem
In the previous two chapters, we have seen how a revised version of the E-type analysis
can deal with two of the problems for this approach described in §1.3.2: the problem
of the formal link (§2.4) and the problem of pronominal ambiguity (Chapter 3). It
remains to be seen if any solution can be given to the third problem for the E-type
analysis mentioned in §1.3.2, namely, the problem of indistinguishable participants.
To recapitulate, Hans Kamp has drawn attention to sentences such as (1) (Heim
1990).
(1) If a bishop meets a bishop, he blesses him.
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If we try to analyze this example using situation semantics and E-type pronouns,
the objection goes, there are no suitable functions that could be used to interpret
the pronouns he and him. Suppose we use the situation variable s for the minimal
situations specified by the antecedent, and s' for the extended situations specified by
the consequent. If we try to interpret either pronoun as a definite description whose
descriptive content is 'bishop in s', we do not achieve the right results, because we end
up with 'the unique bishop in s' when in fact there are two bishops in each situation
s. The same happens if we try 'bishop who meets a bishop in s'; since meeting is
a symmetrical relation, it is alleged that in any situation in which a bishop meets a
bishop there are two bishops of whom it can be said that they meet a bishop, and
hence no sense can be made of 'the unique bishop who meets a bishop in s'.
One might be tempted to object at this point that meeting is not in fact a sym-
metrical relation. After all, the verb often seems to mean just 'come across' - I
can meet a brick wall or an impasse without these things thereby meeting me, and
one might argue that the reciprocity we understand when the word is used of social
situations is based merely on world knowledge and not on the semantics of the verb.
But the example could be changed to something like (2).
(2) If a bishop is in the same room as another bishop, he blesses him.
This example, although perhaps slightly more awkward than (1), is also grammatical.
And there seems to be no way of getting round the fact that being in the same room
is necessarily a symmetrical relation.1 The problem remains, therefore; for the sake
1A note on terminology. A symmetrical relation, of course, is defined in the textbooks as being
a relation R such that, if aRb, then bRa, for arbitrary a and b. (Equivalently, R is symmetrical if
and only if it is identical with its converse.) Now some relations are symmetrical in some domains
but not others: if our domain consists only of a and b, and a sees b and b sees a, then seeing is a
symmetrical relation (within this domain). But we know that seeing is not in general a symmetrical
relation. In the literature on the problem of indistinguishable participants, symmetrical is used in a
strong sense to pick out relations that are necessarily symmetrical: we might say that a relation R
is symmetrical in this strong sense if and only if for all possible worlds w, if aRb in w, then bRa in
w, for arbitrary a and b. This is how I too will use the term from now on.
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of brevity, I will continue to use the verb meet.
While the E-type approach seems to founder on these examples, dynamic theories
have no trouble. They obtain truth conditions for (1) equivalent to, 'For all x, for
all y, if x is a bishop and y is a bishop and x meets y, then x blesses y.' To see this
in detail for the example of Dynamic Predicate Logic, return to Appendix A.1 and
interpret Mx as 'x is a bishop', Dy as 'y is a bishop', Oxy as 'x meets y', and Bxy
as 'x blesses y'.
Conventional wisdom, then, says that the problem of indistinguishable partic-
ipants is a powerful empirical argument in favor of dynamic theories over E-type
theories. In this chapter, however, I will argue exactly the opposite: the relevant
data constitute a powerful empirical argument in favor of E-type theories over dy-
namic theories. In §4.3 I will argue that when we examine some previously neglected
data it becomes clear that dynamic theories make incorrect predictions in this area;
and in §4.4 1 will present a new E-type solution that deals with both the old and the
new facts. First, however, I wish to examine the three previous attempts that I know
of to solve the problem in an E-type framework.
4.2 Previous E-Type Solutions
4.2.1 Neale 1990
As we have seen in §2.4, Neale translates sentences into a formal language RQ, a mod-
ification of first-order logic which includes restricted quantifiers, and then calculates
the truth conditions of these RQ translations. To repeat, the crucial rule he uses for
donkey sentences is (3) (Neale 1990, 182-183).
(3) If x is a pronoun that is anaphoric on, but not c-commanded by, a non-
maximal quantifier 2 '[Dx : Fx]' that occurs in an antecedent clause '[Dx
Fx](Gx)', then x is interpreted as '[the x : Fx & Gx]'.
2This means a quantifier whose semantics does not involve exhaustiveness on some definition.
Examples of maximal quantifiers, according to Neale, are all, every and the; see Neale 1990, 180.
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Now consider the following, slightly more natural, variant of (1).
(4) If a bishop meets another bishop, he blesses him.
Neale (1990, 245-247) obtains the right truth conditions for examples like this by
translating the E-type pronouns as restricted quantifiers of the form [whe x : Fx],
where F is constructed by his normal rules, especially (3), and the semantics for the
new quantifier is as follows: [whe x : Fx](Gx) is true iff IF - GI = 0 and IFI > 1. So
the consequent in (4) would receive the RQ translation in (5).
(5) [whe x: bishop x & [a y: bishop y & y $ x](x meets y)] ([whe y: bishop y &
y f• x & x meets y](x blesses y))
To paraphrase: for every x such that x is a bishop and there a y such that y is a bishop
and z is not identical to y and x meets y, and for every z such that z is a bishop and
z is not identical to x and x meets z, x blesses z. This certainly seems to capture the
truth conditions of the above example. One is left feeling a bit uneasy, however. The
essential move here is to make pronouns numberless, standing for quantifiers meaning
"every z such that Fz" or "whatever z were F". We might ask whether this is not
just doing violence to the facts. The pronouns in question do have number features,
whose distinctive content we intuitively recognize quite plainly.
To sharpen this criticism, let us consider how Neale could possibly account for the
presence and value of number features on these pronoun-quantifiers. (He does not
tell us himself.) Since these items no longer have semantically significant number, the
number features (and other q-features) on each pronoun must presumably be present
by mechanical, syntactic agreement with its antecedent. It is difficult to see where
else they could come from, since in the syntax on Neale's account a donkey pronoun
does not have an NP sister. (Contrast the NP-Deletion Theory.) But then we would
expect, for example, (6a) to be grammatical.
(6) a. * If a bishop meets more than one parishioner at once, he blesses him.
b. If a bishop meets more than one parishioner at once, he blesses them.
The pronoun him in (6a) has the same number feature as its antecedent more than
one parishioner, and yet the sentence is ungrammatical. It is unclear how Neale can
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account for this. (The semantics surely cannot help, since (6a) and (6b) will receive
exactly the same RQ translation on this theory.) Likewise, it is unclear how the
grammatical (6b), with its clash of formal number features, is to be dealt with. On
the NP-Deletion Theory, on the other hand, the contrast in (6) falls out naturally: the
0-features on the pronouns are derived by agreement with their phonologically null
NP sisters; and the singular [him parishioner] in (6a) is ruled out because it incorrectly
implies that there is just one parishioner in each of the situations s defined in the
protasis. This distinction seems to be collapsed in Neale's theory, however.3
I am not inclined to adopt Neale's solution, therefore.
4.2.2 Heim 1990
Heim (1990, 157-158) presents a solution which she herself immediately criticizes,
but since certainty is hard to find in this area, I present a summary of it here in case
it contains some insight that might unjustly be forgotten.
The beginning of Heim's discussion is the problem of what quantificational adverbs
like always and usually quantify over.4 In (7), we get the impression that it is donkey-
owning farmers that are being quantified over: most donkey-owning farmers are rich.
(7) If a farmer owns a donkey, he's usually rich.
In (8), however, it seems to be farmer-donkey pairs that are being quantified over:
most pairs of a farmer and donkey he owns are such that the farmer in that pair
deducts the donkey in that pair from his taxes.
(8) If a farmer owns a donkey, he usually deducts it from his taxes.
The kind of situation semantics we have seen so far makes the right prediction for
(8): we quantify over minimal situations, and say that the sentence claims that most
minimal situations in which a farmer owns a donkey can be extended to situations
3After arriving at this conclusion, I was pleased to see that Kanazawa (2001) had come up with
a very similar criticism. Readers are referred to Kanazawa 2001 for more discussion of this issue.
4This is known in some guises as the proportion problem. See §2.7.1 for related discussion.
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where the farmer deducts the donkey from his taxes. This is obviously equivalent to
quantifying over farmer-donkey pairs.
For (7), however, something else has to be said. In order to get the reading in
which there is quantification over farmers, Heim, adapting an idea from Kadmon
1987, introduces an optional operation of prefixing situation variables to S nodes at
LF. The semantics for such structures is that given in (9).5
(9) [Is9g = 1 iff 3s'[g(s) < s' & I[~ýOpS/ = 1]
In other words, [,q$g = 1 if and only if g(s) can be extended to a situation in which
$ is true. For (7), we now posit an LF (10).
(10) usually5 ,
if [[ax farmer(sl)(x)] , [[a, donkey(sl)(y)][x owns(sj) y]]]
,, [f' (sI) is-rich(s 2)]
Roughly, the truth conditions for this are that most minimal situations s, such that
there is an individual x such that x is a farmer in sl, and there is an extension of sl
such that x owns a donkey in this extension, can be extended to situations s2 such
that the unique farmer in s, is rich in s2. So the quantification is just over small
situations containing just one farmer each, and the desired reading is captured.
Heim then goes on to use the special prefixation operation to analyze indistin-
guishable participant sentences. (11) would have an LF (12).
(11) If a man lives with another man, he always shares the rent with him.
(12) always,,
if [[ax man(sl)(x)] ,,[[a, man(sl)(y)][x lives-with(s 1 ) y]]]
2[f (sl) shares-rent-with(s 2) f2 (sI )]
We can now, it seems, find suitable values for the functions fl and f": fl could be a
function that maps a situation s to the unique man in s, and f 2 could be a function
5Note that Heim's (1990) framework had situation variables be part of the object language.
Object language situation variables are printed in normal italics, and metalanguage situation vari-
ables are printed in boldface, gS/S means g so altered as to map object language variables s to the
corresponding metalanguage variables s.
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that maps a situation s to the unique man that the man in s lives with. So the truth
conditions for (12) are roughly that every minimal situation s, such that there is an
individual x such that x is a man in sl, and there is an extension of s, such that
x lives with another man in this extension, can be extended to a situation s2 such
that the man in s, shares the rent in s~ with the man the man in s, lives with. The
problem of indistinguishable participants thus seems to be averted.
The trouble is that, as Heim observes, this analysis has the relevant sentences
make presuppositions which in fact they do not make. (11), for example, is predicted
to presuppose that each relevant man has at most one male roommate ('the man the
man in s, lives with'). This is just not the case, however. It seems to be a fairly clear
intuition that (11) is falsified if Tom, Dick and Harry share an apartment, but Tom
and Harry cover the rent between them. I cannot see at the moment how to change
Heim's analysis in a way that would deal with this drawback while keeping its basic
character.
4.2.3 Ludlow 1994
Ludlow (1994, 170-172) suggests that the participants in our examples can be distin-
guished because they will be assigned different thematic roles. He suggests that no
two arguments in a sentence can have the same thematic role. (We should interpret
him as meaning that no two arguments of the same event can have the same thematic
role.) For the antecedent of a sentence like (13), there will be two distinct thematic
roles 01 and 02, such that the semantics is something like (14).
(13) If a bishop is in the same room as another bishop, he blesses him.
(14) There is an event e such that there is an individual x such that x is a bishop
and there is an individual y such that y is a bishop and y is not identical to
x, such that e is an event of being in the same room and 01(e, x) and 02(e, y).
Then the he of the consequent can be analyzed as a definite description involving 01,
say, and the him as a definite description involving 02.
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The trouble with this proposal is that it begs the question. No specific suggestions
are made concerning the identity of the distinct thematic roles 01 and 02, for (13)
or any other case; and no reasons are given to make the existence of such roles seem
necessary on a priori or methodological grounds. It is merely asserted that there
could be such roles. We are naturally under no obligation to believe this, given that
neither conceptual argumentation nor actual specimens of the beasts are provided.
Indeed, it is prima facie plausible to say that symmetrical relations do by definition
constitute eventualities whose arguments have identical thematic roles, if we are to
maintain any relationship between thematic roles and discernible differences in the
properties of entities in extralinguistic reality.6
We cannot be content, then, with the proposal of Ludlow. In fact none of the
proposals just reviewed have been very satisfactory.
4.3 The Problem of Coordinate Subjects
Before presenting a new E-type solution to the problem of indistinguishable partic-
ipants, I wish to introduce some previously neglected data that show that dynamic
theories too have trouble in this area. Consider the contrast between (15a) and (15b),
and the analogous one between (16a) and (16b).7
(15) a. If a bishop meets a bishop, he blesses him.
b. * If a bishop and a bishop meet, he blesses him.
(16) a. If a bishop meets another bishop, he blesses him.
6 Parsons (1990, 74) maintains that no two arguments of the same event can have the same
thematic role, but he does not consider symmetrical relations. The only reasoning he gives in
support of his hypothesis concerns the avoidance of rather obvious errors: for example, he points
out that if we consider both direct and indirect objects Themes, we would predict that if we give a
fish to Mary we thereby give Mary to a fish (Parsons 1990, 293, note 5).
7Thanks to Kai von Fintel for suggesting these particular sentences. I had previously been trying
to make the point of this section with *If two bishops meet, he blesses him, which would have been
much more complicated, if not impossible.
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b. ?* If a bishop and another bishop meet, he blesses him.
In the case of (15b) and (16b), one does indeed have the intuition that the sentences
are bad because there is no way to resolve the anaphora and satisfy the uniqueness
presuppositions of he and him. In other words, these really do seem to be cases of
indistinguishable participants. It seems that the E-type analysis stands a good chance
of making the right predictions here, then, although of course we still need to account
for the grammaticality of (15a) and (16a), and find some way of differentiating them
from (15b) and (16b).
But let us work out what prediction dynamic theories make about (15b) and (16b).
It is possible to see what they must say by examining the data in (17).
(17) a. If a bishop meets a nun, he blesses her.
b. If a bishop and a nun meet, he blesses her.
Note that (17b) is perfectly grammatical. Now it is characteristic of dynamic theories,
as opposed to E-type theories, that they do not make use of any descriptive content
in resolving donkey anaphora. Instead, as we have seen in Chapter 1, they establish
variables or "discourse markers" for each indefinite antecedent in Discourse Repre-
sentation Structures or dynamically changing assignments; the subsequent pronouns
anaphoric to the indefinites are interpreted by means of the discourse markers and
dynamic binding, as Chapter 1 shows for the example of Dynamic Predicate Logic.
So for the donkey pronouns in (17b) to be interpreted, it must be necessary that a
conjunction of two indefinites as subject of the antecedent of a conditional can es-
tablish discourse markers that can be used for the interpretation of pronouns in the
consequent. But then it is evident that dynamic theories predict (15b) and (16b) to
be grammatical too, since precisely the same configuration is involved.
We must conclude, then, that dynamic theories too face a problem of indistin-
guishable participants. They predict the ungrammatical (15b) and (16b) to be good.
E-type theories, on the other hand, can distinguish between these sentences and
(17b), since they use descriptive content, which is precisely where the ungrammatical
sentences and (17b) differ.
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4.4 A New E-Type Solution
The task facing a theory of indistinguishable participant sentences, then, is to allow
(18a) to be good while predicting (18b) to be bad.
(18) a. If a bishop meets a bishop, he blesses him.
b. * If a bishop and a bishop meet, he blesses him.
I will first show how to deal with (18a) using an E-type strategy, before returning to
(18b). The basic idea is that the two participants in (18a) are distinguished in terms
of the structure of the situations which the semantics assigns to the antecedent of
the conditional, whereas in (18b) this is not the case. I will call sentences like (18a)
"transitive cases", and sentences like (18b) "intransitive cases".
4.4.1 Transitive Cases
I assume that (19), the core of the antecedent in (18a), has an LF essentially isomor-
phic to (20).8
(19) a bishop blesses a bishop
(20) [[a bishop] [A6 [[a bishop] [A2 [t6 meets t2]]]]]
As a straightforward calculation reveals 9, the semantics set out in §2.2 yields the
denotation (21) for (20).
(21) As,. there is an individual x and a situation s2 such that s2 is a minimal
situation such that s2 • s, and x is a bishop in s2, such that there is a
8 Syntactic category labels and non-branching nodes are omitted for the sake of simplicity and
generality. The representation, then, is actually ambiguous between at least two full syntactic
representations: t6 could be either in the Spec of V or v, or in the overt subject position. So the QP
just above A2 must have QR'd from object position (unless there is overt object shift in English), but
the higher one could be where it is either as a result of QR from the surface subject position or after
overt movement from a VP-internal subject position. The semantics, of course, applies irrespective
of which of these syntactic options is correct.
9See Appendix B.1.
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situation ss3 such that ss • s1 and s3 is a minimal situation such that s2 < s3
and: there is an individual y and a situation s4, such that s4 is a minimal
situation such that s4 • s3 and y is a bishop in s4, such that there is a
situation s5 such that s5 _ ss and s5 is a minimal situation such that sq < s5
and x meets y in Ss.
The precise structure of the various situations specified by these truth conditions may
be hard to keep in one's head while reading them, so it is suggested that (21) be read
while looking at the diagram in (22). It should be emphasized, however, that (22) is
meant as an aide-memoire only, and should not be assigned any theoretical import.
(22)
Si
(22) does, however, enable one to appreciate a fact about the situation semantics
we have been using: the inclusion relations among the situations specified in the
truth conditions of a sentence very closely mirror the inclusion relations among the
syntactic constituents of the sentence. To see this even more clearly, consider (23a),
an alternative notation for displaying the structure of situations, and compare it to
the LF syntactic structure (20), repeated as (23b).
(23) a. [,,3[,, x bishop] [,5 [ , y bishop] x meets y]]
b. [[a bishop] [A6 [[a bishop] [A2 [t6 meets t2]]]]]
This parallelism is to be expected, of course, given that we have been using the
notions of situations and extended situations as devices to give the truth conditions
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for quantificational structures, and the LF structure of a sentence in any grammar
that uses QR will also directly display quantificational structure.
Returning to our main theme, it also evident that, for any two individuals x
and y, the situation structure described in (21) and displayed in (22) treats x and y
differently. Note that s5 is defined as the minimal situation which contains sq and x
meeting y. This ensures that s2 (x's being a bishop) cannot be part of s5, so that x
is distinguished structurally from y within the situation structure in (22).
It is important to clarify the nature of this distinction as much as possible. If we
just look at (22), it is intuitively obvious that x and y are not treated symmetrically,
since y's being a bishop but not x's being a bishop is part of the large situation s5,
and x but not y is part of the small situation s2. If we start to think about what this
means for particular actual cases of a bishop meeting a bishop, however, things start
to become unclear. In any particular case, there will be no such obvious asymmetry
between the bishophood of one bishop and the bishophood of the other. There is no
reason why, upon observing a meeting of two bishops, we should analyze it in terms of
the non-symmetrical situation structure in (22), rather than a perfectly symmetrical
situation structure. So what is the status of the asymmetry in (22)?
It might be helpful at this point to review some of the underlying metaphysics
of situations on which the semantics used here is based. Recall from §2.2.1 that
situations are the natural language metaphysics equivalent of the states of affairs
of Armstrong 1978, where, within Armstrong's Realist ontology, a state of affairs is
one or more "thin" particulars having one or more properties or standing in one or
more relations. So the situations s2 in (22) are states of affairs because they each
consist of a thin particular x instantiating the bishop property. Note now that, as
Armstrong says (1978, Volume I, 115), the state of affairs of an actual thin particular
instantiating a property is not repeatable in the way that universals are, and so is itself
a particular. "Particularity taken along with universality yields particularity again"
(Armstrong 1978, Volume I, 115). Let us apply this principle too to the case of (22).
It means that there are particulars s2 consisting of thin particulars x instantiating
the bishop property, and particulars s5s consisting of thin particulars x and y jointly
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instantiating the meeting relation while y instantiates the bishop property (but x
does not). According to the metaphysics we are working with, these particulars
are on a level with any other thick particulars, even ones that might seem more
intuitively natural (such as thin particulars with all their non-relational properties).
Importantly for our present purposes, the particulars s2 and the particulars s5 are
just as impeccable in their thick particularity as any particulars that would result
from taking the same incidents of bishops meeting and dividing them up, as it were,
according to a symmetrical pattern.
I hope it is now clear that the situation structure in (22) cannot be impugned,
within the context of the metaphysics out of which it grew, on the grounds that it
gives a non-symmetric structure to incidents that are "really" symmetrical in their
characteristics. The most that can be said against it is that, given a number of
incidents of two bishops meeting, there is no need to conceive of them as consisting of
particulars s2 and S5. But to this it can be replied that there is no need to conceive of
them as consisting of the particulars we would get from a symmetric pattern, either.
According to the current metaphysics, they do consist of particulars se and sh, and
at the same time they do consist of symmetric particulars. The semantics is quite
free to manipulate any of these objects and more.
This opens the way, then, for an explanation of the differentiation of the bishops
that is necessary for the E-type strategy to analyze this kind of example. For any
situation containing two particulars s2 and sh, defined as above, call the bishop whose
bishophood is not a constituent of sS the "distinguished" bishop. Suppose, at first,
that the descriptive content of E-type pronouns could be any property or relation
recoverable from the context. Then we could give (24) the semantics in (25).
(24) If a bishop meets a bishop, he blesses him.
(25) As6 . for every minimal situation s7 such that s7 • s6 and [21](s7) = 1, there
is a situation Ss such that s8s s6 and s8 is a minimal situation such that
s7 • s5 and the distinguished bishop in ss blesses in ss the non-distinguished
bishop in ss.
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The diagram showing the structure of the situations for the whole sentence is in (26).
Let us take it for granted that our standard example (24) has truth conditions which
(26)
(8) (s ~
tzDz blesses tzNz
amount to the claim that when two bishops meet they bless each other. To see that
the semantics in (25) is correct, it is necessary to appreciate the following fact about
the kind of division into situations s2 and ss that we are dealing with. Given the
thin particulars, bishop properties and meeting relation of any actual pair of bishops
meeting, there are two ways of dividing these entities up into thick particulars s2 and
s5: one way would have one bishop in the thick particular s2 (and thus distinguished),
and another way would have the other bishop in that particular. Now the situations
S7 are defined as having the situations se and ss as parts; and since there are two
distinct pairs of situations s2 and ss for each pair of meeting bishops, there are two
distinct situations 87 too, since (I take it) two things cannot be the same if they are
composed of different parts. Furthermore, given any actual pair of bishops meeting,
one bishop will be distinguished in one of the resulting situations s8 (and in the
situation Ss built on top of it), and the other bishop will be distinguished in the other
resulting situation S7. Since the claim in (25) is that for each situation s7, there is
an extended situation in which the distinguished bishop blesses the non-distinguished
bishop, both bishops end up having to bless the other one. It seems, then, that the
semantics in (25) is correct.
It is necessary, for this solution to work, that the non-symmetric division of the
bishop-meeting incidents into situations s2 and s5 be maintained, as shown in (26),
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when the interpretation of he and him is being worked out. If the non-symmetric
structure is no longer available when we come to try to locate "the distinguished
bishop in s8 " and "the non-distinguished bishop in s8", we will of course be at a loss.
But I see no difficulty in the hypothesis that this structure is still available; indeed it
seems to me to be the default position.10
Native speakers consistently report that the sentence under discussion entails that
when two bishops meet, each will bless the other, as we have assumed. This judgment
seems, however, to have an odd status - some informants are inclined at first to say
that a scenario in which only one bishop blesses the other is not a counterexample
to the claim, and only say that the second also has to bless the first when they are
explicitly invited to consider whether this is necessary. Interestingly, it seems that
the analysis just given is fully consistent with this hesitancy. Let us suppose that
the truth conditions produced by the language faculty are indeed those given in (25).
Then the chain of reasoning outlined above (about the existence of two situations s7
for every pair of meeting bishops) is not given automatically by the language faculty,
and it is understandable that some speakers do not at first realize that every actual
pair of bishops meeting contributes two situations s7 ; this explains the willingness
which some speakers initially show to accept a scenario in which only one blessing
takes place as conforming to the generalization made by the sentence.
10Irene Heim (personal communication) observes that a close parallel to these considerations can
be found in the literature on plurality, in connection with sentences such as (i).
(i) The cards below seven and the cards from seven up were separated.
The most natural reading of this sentence claims that the deck was separated into two half-decks,
with the cards from 2 to 6 in one and those from 7 to Ace in the other. But the most simple ways of
theorizing about plurality would have the subject DP simply denote the unstructured sum of all the
cards in the deck, which would seem to give no basis for the right separation to be predicted to take
place. So it is necessary to say either that the subject DP denotes an object composed of the cards,
but which has complex internal structure (Landman 1989), or that, while the denotation does not
strictly speaking have this kind of structure, the two groups mentioned in the subject DP are made
salient and are thus still available to aid in the interpretation of were separated (Schwarzschild 1992,
Link 1997).
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If we could sustain the position that the descriptive content of E-type pronouns
was obtained by simply taking any property or relation recoverable from the context,
I think that we would have a solution here for the E-type analysis of the transitive
cases. But this is not consistent with the theory advocated earlier in this dissertation,
that E-type anaphora is NP-deletion (Chapter 2). I think, however, that the basic
solution just outlined can still be maintained under this latter theory. It is well-known,
in fact, that the overt descriptive content of definite descriptions with the is regularly
supplemented by speaker and hearer, in order to enable something to be uniquely
picked out when we say things like the table and the office, as opposed to the President
of the US in 2002: this is what goes under the rubric of the problem of "incomplete"
or "improper" definite descriptions (Heim 1991, 505-506; Larson and Segal 1995, 329-
334, 336-337). It is, I think, generally acknowledged that the exact mechanisms by
which this supplementation is achieved remain obscure: there is perhaps a consensus
that the right answer is to be found along the lines of "narrowing down the domain"
with respect to which the definite descriptions are interpreted, but this idea is vague
and in need of being spelled out in detail, as Heim (1991, 506) emphasizes, and I
do not know of any explicit, promising attempt to do this. Given this situation, it
is not unreasonable to suggest that the consequent of (24) has the LF [[he bishop]
[blesses [him bishop]]], as required by the NP-deletion theory of E-type anaphora, but
is interpreted as in (25), with "distinguished" and "non-distinguished" supplied by
whatever mechanism or mechanisms enable us to narrow down the extension of the
syntactically present descriptive material in other improper definite descriptions.
Note that the solution (or outline of a solution) suggested here relies on our being
able to make a swift change from understanding [he bishop] one way to understanding
[him bishop] another, despite the fact that the latter phrase seems like it should be
synonymous with the former. I do not think that there is a problem here, however,
since there are already examples of this phenomenon in the literature, admittedly in
milder versions. One relevant example is the following (Heim 1991, 505).
(27) The table is wobbly. We should have kept Aunt Lida's oak table.
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One strategy for dealing with this would say that during the first sentence Aunt Lida's
oak table is not salient enough to be the referent of the table, which picks out the
most salient table, presumably the one at which the speaker is sitting. The mention
of Aunt Lida's oak table makes that table salient during the second sentence, but
by that time the phrase the table of the first sentence has already done its job, and
the sudden salience of this second table cannot disrupt the anaphora resolution that
has already happened. In the bishop sentence, the situation is more radical, since
both bishops (for each situation) have been mentioned by the time we get round to
dealing with [he bishop] and [him bishop]. But there is a basis for differentiating the
two bishops, as already pointed out, and there is a some intuitive reason to suppose
that what I have been calling the "distinguished" bishop in each case is more salient
than the other one, since he is the odd one out, the one whose properties are partially
barred from the large situations S., where everything else goes on. So something very
like the strategy suggested for (27) can probably go on: [he bishop] (the first definite
description with descriptive content bishop) is interpreted as being the distinguished
bishop in each situation, since these are the most salient bishops; and then [him
bishop] is necessarily interpreted as picking out the non-distinguished bishops, since
it has to pick out others. (We do not have a reflexive himself.)
It has to be admitted that the difference in salience here is rather small, especially
when compared with that which obtains in robust examples like (27). But this seems
entirely appropriate for the status of the anaphora resolution in bishop sentences,
because native speakers report that it is in fact possible to understand he in (24)
to be the "the second bishop" and him to be "the first bishop", even though the
converse assignment is the most natural way of understanding things. (Unfortunately,
informants are seldom able to offer anything further in explication of this intuition!)
I would appeal to the illuminating discussion of relative salience by David Lewis in
Counterfactuals, where, considering the idea that two things might be equally salient
(in the context of an utterance which we need not examine), he says the following
(Lewis 1973, 116).
Consider that comparative salience is shifty in the extreme. Nothing is
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easier than to break the tie; and if it were broken either way the sen-
tence would be true. Recognizing the inevitable vagueness of comparative
salience, we see that we almost never will simply have a tie. What we
will have is indeterminacy between many reasonable ways to resolve the
vagueness.
This, I submit, is an excellent description of the situation we have in bishop sentences
under the current analysis: the difference in salience is small, and both resolutions are
possible, though one is favored. It does, then, seem possible to analyze the transitive
bishop sentences in the present theory of E-type anaphora."
4.4.2 Intransitive Cases
We can, then, give an E-type account of the grammaticality of the transitive cases. It
remains to be shown, however, that the devices of which we have availed ourselves do
not incorrectly end up predicting that the intransitive cases will also be grammatical.
Consider our example (28).
(28) *If a bishop and a bishop meet, he blesses him.
A potential worry, which should be dismissed, is that at LF the two DPs in the subject
of the protasis could QR and form a quantifier structure like that which we saw earlier
in (23b), which enabled the two bishops to be distinguished in the transitive cases.
We should, in other words, be able to rule out an LF like (29) for the IP of the
protasis.12
"In The Principles of Mathematics, Russell said that every relation of two terms "proceeds, so
to speak, from one to the other" (Russell 1903, §94). This characteristic he called the sense of a
relation. I do not know whether Russell overlooked the existence of symmetric relations in making
this statement, or meant to include them too. He has been criticized for this statement because of
the existence of symmetric relations (Armstrong 1997, 90-91); but the analysis given here of bishop
sentences, if successful, might be seen as a vindication of it in the realm of natural language relations.
(It is doubtful, admittedly, that Russell was concerned primarily with natural language examples.)
12This kind of LF is assumed for these examples by Winter (2001, 237).
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(29) [[a bishop] [A6 [[a bishop] [A2 [t6 and t2 meet]]]]]
Fortunately, we have independent reasons to suppose that such an LF is impossible,
since the Coordinate Structure Constraint generally rules out movement from a coor-
dinate structure even at LF, as we saw in §2.5. (The present case does not fall under
the exceptions mentioned there.) We can confirm that such movement is impossible
by examining examples like (30).
(30) Every bishop and one nun carried a piano upstairs.
Let us suppose that this example could have an LF like (31), ignoring the necessity
for QRing a piano.
(31) [[every bishop] [A6 [[one nun] [A2 [t6 and t 2 carried a piano upstairs]]]]]
We would then expect that the sentence could mean, "For every bishop x, there is one
nun y such that the group consisting of x and y (jointly) carried a piano upstairs."
It is clear that the sentence can have no such reading, however. So the type of QR
from a coordinate structure that would enable the bishops to be distinguished in (28)
is not possible.
There is still the question, however, of what exactly the LFs and denotations are
for examples like those in (32).
(32) a. A bishop and a bishop meet.
b. Every bishop and one nun carried a piano upstairs.
If we are unable to provide a plausible account of such structures, then we are still open
to the not exactly cogent but still not negligible criticism that the correct account,
when it is revealed, might somehow differentiate between the bishops in (32a).
I begin to address this question by considering (32b), which, as we have already
seen, is more revealing of its LF structure than (32a). As we expect with an am-
biguous predicate like carried a piano upstairs, (32b) is ambiguous (or at least vague)
between a distributive and a collective reading. The distributive reading says that
every contextually salient bishop carried a piano upstairs (alone, unaided), and one
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nun did too. The collective reading says that a group of people carried a piano up-
stairs between them, and the group consisted of every contextually salient bishop plus
one nun. I will follow Link (1983, 309) and Landman (1989, 564) and assume that
the collective reading is basic, and that the distributive reading is obtained by recog-
nizing that the predicate has a lexical property of distributivity (Link) or applying a
distributivity operator (Landman). The problem, then, is to arrive at this collective
interpretation.
In order to arrive at the collective interpretation, it will obviously be necessary to
have an appropriate denotation for and. I have not seen any definition of and that will
take two QPs as its arguments and give as output a group, or plural individual, whose
members will be determined by the arguments - the definition of and in Partee and
Rooth 1983, for example, seems to predict only readings where the VP predicate
distributes down at least to the denotations of the arguments - but it does not seem
too hard to write such a thing down. For plurality, I will adopt the lattice-theoretic
analysis of Link 1983, and the terminology to be found in that article. In particular,
then, a G b is the individual sum of a and b, in Link's sense, and •< is the individual
part relation, whereby a _< a e b. Given this theoretical background, we can suppose
the following possible lexical entries for the and we have here, where (33a) is just an
extensional version of (33b).
(33) a. Af(et,t). Ag(et,t). AP(e,t). 3x ( f(Ay.y :5 x) = 1 & g(Ay.y •_ x) = 1 & Px )
b. A•F((se,st),(s,t)). AG((se,st),(s,t))W AP(se,st). As. there is an individual x and a sit-
uation s' such that s' is a minimal situation such that s' < s and F(Au(s,A).
As"'". u(s'") < i x in s"')(s') = 1 and G(Au(s,e).As"'. u(s"') •_i X in s'")(s') =
1, such that there is a situation s" such that s" < s and s" is a minimal
situation such that s' < s" and P(As"'.x)(s") = 1
(33b) is basically an existential quantifier of a certain sort, and it is based closely
on the denotation for a that we saw in §2.2, repeated in (34a)13 I also give in (34)
'"Kai von Fintel (personal communication) asks whether the denotations in (33) make the right
prediction for a sentence like (i).
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the denotations of bishop and meet that fall out naturally from the semantics in
§2.2. Note that intransitive meet is constrained to take only individual sums (plural
individuals) as its arguments.
(34) a. a g -= AP(s,e),(s,t) - A ((s,e),(s,t)). As. there is an individual x and a situation
s' such that s' is a minimal situation such that s' < s and P(As.x)(s') = 1,
such that there is a situation s" such that s" < s and s" is a minimal
situation such that s' < s" and Q(As.x)(s") = 1
b. [bishopjg = Au,(,,). As. u(s) is a bishop in s
c. [meet]g = Au(s,e). As : 3x3y(x <i u(s) in s & y <ý u(s) in s & x
y in s). u(s) meet in s
It is easy to calculate, then, that the denotation of (32a), repeated as (35), is (36). 14
(35) A bishop and a bishop meet.
(36) As7. there is an individual z and a situation s8 such that ss is a minimal
situation such that S8 < s8 and [there is an individual x and a situation s2
such that s2 is a minimal situation such that s2 < ss and x is a bishop in
S2, such that there is a situation ss3 such that ss • ss and s8 is a minimal
situation such that s2 • s8 and x <i z in s3] and [there is an individual y
(i) No boy and no girl met in the lobby.
(33) predicts that (i) asserts that some group exists which met in the lobby, and that no boy or girl
was part of it. Judgments are actually confused on (i), and it is unclear to me at the moment whether
the prediction is correct or not. I leave this issue for further research. I suspect that any necessary
adjustment to (33) would not change the fact that it makes the participants indistinguishable in the
relevant kind of bishop sentence.
14Irene Heim (personal communication) points out that, since the situations ss are defined as the
minimal situations with the properties that follow, it may even be the case that they each contain
only one bishop, since in the truth conditions in (36) it is possible to identify x with y, s3 with s6,
and s2 with S5. This, of course, would mean that the sentence was ruled out for a different reason
than that given in the main text. But it is conceivable, also, that the fact that meet is a plural
predicate forces us to refrain from making these identifications, so as to have two bishops in the
situations s8. I will not attempt to resolve this issue here, since the sentence is plausibly ruled out
either way.
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and a situation s85 such that s5 is a minimal situation such that s8 5 ss and
y is a bishop in s5, such that there is a situation s6 such that s6 < s8 and s6
is a minimal situation such that s5 • s6 and y <j z in S6], such that there
is a situation sy such that s9 < s7 and s9 is a minimal situation such that
s8 < sg and z meet in s9
Once again, this is virtually incomprehensible without some form of mnemonic assis-
tance, so it is suggested that the reader read through it while glancing at the diagram
in (37), which represents the structure of the situations. It is evident that there is
(37)
y 07)
a significant difference between (37) and (22). In (37), there genuinely seems to be
no difference between the two bishops in terms of the situation structure that they
are embedded in, as it were, and the properties that they instantiate in various sit-
uations. In other words, this is a genuine case of indistinguishable participants, and
we thus predict that there is indeed no way to construct a definite description which
can pick out one of these bishops without being applicable to the other; thus the
corresponding donkey sentence (28) is correctly predicted to be unacceptable by the
current approach.
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4.5 Conclusion
We have seen that dynamic semantics makes incorrect predictions about the data
we have examined in this chapter, while the current variant of the E-type approach
makes the correct predictions. Thus the problem of indistinguishable participants is
a clear empirical argument favoring the E-type approach over dynamic semantics.
It is also worth noting that, if the analysis presented in this chapter is along the
right lines, we have come across a rather interesting trait of the human cognitive sys-
tem. We find it amusing to contemplate an imaginary creature like Douglas Adams's
Ravenous Bugblatter Beast of Traal, which, you will recall, assumes that if you can't
see it, it can't see you; in other words, it mysteriously treats non-symmetric relations
as symmetric. But we now have reason to believe that human beings have cognitive
capacities, namely syntactic representation and situation semantics, which conspire
to take essentially symmetric relations and treat them as non-symmetric. I will not
attempt in the present work to go into the related question of whether this makes us
"mind-bogglingly stupid."
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Chapter 5
Japanese kare and kanozyo
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I propose to investigate a fundamental claim of dynamic semantics,
namely that donkey pronouns are interpreted as bound variables. My claim, in brief,
will be that the Japanese pronouns kare 'he' and kanozyo 'she' can be donkey pro-
nouns but cannot be bound variables, a state of affairs which would be impossible if
dynamic semantics accounts of donkey anaphora were correct. At the same time, I
also develop a new account of the behavior of these pronouns, which have been the
focus of a fair amount of scholarly energy. My account makes crucial use of Reinhart's
Rule I, applied to a novel context, and thus provides new evidence in favor of the
presence of this rule in the grammar.
5.2 The Basic Data
It is well-known that Japanese kare 'he' and kanozyo 'she' can be referential but
not bound (Noguchi 1997 and much previous literature), as we see in the following
examples.
Although I am not aware that this has been noted before in the literature, there
seem to be two dialects of Japanese, as far as these words are concerned. The first
places no restrictions on where kare and kanozyo may be placed with respect to
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coreferential terms; it is exemplified in (1) and (2).
(1) a. Johni-ga [karei-ga atama-ga ii to] omotte-iru.
John-NOM he-NOM head-NOM good COMP think-PRES
'Johni thinks that hei is intelligent.'
b. Maryi-ga [kanozyoi-ga atama-ga ii to] omotte-iru.
Mary-NOM she-NOM head-NOM good COMP think-PRES
'Maryi thinks that shei is intelligent.'
c. Maryi-ga [proi atama-ga ii to] omotte-iru.
Mary-NOM head-NOM good COMP think-PRES
'Maryi thinks that shei is intelligent.'
(2) a. * Daremoi-ga [karei-ga atama-ga ii to] omotte-iru.
everyone-NOM he-NOM head-NOM good COMP think-PRES
'Everyonei thinks that he1 is intelligent.'
b. * Daremo-gai [kanozyoi-ga atama-ga ii to] omotte-iru.
everyone-NOM she-NOM head-NOM good COMP think-PRES
'Everyonei thinks that she, is intelligent.'
c. Daremo-gai [proi atama-ga ii to] omotte-iru.
everyone-NOM head-NOM good COMP think-PRES
'Everyone, thinks theyi're intelligent.'
Note that (2a) and (2b) are bad on the reading where the pronouns are interpreted
as bound. 1
The second dialect consists of speakers who also find (la) and (ib) ungrammatical,
in addition to (2a) and (2b). When the pronouns are more deeply embedded, however,
exactly the same pattern emerges with respect to the grammaticality of bound and
referential readings, as we see in (3) and (4).
'Sentences in which kare would be bound by a wh-phrase are generally also bad. Hoji (1991)
reports that straightforward sentences like 'Who said that Mary hit kare?' are ungrammatical on
the reading where kare is bound by who. Interestingly, he reports that these sentences improve
markedly when the restrictor on the wh-phrase is made to denote smaller and smaller sets: 'Which
writer said that Mary hit kare?' is better than 'Who said that Mary hit kare?', and 'Which Nobel
Prize-winning writer said that Mary hit kare?' is pretty much fine. I do not have an explanation for
this effect. I am uncertain how to interpret Hoji's own account: he says that the pronoun in these
cases can be 'coreferential' with the wh-phrase.
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(3) a. Johni-ga karei-no musume-no atarasii syasin-o motteiru.
John-NOM he-GEN daughter-GEN new photo-ACC has
'Johni has a new photo of hisi daughter.'
b. Maryi-ga kanozyoi-no musume-no atarasii syasin-o motteiru.
Mary-NOM she-GEN daughter-GEN new photo-ACC has
'Maryi has a new photo of her, daughter.'
(4) a. * Dono titioya-moi kare2-no musume-no atarasii syasin-o
which father-even he-GEN daughter-GEN new photo-ACC
motteiru.
has
'Every fatheri has a new photo of hiss daughter.'
b. * Dono hahaoya-moi kanozyoi-no musume-no atarasii syasin-o
which mother-even she-GEN daughter-GEN new photo-ACC
motteiru.
has
'Every motheri has a new photo of heri daughter.'
I do not know why there should be the dialectal difference, or exactly what is going
on in the second dialect to make (22a) and (22b) ungrammatical. I will leave these
questions aside, however, since the second dialect clearly maintains the basic pattern
found in the first one: kare and kanozyo cannot be bound, even though minimally
different sentences where they corefer with a type e lexical item in the place of the
QP in the bad sentences are fine.
5.3 Previous accounts
The bulk of my review and criticism of previous accounts of kare and kanozyo is
based on the review carried out in Noguchi 1997, to which readers are referred for
more details.
Some syntactic treatments of these facts amount only to restatements of the prob-
lem. I would include here Katada's (1991) proposal that kare must be operator-free
and Aoun and Hornstein's (1992, 5) proposal that, "Kare must be A'-free." These
statements may well be true, but from them we have learned nothing about the nature
of kare; we are left wondering what about it is such that it has to be operator-free
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or A'-free. The same can be said about Montalbetti's treatment of kare (Montalbetti
1984, 187), which was to state that, "Overt pronouns cannot have formal variables
as antecedents." A formal variable (the term is Higginbotham's) is a trace left by a
QR'd QP or wh-operator. Again, this is just a restatement of the problem.
Huang (1991) suggested that kare and kanozyo cannot be bound because of com-
petition from the reflexive pronoun: when the reflexive pronoun is possible, kare and
kanozyo will not be possible. But, as Noguchi points out (1997, 774-775), the re-
flexive pronoun zibun is subject-oriented, and therefore cannot be used, for example,
with a dative antecedent:
(5) a. Mary-ga Johni-ni [karei-ga tensai-da to] it-ta.
Mary-NOM John-DAT he-NOM genius-COP COMP say-PAST
'Mary told John/ hei was a genius.'
b. * Mary-ga Johni-ni [zibuni-ga tensai-da to] it-ta.
Mary-NOM John-DAT self-NOM genius-COP COMP say-PAST
'Mary told Johni hei was a genius.'
Since zibun cannot be used in this configuration, it cannot provide competition for
kare. So on Huang's account, we predict the following to be good (Noguchi 1997,
774-775):
(6) * Mary-ga dono hito2-ni-mo [karei-ga tensai-da to] it-ta.
Mary-NOM which person-DAT-even he-NOM genius-COP COMP say-PAST
'Mary told every personi hei was a genius.'
The example is bad, however, meaning that Huang's account cannot be correct. 2
Hoji (1991) advances the puzzling proposal that kare cannot be bound because it
is a demonstrative. He does not take account of the many examples which show that
demonstratives can in fact be bound. An example is (7), where no senator raises at
LF and binds that senator.
20ne could also suggest that there is competition between kare/kanozyo and pro, so that kare
and kanozyo would not be possible when the null pronoun was possible. But this would predict
that (lb) would be bad, given the possibility of (lc). See Noguchi's article (1997, 774) for another
argument against this hypothesis.
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(7) Mary talked to no senator before that senator was lobbied.
More would need to be said to make this a viable explanation. 3
Noguchi (1997, 777) says that kare and kanozyo are nouns, citing the evidence in
(8) - (10).
(8) a. tiisai kare
small he
(See discussion below.)
b. sinsetuna kanozyo
kind she
(See discussion below.)
(9) a. watasi-no kare
I-GEN he
'my boyfriend'
b. anato-no kanozyo
you-GEN she
'your girlfriend'
(10) a. kono kare
this he
'this male person'
b. ano kanozyo
that she
'that female person'
3Although it is not essential for the current argument, it may be interesting to note at this
juncture that even this, which is a demonstrative that is sometimes claimed to be unbindable, can
in fact be bound if one takes the trouble to construct an example in which its proximal semantics is
not inappropriate. (i) seems to work pretty well.
(i) Mary talked to no senator without declaring that this was the one who would co-sponsor
her bill.
It was suggested to me at SALT XI that if kare is a demonstrative then perhaps the distal/proximal
aspect to its semantics might explain its inability to be bound. But this does not explain the
contrasts attested: for example, there is no difference between the relationship that holds between
John and himself in (la), "John thinks that he's intelligent", and that which holds between each
male person and himself in (2a), "Everyone thinks he's intelligent." But (la) is good (in the relevant
dialect) and (2a) is bad.
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If something can be modified by an adjective (8) or a determiner (10) and sometimes
mean 'boyfriend' (9), Noguchi says, we have good reason to believe that it is a noun.
He further maintains the following two theses: nouns cannot be functional items;
and, "Binding applies only to functional items" (1997, 783). Thus is explained the
inability of our words to be bound.
However, this is open to challenge on three counts. First, it is in fact dubious to say
that kare and kanozyo are nouns, or at least nouns in any normal sense of the word. To
start with, my informants tell me that, for example, tiisai kare (which Noguchi does
not translate into grammatical English) means something like 'he, who is small'. It
has the flavor, then, of a normal pronoun being modified by a non-restrictive relative
clause, and is thus not evidence for kare being a noun at all. 4 As for the alleged ability
of our words to be the arguments of determiners, this seems to be highly restricted:
no native speaker I have consulted allows subete-no ('all') kare or futari-no ('two')
kare, and judgments differ sharply about dono kare-ga ('which...') and dono kare-mo
('every...'). Furthermore, Japanese nouns can quite generally be used with no overt
determiner and receive an indefinite interpretation ('an N'); but this is completely
impossible with kare. Rather than say that they are nouns, then, it seems more
plausible to say that kare and kanozyo are basically pronouns which can be coerced
into behaving like nouns in an idiosyncratic fashion, as in English locutions like the
real me and Is it a he or a she ?. Secondly, even if our words were nouns, it is simply
arbitrary to assert, as Noguchi does, that nouns cannot be functional items. The
lexical-functional distinction is left vague, and Noguchi needs to provide a principled
account of it that clearly puts all nouns on the lexical side, even nouns which are used
as pronouns and which thus seem rather 'functional'. Thirdly, since binding does not
apply to all functional items (e.g. not to auxiliaries or complementizers!), we still
have to appeal to properties of individual functional items to determine whether or
not they can be bound. So the appeal to the lexical-functional distinction looks as
4I do not mean to imply that the predicates in tiisai kare and so on actually are non-restrictive
relative clauses. They could just be similar uses of adjectives. Irene Heim (personal communication)
alerts me to the possible parallel of English expressions like poor me, poor John.
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if it would end up being irrelevant anyway - the individual properties in question,
which only some functional items possess, could very well account for the differences
in bindability between words without any mention of the lexical-functional distinction
being made. I am far from being convinced, then, by the account of Noguchi.
5.4 A New Account
I present here an outline of a new account. There is one type of expression in the
standard logical languages we use which could be referential, could be applied to many
people indiscriminately like a pronoun, and yet would not be capable of being bound,
and that is a bland definite description. I suppose, then, that [kareý = Lx male(x),
and [kanozyo] = -x female(x).5
It might be tempting to object to this idea by pointing out that some definite
descriptions in natural language can be bound, as we have seen in (7), and as most
speakers find in (11).
(11) Mary talked to no senator before the senator was lobbied.
But such an objection would be misguided. My proposal is not that kare and kanozyo
have the same semantics as, say, English the male person and the female person,
but that they mean just something like 'Lx male(x)' and 'Lx female(x)'. These latter
expressions cannot be bound, because there are no free variables in them. Those
natural language definite descriptions that can be bound cannot have meanings like
'Lx male(x)'. There must also be a (locally) free individual variable that can be bound,
as we have seen in §3.3.2.
This account, combined with the view of donkey anaphora defended in Chapter
5Actually things are not quite this simple, since these pronouns are also subject to constraints
based on social standing. Noguchi (1997, 778) reports that one does not use them to refer to young
children or to adults of higher social status. I abstract away from this here. We must also suppose
that these expressions are like ordinary pronouns, and unlike some other definite descriptions, in
that they are not subject to Condition C of the binding theory. This poses no problems, if only
because no-one knows why anything should be subject to Condition C of the binding theory.
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2, makes a prediction. If I am right to say that kare and kanozyo are bland definite
descriptions containing no bindable individual variables, and that donkey pronouns
(and donkey-anaphoric definite descriptions) covary by means of situation variables,
not individual variables, then kare and kanozyo should have E-type uses. I do not
know of anywhere in the previous literature on these words where this prediction has
been tested. But it turns out to be correct, as we see in the following examples. The
sentences in (12) are acceptable only to the speakers of the first dialect mentioned
above, the one that allows (la) and (ib). Those in (13) are acceptable to all.
(12) a. Musuko-ga iru dono hito-mo [kare-ga atama-ga ii to]
son-NOM exists which person-even he-NOM head-NOM good COMP
omotte-iru.
think-PRES
'Every person who has a sons thinks hei is intelligent.'
b. Musume-ga iru dono hito-mo [kanozyo-ga atama-ga ii
daughter-NOM exists which person-even she-NOM head-NOM good
to] omotte-iru.
COMP think-PRES
'Every person who has a daughteri thinks shei is intelligent.'
(13) a. Musuko-ga iru dono hito-mo kare-no atarasii syasin-o
son-NOM exists which person-even he-GEN new photo-ACC
motteiru.
has-PRES
'Every person who has a soni has a new photo of himi.'
b. Musume-ga iru dono hito-mo kanozyo-no atarasii
daughter-NOM exists which person-even she-GEN new
syasin-o motteiru.
photo-ACC has-PRES
'Every person who has a daughteri has a new photo of heri.'
Note that in order for the situation semantics to produce the proper covariation
in these examples we will have to allow the descriptive content "male person" and
"female person" to be analyzed as regular situation semantics predicates, as in (14).
(14) a. Au(s,e). As. u(s) is a male person in s
b. Au(s,e,). As. u(s) is a female person in s
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This implies that the structure of kare and kanozyo is something like [the male-person]
and [the female-person]. 6 From the semantics proper, we obtain for (12a) the truth
conditions in (15).
(15) As. for every individual x: for every minimal situation s' such that s' < s and
x is a person in s' and there is a y such that y is x's son in s' , there is a
situation s" such that s" _ s and s" is a minimal situation such that s' < s"
and x thinks intelligent in s" the unique male person in s".
An issue arises here concerning the ability of the bland definite descriptions "the male
person" and "the female person" to pick out the sons and the daughters, given that
the parents who are also in the relevant situations may be of the same sex as their
offspring. But we have already faced and dealt with an analogous issue in Chapter 4,
and presumably the same mechanisms that allow the incomplete definite descriptions
in bishop sentences (and elsewhere) to pick out the right things can come into play
in these examples too.
5.5 Consequences for Other Theories
5.5.1 A Problem for Dynamic Semantics
Dynamic semantics accounts of donkey anaphora maintain that it is accomplished
via binding of individual variables, as we saw in §1.4.1. Kare and kanozyo, however,
can be donkey pronouns, as we have just seen, but cannot be, or incorporate, bound
individual variables, as we saw in §5.2. This is a counterexample to one of the most
basic claims of dynamic semantics.
6In order to maintain the uniform schema proposed in §3.4, we might propose [[the 0] male-
person] and [[the 0] female-person]. These items would be frozen forms, with the index 0 obligatory.
Richard Kayne (personal communication) points out that there may be a problem in explaining how
children would ever learn that only the index 0 was available in these forms. I have nothing to say
on this matter at present.
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5.5.2 A Problem for Variable-Free Semantics
We have seen in §1.5.1 that variable-free semantics in the style of Jacobson 2000
accounts for E-type anaphora by having pronouns have as their basic denotations the
identity function over individuals [Ax. x] and using the type-shifting rules g and z.
If the same approach was taken to Japanese kare and kanozyo, however, we would
predict that these pronouns could be bound, since, as we also saw in §1.5.1, the
variable-free semantics account of bound pronouns uses exactly the same mechanisms
(basic denotation [Ax. x], type-shifting rules g and z).
So variable-free semantics makes exactly the same incorrect prediction as dynamic
semantics, that wherever E-type anaphora is possible, bound variable anaphora will
be possible too. Contrast the approach being advocated here, which claims that
different mechanisms are at work in the two cases.
5.6 A Residual Problem
There is, however, a problem remaining for the current approach. Let us reconsider
(2a), repeated here as (16).
(16) * daremo-ga [A2 t2 [[kare-ga atama-ga ii to] omotte-iru]]
everyone-NOM he-NOM head-NOM good COMP think-PRES
'Everyone, thinks that hei is intelligent.'
The problem is this. Why cannot kare in this example obtain a covarying interpre-
tation by means of situation variables being bound? Our semantics, after all, gives
us the truth conditions in (17) for (16), assuming the meaning postulated above for
kare.
(17) As. for every individual x: for every minimal situation s' such that s'
s and x is a person in s', there is a situation s" such that s" < s and
s" is a minimal situation such that s' < s" and x (t2) thinks in s" that
the unique male person in s" (kare) is intelligent in s".
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Provided we happen to be quantifying over male people, there should be nothing
wrong with such truth conditions. They are equivalent to, "For all x, if x is a person,
x thinks x is intelligent." That is, it looks as if the sentence should be able to receive
a reading indistinguishable from the bound individual variable reading by situation
variables being bound. The sentence cannot have such a reading, however, as we have
seen.
I believe, however, that this problem can be solved by the application of Reinhart's
Rule I (Reinhart 1983, Grodzinsky and Reinhart 1993, Heim 1993, Reinhart 1997).
Recall that the basic intuition behind Rule I is that bound individual variables have a
kind of privileged status: in any given syntactic structure, if it is possible to replace a
non-bound DP with a bound individual variable without changing the interpretation
(roughly speaking), then the structure is ungrammatical. Now look at (16) and (17).
It is evident that kare could be replaced by an individual variable with index 2 and
the same interpretation would result. Rule I, therefore, will rule out the structure in
(16).
There have been many versions of Rule I formulated over the years, and its exact
formulation is still, I think, something on which the jury is out. In order to provide a
more detailed demonstration than that just given that Rule I disallows (16), I will use
the formulation in (18) (a slightly emended version of the formulation in Grodzinsky
and Reinhart 1993), without any pretence that this is the last word on the subject. 7
(18) Rule I
A DP a which does not consist of or contain a bound individual variable
cannot be covalued with a DP P if replacing a with y, y an individual variable
A-bound by /, yields an indistinguishable interpretation.
7The most important emendation to Grodzinsky and Reinhart's original version is that their
"corefer with" has been changed to "be covalued with"; this follows Heim's (1993) demonstration
that Rule I needed to affect not only coreference but also cobinding, cases where two items are
bound by the same binder. I see the present data from Japanese as indicating that the coverage of
the rule needs to be extended yet again. The term "covalued" is from Reinhart 1997.
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By two DPs being covalued, it is simply meant that their semantic values are the
same. In the case of (16), kare is covalued with t2 : t2 is translated in the truth
conditions (17) as x and kare as "the unique male person in s"", and it can be seen
that the unique male person in s" will be identical to x for all situations s", since
the situations s" contain no individuals apart from the individuals x. To apply this
rule to (16), then, let a = kare and 3 = t2 . Replacing a (kare) with an individual
variable A-bound by /3 (t2) yields the structure in (2c), repeated here as (19).
(19) daremo-ga [A2 t2 [[pro2 atama-ga ii to] omotte-iru]]
everyone-NOM head-NOM good COMP think-PRES
'Everyonei thinks theyi're intelligent.'
Since the truth conditions of (19) are equivalent to those in (17), Rule I correctly
prescribes that (16) is ungrammatical.
Note that the restriction on a DP a being covalued with a DP 3 was not put in
place on the basis of any examples in which bound individual variables were covalued
with items of type e that covaried by means of situation variables. Only cases of
coreference and cobinding were considered, as described in footnote 7. It is some
measure of the accuracy of the basic intuition behind Rule I that it extends without
effort to this new set of circumstances.
5.7 Conclusion
Examination of the Japanese pronouns kare and kanozyo has proved to be informative.
In particular, it has uncovered new and seemingly fundamental problems for dynamic
semantics and variable-free semantics accounts of donkey anaphora (§5.5), and some
new and unexpected corroboration of Reinhart's Rule I (§5.6).
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Chapter 6
Proper Names
6.1 Burge's Theory of Proper Names
6.1.1 Introduction
To recapitulate, in the preceding chapters, we have analyzed pronouns and definite
descriptions as having the structure in (1).
(1) [[THE i] NP]
The claim laid out in Chapter 1 was that pronouns and definite descriptions were not
alone in having this structure, and that proper names shared it too. If this was the
case, all phrases that we intuitively take to denote individuals would have basically
the same syntax and semantics. In this chapter, then, the last part of the claim will
be defended: it will be argued that proper names too have the structure in (1).
The consensus among philosophers (linguists, for some reason, rarely discuss
proper names) is that names are directly referential in the sense of Kaplan 1989b.
That is, each name has a semantics which consists simply of the stipulation that it
refers to a specified person or thing, and contributes only that object to the truth
conditions of any sentence in which it occurs. If names are directly referential, they
must also be rigid designators in the sense of Kripke 1972 (see §6.2.1), and this is also
widely believed.
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There is already a minority view, however, that proper names have the semantics
we would expect from a structure like (1). This has been most clearly and forcefully
argued by Burge (1973). In §6.1.2, then, I will set out Burge's view of proper names,
and the evidence he gives in favor of it; and then in §6.1.3 I will describe the revised
version of Burge's theory advocated by Larson and Segal 1995, and set out the revised
version of that which is my own view. In §6.2, I will defend this view against some
objections that have been made against related views by Kripke (1972). And in §6.3,
I will present further evidence that Burge's view not only can be sustained but must
be sustained.
6.1.2 The Theory of Burge 1973
According to Burge (1973), proper names are basically predicates - nouns, in fact.
A rough approximation to the semantics of a proper name NN, he says, is that it
means 'entity called "NN",' where "NN" can be spelled out with a phonological
representation, and, in a literate society, I presume, an orthography. But such a
formulation might be slightly misleading. According to Burge, proper names are
predicates in themselves: a man called Alfred, for example, is literally an Alfred.
What exactly makes one an Alfred, or a Gwendolyn or a Mary or an Aristotle, is,
he says, a matter for sociology to determine: the 'called' in the paraphrase 'entity
called "NN" ' could if necessary be spelled out in terms of a sociological account that
would refer to baptisms, nicknaming, brand-naming and many similar phenomena.1
For the purposes of compositional semantics, however, such an account is not strictly
1The philosophical literature contains illuminating attempts to spell out the basic features of such
an account. See especially Kripke 1972 and Evans 1973, 1982 (Chapter 11). I would add, however,
that an account of naming should not be thought of in purely sociological terms. It is quite possible
to introduce names for one's own use in private thoughts, for such thinking as is done in words,
without anyone else ever knowing of them. Nor should the fact that a sociological account would
be relevant if we wanted to learn all about naming mislead us into acceding to what Chomsky calls
the externalist view of language, that is the view that languages like English somehow exist outside
or independently of the internal mental states of people who speak in certain ways. See Chomsky
1995 and much other literature.
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necessary: in the terms in which this dissertation has been couched, Alfred has the
denotation [Ax. x is an Alfred], and it is no more necessary to do all the sociological
(and other) groundwork about naming to use this lexical entry than it is necessary
to undertake an extensive zoological project in order to use a lexical entry like [Ax. x
is a tiger].
The main justification that Burge gives for this view is that proper names do
indeed behave like nouns in almost all respects. They seem to contradict this hypoth-
esis, of course, in that they occur alone in examples like (2), and therefore might be
taken to denote individuals.
(2) Alfred studies in Princeton.
But abstracting away from this for a moment, we observe that they take the plural,
as in (3).
(3) There are relatively few Alfreds in Princeton.
They take the indefinite and definite articles, as in (4) and (5).
(4) An Alfred Russell joined the club today.
(5) The Alfred who joined the club today was a baboon.
And they also appear seemingly productively after a wide range of other determiners:
(6) Some Alfreds are sane.
(7) Most Alfreds are crazy.
(8) Every Alfred I ever met is crazy.
(9) There are two Alfreds.
(10) Do you mean this Alfred?
(11) Which Alfred do you mean?
These uses, Burge contends, are literal uses of the name. He contrasts them with
obviously metaphorical uses of names, such as (12).
(12) George Wallace is a Napoleon.
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Here it is evident that George Wallace is not literally a Napoleon; rather he is being
claimed to be like the most famous Napoleon in some important respect. Furthermore,
if someone wanted to say that the uses of proper names in (3) - (11) were exceptional
in some way, as a direct reference theorist would have to, their theory would be
uneconomical, in that it would have to account for the emergence of these supposedly
semantically misleading occurrences of names. Burge's theory, by contrast, faces no
such problem.
Now what of unmodified uses like that in (2)? Burge says that these uses of proper
names "have the same semantical structure as the phrase 'that book' " (Burge 1973,
432). He does not explicitly mention syntactic structure, but I will take it that for
our present purposes we should imagine a phonologically null determiner that placed
before the proper name, as in (13). (This is how Larson and Segal (1995, 352) produce
a syntactically explicit rendering of Burge's view.)
(13) [THAT Alfred]
The motivation behind this particular semantics, says Burge, is that the two sentences
in (14) seem both to be context-dependent in the same way.
(14) a. Jim is 6 feet tall.
b. That book is green.
The speakers and hearers of these sentences must pick out a particular book or a
particular Jim in order for the sentences to express determinate propositions. Thus
proper names behave like demonstratives.
Theories which do not adopt this approach to the fact that names typically denote
more than one person, such as the currently popular direct reference theory, have to
say that names are ambiguous. The lexicon of each speaker of English would contain
several homophonous lexical items pronounced 'John', for example, each one referring
to a different person; and more such items will have to be added whenever the speaker
gets to know more Johns. This is not a knockdown argument against theories which
differ from Burge's, of course; but it is evident that Burge's theory is significantly
more economical in this respect, since it needs only one lexical entry per proper name.
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6.1.3 A Revised Version
I am in substantial agreement with Burge's theory as laid out in his 1973 paper, and
will take it as the basis of my own view. Only one revision needs to be made, and
that has already been made in essence by Larson and Segal (1995, 354-355), who
propose that the null determiner understood in English before proper names is not
that but the.
One consideration given by these authors, which is very powerful, is that there
are languages where proper names overtly take the definite article before them, in
circumstances where just the bare proper name would be used in English. This is
compulsory for names of people in some dialects of German: we always have der
Hans, 'the Hans', where in English we would just expect Hans. The same occurred in
Classical Greek, for example, except that here the overt definite article was optional,
so that (15a) and (15b) were equally grammatical.
(15) a. ho Sacrates aphiketo.
the Socrates arrived
"Socrates arrived."
b. Socratls aphiketo.
Socrates arrived
"Socrates arrived."
If we say that the determiner in English is a silent the, not a silent that, we auto-
matically obtain cross-linguistic support for the idea of having a determiner there
in the first place. We can simply say that English is exactly the same as German,
Classical Greek and various other languages, except that in English for some reason
the definite article that we see in the other languages is not pronounced. 2
2Larson and Segal (1995, 354-355) use another argument too, which seems to me to be open
to challenge. It comes from Higginbotham 1988. Suppose I know a person called Mary, and see
someone that I think is her coming out of a seafood restaurant at lunchtime. I then might say (i).
(i) Mary had fish for lunch.
The woman I see is not, in fact, my friend Mary; by coincidence, though, she is called Mary. (i) then
seems to be false on its most natural reading, since the content of the utterance seems, intuitively,
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According to the view of the definite article argued for in Chapter 3, proper
names will look like the one in (16) when they appear to stand alone. They thus
fit the schema in (17), which I have argued to be valid for definite descriptions and
pronouns.
(16) [[THE 2] Socrates]
(17) [[THE i] NP]
The index in these structures will be used, on normal occasions of use, for picking out
the particular bearer of the proper name in question that we want to say something
about, and will thus function exactly as Burge supposed his demonstrative did. In-
deed, Burge evidently thought that a complex demonstrative that NP had exactly the
semantics that we expect from (17): in one part of his paper he gives the semantics in
(18), where x is a free variable to be assigned a referent by the context, for a proper
name A (Burge 1973, 433).
(18) ty(Ay & y = x)
It seems, then, that Burge in fact had in mind precisely the semantics that emerges
from (17) given the Fregean view of the definite article I have espoused.
6.2 Kripke's Objections to Descriptive Theories
In Naming and Necessity (Kripke 1972), Kripke puts forward three objections to the-
ories of proper names that give them descriptive semantic content. It is important
to show that the present descriptive theory is not refuted by these arguments. The
to be that my friend Mary had fish for lunch. On the other hand, if I had used (ii), I would have
spoken truly.
(ii) That Mary had fish for lunch.
This is supposed to show that the determiner before Mary in (i) cannot be that, or an equivalent.
It seems to me, however, that if one imagines (i) being accompanied with the kind of physical
demonstration of the woman that naturally accompanies (ii), a reading on which it is true is brought
out. I am not convinced, then, by this attempt to put distance between Mary and that Mary,
although I do in fact agree with the conclusion.
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present section is somewhat indebted to the corresponding section (Chapter 9) of Re-
canati 1993, although my actual counterarguments to Kripke differ from Recanati's. 3
6.2.1 The Modal Objection
Kripke's modal objection, adapted to the present theory, goes as follows. 4 Socrates
cannot mean 'the entity called "Socrates",' because if it did (19) would be analytic,
and hence necessary.
(19) Socrates is the entity called Socrates.
(19) is not necessary, however. Socrates might not have been called Socrates. So
Socrates cannot mean 'the entity called "Socrates".'
The present theory of proper names, however, says that the descriptive content of
Socrates is not exhausted by 'entity called "Socrates".' The proper name Socrates,
as we see in (16), is the phonological spell-out of a structure which also includes an
index. In a felicitous use, the index will naturally have the value [Ax. x = Socrates],
and so the whole descriptive content will be 'entity identical with Socrates and called
"Socrates".' So the person Socrates is contributed by the name Socrates to the
proposition expressed, and hence we predict that (19) will not in fact be necessary,
for exactly the reason that Kripke gives: Socrates might not have been called Socrates.
3 Recanati advocates a theory of proper names very like Burge's, the difference being that, while
proper names have senses or characters 'entity called NN' in Recanati's view, a special feature
prevents this description entering the proposition expressed; only the bearer of the name enters
the proposition expressed. Recanati's view is thus a hybrid between a descriptive theory and a
pure direct reference theory. We have already seen an argument, however, that indicates that the
descriptive content of proper names must, at least occasionally, enter the proposition expressed, and
that is the existence of sentences like (i).
(i) Most Alfreds are crazy.
Further arguments for the descriptive content of names entering the proposition expressed are the
possibility of E-type proper names (§6.3.3) and the possibility of naming certain hypothetical entities
(§6.3.4).
4In the 1980 edition of Naming and Necessity, versions of this argument are advanced on page
30 and on pages 60-63.
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It might be objected that my theory also allows for the index 0, which will not
contribute Socrates to the proposition expressed. I submit, however, that it is prag-
matically very difficult to have the index 0 used with a proper name: any use of a
proper name in which the speaker does have some specific person in mind and intends
to refer to that person is ipso facto a use which employs one of the non-trivial indices;
and it is hard to construct circumstances in which a speaker might use a proper name
and not intend to refer to some specific person they have in mind. They would have
to be in a position to know that that name was appropriate even though they knew
nothing about the person that would enable them to refer to them, and this seems
contradictory.5
It is doubtful, then, that one could even have the index 0 on Socrates in (19). But
for the sake of argument suppose that it were possible. It is still not clear that the
actual person Socrates would not enter the proposition anyway. 'The entity called
"Socrates" ' in the actual world, was, of course, Socrates. So if the entity that actually
uniquely satisfies a definite description whose descriptive content is purely general (in
a non-modal, non-covarying context like that of (19)) enters the proposition expressed,
we still predict that (19) will not be judged necessary, even if we allow the index 0.
This may well be the case, for all I know.6
But suppose, again for the sake of argument, that it were not the case. That
is, suppose that we could have the index 0 in (19) and that the proposition literally
expressed did not actually include the person Socrates; all that Socrates contributed
5Nevertheless, it is possible to construct devious examples in which the index 0 has to be the one
present. I give an example like this in §6.3.4.
6These considerations recall the position of Jason Stanley (1997), who argues correctly that the
rigidity of names does not tell against the position that names are definite descriptions, since part of
the descriptive content of names could be a restriction that the rest of the descriptive content is to
be evaluated with respect to the actual world. For example, a traditional descriptive view of names
might be modified so as to have Aristotle mean 'the actual teacher of Alexander'; or Burge's view
might be modified so as to have Socrates mean 'the person actually called Socrates'. Stanley's view
is attractive, but I do not adopt it, since the job of contributing an actual person or thing is done
perfectly well by the index on the current view.
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was the property of being called "Socrates" and a uniqueness operator. Then Kripke
would still have to demonstrate that the only thing that enters into people's judgment
that (19) is not necessary is the proposition literally expressed; that is, the proposition
conveyed could not be the thing that was judged necessary or contingent. It is such
a small step from the combination of the property of being called "Socrates" and
a uniqueness operator to the person Socrates that it seems inevitable that in these
circumstances the proposition conveyed would be that the actual person Socrates
(who could have been called something different) was called "Socrates". The step is
so small, in fact, that it is doubtful whether anyone would ever be consciously aware
of it, if it did happen.' So it would not be surprising that the sentence would be
judged not to be necessary, even if its literal semantic content did not include the
person Socrates.
The larger background issue here is of course Kripke's famous claim that proper
names are rigid designators (Kripke 1972). According to Kripkes , 'a designator d
of an object x is rigid, if it designates x with respect to all possible worlds where
x exists, and never designates an object other than x with respect to any possible
world.' The point is brought out by examples like those in (20), which are based on
some of Kripke's original (1972) examples.
(20) a. The US President in 1970 was not Nixon.
b. Nixon was not Nixon.
7Contrast differences between what is said and what is conveyed like that which obtains when the
question 'Could you close the door?' is taken as a request. We take such questions to be requests
very easily, without thinking about it much, but it still seems that we are aware on some level that
we are not responding to the literal content of what is said when we close the door. If the addressee
was in a particularly bad mood, they might even shoot back, 'I could...', and then go on their way
without closing the door, perversely secure in the knowledge that they have not failed to fulfil any
request that was literally made of them. I doubt that there would be any such conscious knowledge
of this kind of distinction in the (possibly hypothetical) case under discussion, however.
8This definition comes from a letter from Kripke to David Kaplan, cited on page 569 of Kaplan
1989a.
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Kripke invites us to consider whether there are any possible circumstances (possible
worlds) in which (20a) would have been true. And the intuitive answer is that there
certainly are: any circumstances in which someone else had won the relevant election
would suffice. The same does not appear to hold for (20b), however: there are no
possible circumstances in which Nixon was not Nixon. The conclusion is that definite
descriptions like the US President in 1970 are not rigid: when evaluated with respect
to different possible circumstances, they can denote different objects. Names like
Nixon, however, are rigid: there are no possible circumstances with respect to which
Nixon will denote anyone other than Nixon, and this accounts for the difference in
status between (20a) and (20b).
It can be seen, in the light of the above discussion, that the rigidity of proper
names is not a problem for the current theory. It is difficult to construct examples in
which proper names will not have a non-trivial index which will contribute an actual
object or person to the proposition expressed, and, as Kripke (1972) has argued, we
do not conceive of actual objects or people changing their identity in any relevant
way when we imagine them figuring in different sets of circumstances. Furthermore,
let us suppose, perhaps counterfactually, that it is possible to have the index 0 in the
occurrences of Nixon in (20b). I think that we still predict that people will judge that
there are no circumstances in which (20b) would be true. The reason is as follows. We
are supposing that the semantic content of Nixon is just 'the entity called "Nixon".'
Then, for each circumstance of evaluation w, (20b) says that the entity called Nixon
in w was not the entity called Nixon in w; if we suppose that it is indeed possible to
locate a maximally salient entity called Nixon in each circumstance w, the sentence
is still an obvious falsehood, then. And it will always be possible to find a suitably
salient entity called Nixon: for most people, there is exactly one entity called Nixon
who is salient enough to be the denotation of Nixon, and that is the man who, in
actual fact, was the US President in 1970; and there is no reason, in the absence of
some convoluted context, why people should light upon different entities called Nixon
when they attempt to consider different possible circumstances. In fact even if people
did do this, the sentence would still be false, since for each circumstance w it would
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claim that the Nixon selected in w was not the Nixon selected in w. The only way
to get the sentence to turn out true, then, would be to have the two occurrences of
Nixon refer to different Nixons; and this, if it is possible at all, would require heroic
efforts at constructing a suitable context. So even if we do not have a non-trivial
index, but have the index 0, (20b) is still predicted to be judged false with respect to
all possible circumstances of evaluation.
The above discussion has an obvious bearing on the distinction between de jure
and de facto rigidity. A designator is de jure rigid if its reference is stipulated, in its
semantics, to be a single object, whether we are talking about the actual world or
other possible worlds. A designator is de facto rigid if it just happens to denote the
same object in all possible worlds, by some other means. Kripke's (1972) thesis was
that names are rigid de jure.9 Now strictly speaking, in the view being advocated
here, proper names are not rigid in any sense: they are predicates which could apply
to different things in different possible worlds, since things could be named in different
ways in different possible worlds. But we can also consider proper names within the
structure of definite article plus index that is alleged to accompany them in apparently
unmodified uses, and ask about the rigidity of this entire structure. If we consider
a structure like [[THE 2] John] interpreted with respect to some variable assignment
that gives a value for the index 2, we will have a rigid expression, since some particular
John will be contributed; and the expression will in a way be de jure rigid, since the
rigidity comes from the index, and indices are stipulated to contribute one entity to
the truth conditions, and the system is not set up in such a way that the entity will
change with respect to different circumstances of evaluation. It is evident, however,
that this de jure rigidity for names comes about in a different way from that which
Kripke originally envisaged: names bearing non-trivial indices are rigid (with respect
to a variable assignment) in the same way that pronouns are, not in the way that
Kripkean (directly referential) names are. If we now turn our attention to names with
the index 0, it is evident that, if they do indeed occur, they will generally be rigid,
9This is made explicit in footnote 21 on page 21 of the preface to the 1980 edition of Naming and
Necessity.
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as argued above, but only rigid de facto. There will be nothing in the semantics of
any constituent of them that contributes de jure rigidity; but the pragmatic factors
described above will generally ensure rigidity.
Overall, then, I believe that the modal considerations put forward by Kripke do
not count against the current theory of proper names.
6.2.2 The Circularity Objection
Kripke's (1972) argument from circularity goes as follows. l0 A theory of the refer-
ence of some expression must not explicate its reference in terms which make crucial
mention of its reference. Otherwise, the theory would be viciously circular. But the
theory that Socrates means 'the entity called "Socrates" ' does precisely this. We
may as well say that the reference of the name Socrates is the entity that the name
Socrates refers to.
I am in considerable sympathy with the answer to this objection already given
by Loar (1980) and Recanati (1993, 158-161). They say that the 'called' in the
paraphrase does not mean 'whom I am presently calling' (in which case the definition
would indeed be circular). Instead it makes reference to the social practice of naming
already mentioned in §6.1.2. This is all one needs in order to forestall Kripke's
objection.
6.2.3 The Generality Objection
Kripke's (1972) argument from generality goes as follows." We can take any noun
and construct a definition of it along the lines of Burge's explication of the meaning of
proper names. 'Since it's trifling to be told that sages are called "sages", 'sages' just
means 'the people called "sages".' Now plainly this isn't really a very good argument,
nor can it therefore be the only explanation of why it's trifling to be told that Socrates
is called "Socrates".'
'
0oIt is to be found on pages 68-70 in the 1980 edition of Naming and Necessity.
11See page 69 of the 1980 edition of Naming and Necessity.
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As I understand it, the argument here, which is rather compact, comes down to
nothing more than an appeal to treat proper names on a par with other words, in
particular nouns. Since 'people called "sages" ' is not really the meaning of sages,
'the entity called "Socrates" ' cannot really be the meaning of the word Socrates. As
far as I can see, this argument completely fails to get off the ground. It is open to the
rejoinder that perhaps proper names are different from other nouns in this respect.
Kripke has really shown us no reason to think that they are not.
This concludes the examination of Kripke's arguments against descriptive theories
of proper names. None of them have been very effective against the particular theory
of proper names currently being advocated.
6.3 Further Evidence in Favor of Burge's Theory
6.3.1 N to D Raising in Italian
It is possible to show in some cases that names which have no overt determiner
preceding them do nevertheless occupy a [D NP] structure, with the name a noun.
Longobardi (1994) has put forward compelling arguments showing that proper names
in Italian are nouns which raise to D. One of his arguments, for example, concerns
the behavior of the adjective solo, which means 'only' when it occurs prenominally
and 'alone' when it occurs postnominally, as shown in (21) and (22).
(21) a. La sola Maria si & presentata.
the only Maria self is having-presented
"Only Maria showed up."
b. La Maria sola si & presentata.
the Maria alone self is having-presented
"The Maria who is (notoriously) alone showed up."
(22) a. La sola ragazza presente era antipatica.
the only girl present was dislikable
"The only girl present was dislikable."
b. La ragazza sola presente era antipatica.
the girl alone present was dislikable
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"The girl who was alone who was present was dislikable."
However, if we use this adjective with an articleless proper name, the A-N order is
impossible, and the N-A order produces the same meaning for sola as is normally
present with the A-N order:
(23) a. * Sola Maria si e presentata.
Maria self is having-presented
b. Maria sola si e presentata.
Maria only self is having-presented
"Only Maria showed up."
We can explain these facts, says Longobardi, if we suppose that articleless proper
names in Italian obligatorily raise from N to D: sola Maria is impossible, because
it has Maria to the right of an adjective and thus still inside NP; Maria sola can
mean 'only Maria', a meaning which is generally produced by sola being prenominal,
because it is derived from an underlying [D [sola Maria]]. (I assume there must be
reconstruction of Maria at LF.) Note that this hypothesis, which is supported by
many other arguments in Longobardi 1994, crucially relies on proper names being
nouns, just as Burge says they are.
6.3.2 An Argument from Distribution
While we are surveying syntactic facts, I think it worth while paying heed to the
following suggestive consideration.
Recall from §2.6.3 that Chomsky (1986, 188) draws attention to the following
paradigm in order to argue that phrases like John's in John's book originate within
NP.
(24) a. a book of John's
b. that book of John's
c. * the book of John's
d. the book of John's that you read
e. * John's book that you read
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f. John's book
As Chomsky says, possessives like of John's cannot appear with the definite article,
unless a further postnominal restrictor such as that you read is present also. Alongside
this gap in the paradigm, there are phrases like John's book, which, furthermore, has
exactly the same meaning as the missing option (24c). The data suggest, then, that
(24f) might be derived from an underlying form like that in (24c).
It is striking that the data in (24) are closely paralleled by the data concerning
proper names in English, as we see in (25).
(25) a. an Alfred Russell
b. that Alfred
c. * the Alfred
d. the Alfred that I know
e. * Alfred that I know
f. Alfred
And again, the same considerations apply. There is an apparent gap in the paradigm,
(25c). There is also a seemingly anomalous form (25f) that seems to have the meaning
that would be expected for the missing option. Considerations of economy, then,
dictate that we should see the anomalous form as spelling out the missing option,
which is thus not really missing after all.
6.3.3 Bound and E-Type Proper Names
If proper names really do have the same structure as definite descriptions when they
appear to occur unmodified, it is natural to wonder if they can have bound and E-type
readings, since we know that we can have bound and E-type definite descriptions, as
in (26). (See §§3.3.2 and 2.1.1 for discussion.)
(26) a. Mary talked to no senator before the senator was lobbied.
b. Every man who owns a donkey beats the donkey.
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Initial results when we try to construct examples of bound and E-type proper names
are not encouraging, as we see in (27).
(27) a. ?? Mary talked to no-one called Alfred before Alfred was lobbied.
b. ?? Every man who owns a donkey called Flossy beats Flossy.
This is not a point against the current theory, of course: it is quite open to us to say
that, while they have the structure of definite descriptions, proper names also have
some additional features that prevent their occurrence in sentences like those in (27).
There is in fact independent evidence that proper names are subject to severe
collocational constraints. The traditional Condition C of the Binding Theory is one
proposal for constraining their distribution. But actually, the restrictions are more
severe than are predicted by Condition C alone, as we see in (28).
(28) a. John came home. He turned on the TV.
b. John came home. ?*John turned on the TV.
There seems to be a moderately strong constraint (in English at least) against re-
peating proper names in close proximity to each other. 12 Interestingly, though, the
constraint does not hold when use of the proper name serves to make a contrast.
Thus, while (28b) is awkward, (29) is fine.
(29) Mary and John came home. John turned on the TV.
I will not attempt to work out exactly what is going on here. For our present purposes,
we can just note that the awkwardness of the sentences in (27) can plausibly be
12Note that this constraint, however it works, is not based just on the form of the name but on
the person referred to. So in the case of people who have more than one name, it not possible to
improve examples with the structure of (28b) by using different names each time:
(i) Cicero came home. ?*Tully told his slave to start reciting Greek verse.
In what may be a related phenomenon, it is sometimes also the case that a proper name is very
awkward when it follows hard on the heels of a demonstrative, as we see in (ii).
(ii) ?*If this man [GESTURE AT CICERO] denounces Catiline, Cicero will be in danger.
This is important in footnote 13 below.
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ascribed to a special feature of proper names, which is not, however, inconsistent
with proper names having basically the structure of definite descriptions.
In fact (29) suggests a strategy that might lead to grammatical examples of bound
and E-type proper names. If we could construct examples in which proper names were
in a position to be bound or E-type and also contrasted appropriately with some other
consituent of the sentence, we might get better results. This does indeed seem to be
the case, as we can see in the examples in (30), which, while still slightly awkward,
are marked improvements over the sentences in (27).
(30) a. (?) I introduced no-one called Seamus to anyone called Romano before
Seamus had told me what he thought of the Treaty of Nice.
b. (?) Every woman who has a husband called John and a lover called Geron-
tius takes only Gerontius to the Rare Names Convention.
My intuition is that these sentences are basically grammatical. Their relatively mild
awkwardness is easily attributable to their length, complexity, and necessarily outr6
scenarios. On the current theory, then, (30a) would work by [no-one called Seamus]
QRing and leaving a A-abstractor Ai which binds an index i in Seamus in the temporal
adjunct: [[THE i] Seamus]. The Gerontius in only Gerontius in (30b) will have index
0 (since it cannot be bound or referential) and will behave like any other E-type
definite description.
The existence of grammatical bound and E-type proper names is a very strong
argument against the direct reference view of proper names and in favor of the theory
currently being advocated. Since the direct reference view holds that the contribution
of a proper name to the truth conditions of a sentence in which it appears is always
just one individual, it cannot deal with covarying proper names. Note also that on
the view of E-type anaphora advocated in this dissertation the descriptive content of
Gerontius must enter into the proposition in (30b), since we need to find the person
with the property of being called Gerontius in each of a set of previously defined
situations; this argues against Recanati's (1993) view that proper names have senses
or characters of the type that Burge would give them, but that these senses do not
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enter the proposition expressed.
6.3.4 Naming Hypothetical Entities
Let us consider the following example, which is due to Irene Heim (personal commu-
nication).13 John has four sons: Primus, Secundus, Tertius and Quartus. Detecting
a pattern here, and knowing that the four sons are very overbearing, we say (31).
(31) If John had had five sons, Quintus would have been bullied by the others.
This sentence is perfectly grammatical under the interpretation whereby it claims
that John's fifth son would have been bullied by the others. Note, however, that
we do not have to interpret Quintus (with the help of whatever knowledge of Latin
we have) as actually having semantic content equivalent to "the fifth one". Quintus
in English is just a name, and all we need do in order to find (31) grammatical is
accommodate the presupposition that John's fifth son would have had this name. If
we can accommodate the presupposition that John's fifth son would have been called
Algernon, perhaps because he has told us that that had been his plan, (32) works
exactly the same way.
(32) If John had had five sons, Algernon would have been bullied by the others.
13The first example of this sort, according to Heim (personal communication), was invented by
Hans Kamp for a lecture he gave during a seminar on reference cotaught by Heim and Kamp at the
University of Texas at Austin in the fall of 1985. Kamp's original example was (i), where we are to
imagine that John has two sons, Primus and Secundus.
(i) Even if this man [GESTURE AT SECUNDUS] had been born first, Primus would still have
inherited everything.
Here, Kamp observed, Primus behaves rigidly: that is, it picks out the man actually called Primus.
I suspect, however, that this is at least partly due to the pragmatics of introducing a name to refer
to someone as opposed to, say, using a pronoun: using Gricean reasoning, we may speculate that the
fact that the speaker has gone to the trouble of introducing this novel descriptive content is taken to
indicate that another person is being introduced; if the person already mentioned had been meant,
he would have sufficed. The mysterious constraint against the use of proper names mentioned in
§6.3.3 (see especially footnote 12) will also play a role, if, indeed, it is to be considered separately
and is not reducible to Gricean reasoning of the sort just sketched.
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No special semantic content not typical of names in general, then, is required in order
to obtain the relevant reading of (31).
Given this, the theory of proper names currently being advocated can explain the
behavior of Quintus in (31) by saying that it incorporates the index 0 and a bound
world variable attached to the descriptive content. Assuming some version of the
semantics for counterfactual conditionals worked out by Stalnaker (1968) and Lewis
(1973), the truth conditions for (31) on the current theory are roughly those in (33).
(33) For all worlds w, if w is a member of the set of worlds in which John has five
sons but which are otherwise as similar as possible to the actual world, then
the unique entity called Quintus in w is bullied in w.
We are talking about John's sons and the possibility of him having a fifth son, so
the maximally salient entity called Quintus in each of the worlds where John has five
sons is of course John's fifth son. So we can make sense of the definite description
'the unique entity called Quintus in w'. It seems, then, that Burge's view of proper
names correctly predicts that (31) has the reading it does.
Consider now the consequences of trying to deal with this type of sentence on
the direct reference view of proper names. Since there is no such person as Quintus,
we are immediately in the realm of the problem of how direct reference theories deal
with non-denoting proper names. It is not clear to me that any satisfactory solution
can be given to this problem; but for the sake of argument (since my main point is
actually orthogonal) let us suppose that we can in fact say something coherent on
this point. Kaplan himself (1989a, 609-610, footnote 107) has endorsed a suggestion
made in a lecture by Kripke, to the effect that 'there are abstract but actual (not
merely possible) fictional individuals that serve as the referents of names like Sherlock
Holmes'; and I suspect that any solution to the problem would have to be along these
lines. We may be worried by the metaphysical extravagance involved in such a theory,
but let us countenance it for the moment.
The problem is that a theory about abstract fictional individuals of this kind
will not enable the direct reference theorist to analyze (31). The reason is that the
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relevant person called Quintus could be a different person in different possible worlds.
To see this clearly, imagine that John's four sons have been with Mary, and that he
had gone on to have a fifth son with Mary. There are many possible worlds that
include this train of events. But consider that John could also have had his fifth son
with someone else, say Sue. I think that it is clear to our intuitions that this fifth son
would not be the same person as any fifth son that John might have had with Mary.
But, according to our hypothesis, he would still have been called Quintus and he is
still covered by the generalization in (31). There are, then, at least as many different
possible Quintuses as there are possible women that John might have had children
with. Presumably, then, there are infinitely many possible Quintuses, each of whom
falls under the claim in (31). 14
In other words, Quintus in (31) denotes different people in different possible
worlds. It is therefore not directly referential and not a rigid designator, and the
widespread position that claims that proper names have these qualities as an essen-
tial part of their semantics has been falsified.
6.4 Conclusion
We have seen that Burge's theory of proper names is empirically superior to its main
rival, the direct reference theory, across a broad range of facts, ranging from N to D
raising in Italian to counterexamples in English to Kripke's claim that proper names
are rigid designators. The most natural way of spelling out Burge's semantic analysis
in a syntactically explicit way involved the [[THE i] NP] structure that has already
been argued to be the one present in pronouns and normal definite descriptions.
14It is intuitively clear to me at least that there is an indefinite number of possible Quintuses that
John might have had even with his first partner, Mary. I use the possibility of his having his last
child by various women merely to sharpen intuitions.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Expressions of Type e
In what has preceded, we have seen that pronouns, definite descriptions and proper
names can profitably be viewed as having a common syntactic structure [[THE i]
NP], and, to a large extent, a common semantics derived from this. This does not
imply that these items will behave the same under all circumstances, of course, since
there remains scope for differences to emerge between the different definite articles
which are possible (pronouns, normal the and the null THE used with proper names
in English) and the different NPs that are possible (normal ones, the null ONE, ones
projected from proper names). It is essential that we allow for differences given the
different behavior which pronouns, definite descriptions and proper names display
with respect to Condition C effects, for example. But we are still left with a common
syntactic structure for these items and a common basis for their semantics.
If we make the further assumption, natural in contemporary generative grammar,
that much of this information is encoded in Universal Grammar, this means that a
child learning their first language need only work out that an expression refers to
an individual in order to have access to its syntactic structure and an outline of its
semantics. The language learning task is thus facilitated.
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7.2 Accounting for Donkey Anaphora
Another major theme of the preceding chapters has been the rivalry between three
different approaches to donkey anaphora and related phenomena, the E-type, dynamic
and variable-free approaches introduced in Chapter 1. We saw in §1.3.2 that the E-
type approach faced three main problems, those of indistinguishable participants, the
formal link, and pronominal ambiguity. However, we have seen since that the revised
version of the E-type analysis advocated here offered solutions for all these problems:
indistinguishable participants were discussed in Chapter 4, the formal link in §2.4,
and pronominal ambiguity in §§3.2.2 and 3.4.
Dynamic semantics also faced three problems in Chapter 1, as we saw in §1.4.2:
these were disjunctive antecedents, deep anaphora and what I called neontological
pronouns. I cannot at the moment see how to solve these problems. Furthermore, we
saw two new problems arise for dynamic semantics during the course of the discussion:
these were the problem of coordinate subjects (indistinguishable participants) in §4.3,
and the behavior of Japanese kare and kanozyo in §5.5.1.
Variable-free semantics faced two problems in Chapter 1: the problems of the
formal link and indistinguishable participants (§1.5.2). We also saw later that it
faced problems with strict and sloppy readings of elliptical continuations of donkey
sentences (§2.5.2) and with Japanese kare and kanozyo (§5.5.2).
I tentatively conclude, then, that the revised version of the E-type analysis sug-
gested here is empirically superior to both dynamic and variable-free theories of don-
key anaphora and related phenomena.
7.3 Situations
Crucial use was made of situations in the analysis of donkey anaphora in Chapters
2, 4 and 5. Only with situations could we neutralize the unwelcome uniqueness
presuppositions that arise when we analyze donkey pronouns as definite descriptions;
and situations were crucial in providing the basis to differentiate exactly those bishops
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that had to be differentiated in Chapter 4. If I am correct in arguing that the resulting
theory is empirically superior to the alternatives, then it might seem that we have
gained some evidence that situations must be part of our linguistic ontology.1
This conclusion might be discomforting, in that we end up with a rather rich
ontology. In fact, I have some sympathy with those who are unwilling to countenance
situations. But I suspect that it will be possible to reduce them to other things
that are already needed, namely complex (plural) events. In the wake of the original
proposal by Davidson (1967), a rich tradition has grown up of using event variables
for the semantic analysis of adverbial modification, verbal argument structure, and
various other things - see Parsons 1990 for an influential introduction, and Tenny and
Pustejovsky 2000 for a collection of recent articles. It is also commonly assumed that
events can be complex and have other events as parts; indeed, it has been argued
by Hinrichs (1985), Bach (1986), Krifka (1986) and Link (1998, 269-310), among
others, that the lattice-theoretic structure proposed by Link (1983) to model plural
individuals should also be used to model the structure of events. Crucially, there is
good evidence that the eventualities quantified over by grammatical event variables
can be stative as well as punctual (Pylkkanen 2000); there is reason to believe that
nouns as well as verbs and adverbs must have denotations which make reference to
events (Larson and Segal 1995, 496-501; Pustejovsky 2000, 461-462); and it has been
convincingly argued that events must be individuated very finely, so that, for example,
1We might already have thought this on the basis of certain foundational considerations. As
Soames (1989) has pointed out, we cannot really say that a proposition is a set of possible worlds,
even ignoring the problems caused by propositional attitude contexts, because then Florence is
a beautiful city and Florence is a beautiful city and arithmetic is incomplete would express the
same proposition. It is tempting, then, to have situations take over the role of truth-supporting
circumstances, since the minimal situation in which Florence is a beatiful city does not contain the
information that arithmetic is incomplete. Note that Soames's (1987) argument against this relies
on the doctrine that proper names and demonstratives are directly referential, which I take to have
been undermined by the considerations advanced in this dissertation. But the issues here are very
complex, and I will not attempt to investigate them further in the present work. See Higginbotham
1992 for another response to the problem posed by necessary truths to truth-conditional semantics.
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there are separate events of signalling and raising my hand if I signal by raising my
hand (Parsons 1990, 157-159).
Given this picture of grammatical events, we can make the following comparison.
In the situation semantics analysis of donkey anaphora suggested by Heim (1990) and
used in this dissertation, we need to identify and quantify over the minimal situations
s with the following characteristics:
1. there is a situation s' and an individual x such that s' is part of s and x is a
man in s', and
2. there is a situation s" and an individual y such that s" is part of s and y is a
donkey in s", and
3. there is a situation s"' such that s'" is part of s and x owns y in s"'.
These situations s seem to contain exactly the same properties, relations and indi-
viduals as the smallest plural events e with the following characteristics:
1. there is an event e' and an individual x such that e' is part of e and e' is an
event of being a man, and x is the Theme of e', and
2. there is an event e" and an individual y such that e" is part of e and e" is an
event of being a donkey, and y is the Theme of e", and
3. there is an event e'" such that e'" is part of e and e"' is an event of owning, and
x is the Beneficiary of e"' and y is the Theme of e"'.
It is plausible, then, that we would achieve the same results whether we quantified
over situations or events.
So it seems that the groundwork is already in place for the reduction of situations
to plural events, which would exonerate the analysis of donkey anaphora given in
this dissertation of the charge of ontological extravagance. I will not undertake this
project here, however, but will rather leave it for future research.
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Appendix A
DPL Calculations
A.1 A Conditional Donkey Sentence in DPL
There follows a detailed calculation establishing that If a man owns a donkey, he
beats it ((26) in §1.4) does indeed have the semantic value in (28) in §1.4, according
to DPL. Numbers in statements like 'by 24' refer to example numbers in §1.4.
[3x(Mx A 3y(Dy A Oxy)) -- BxyJ
{(g, h)h = g & Vk : (h, k) E [3x(Mx A By(Dy A Oxy))] = 3j : (k,j) e
[Bxy] } (by 24)
{ (g, h) h = g & Vk : (h, k) E {(g, h)13k' : k'[x]g & (k', h) E (Mx A 3y(Dy A
Oxy))j3} ]3j: (k, j) E [Bxy} (by 15)
{(g, h)lh = g & V k: 3k' :( k'[]h & (k', k) e [(Mx A 3y(Dy A Oxy))] )
3j : (k, j) E Bxy]} (by reduction)
{(g, h) Ih = g & Vk : 3k' :( k'[x]h & (kI', k) E {(g, h)13k" : (g, k") E Mx I &
(k", h) E [3y(Dy A Oxy)]} ) B 3j: (:k,j) E Bxy]} (by 17)
{ (g, h) Ih = g & Vk : 3k' :( k'[x]h & 3k" : (k', k") E [Mx & (", kIc) E [3y(Dy A
Oxy)] ) ~Bj : (k,j) E [Bxy]} (by reduction)
{ (g, h) Ih = g & Vk : 3k' :( k'[x]h & 3k" : (k', Ic") E [Mx & (k", k) E {(g, h) 13B"'
Sk"'[y]g & (Ick'", h) E ýDy A Oxy} ) • I j : (Ik,j) E £[Bxyl} (by 15)
{ (g, h) jh - g & Vk : k' :3 ( k'[x]h & 3k" : (k', k") E [Mxj & "' k : k'"[y]kI" &
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(k"', k) E IDy A Oxyl} ) =j 3 : (k,j) E Bxy]} (by reduction)
= (g, h)Ih = g & Vk : 3k' :( k'[x]h & 3k": (k', k") E GMxI & 3k"' : k"'[y]k" &
(k'", k) E {(g,h)13k"" : (g, k"") E Dy] & (k"", h) E [Oxyl} ) = 3j : (k,j) E
[Bxy }) (by 17)
= {(g, h) Ih = g & Vk : 3k' :( k'[x]h & 3k": (k', k") E [Mx & 3k"' : k"'[y]k" &
3k"" : (k"', k"") E [Dy & (k"", k)E I[Oxy ) = 3j : (k,j) E [Bxy]}
(by reduction)
S{(9, h)h = g & Vk : 3k':( k'[x]h & 3k": (k', k") c {(g, h)h = g & h() E
F(M)} & 3k"' : k"'[y]k" & 3k"" : (k'",k"") E {(g, h)jh = g & h(y) E F(D)} &
(k"", k) c {(g, h)jh = g & (h(x), h(y)) E F(O)} ) 3 j : (k,j) E {(g, h)h - g
& (h(x), h(y)) E F(B)}} (by 16)
= {(g, h) Ih = g & Vk : 3k' :( k'[x]h & 3k" : k" = k' & k"(x) E F(M) & 3k'" :
k"'[y]k" & 3k"" : k"" = k'" & k""(y) E F(D) & k = k"" & (k(x), k(y)) E F(O) )
S3j : j = k & (j(x),j(y)) E F(B)} (by reduction)
S{ (g, h)Ih = g & Vk : 3k' :( k'[x]h & k'(x) E F(M) & k[y]k' & k(y) E F(D) &
(k(x), k(y)) E F(O) ) > (k(x), k(y)) E F(B)} (by =)
S{(g, h)Ih = g & Vk :( k[xy]h & k(x) E F(M) & k(y) E F(D) & (k(x), k(y)) E
F(O)) •* (k(x), k (y)) E F(B)} (by def.[x])
A.2 A Relative Clause Donkey Sentence in DPL
Again, numbers in statements like 'by 24' refer to example numbers in §1.4.
[Vx((Mx A 3y(Dy A Oxy)) -- Bxy)]
= {(g, h)lh = g & Vk : k[x]h = 3m : (k, m) E [((Mx A 3y(Dy A Oxy)) -+ Bxy)]}
(by 29)
= {(g,h)Ih=g & Vk:k[x]h 3m: (k,m) E {(g,h)h-= g & Vk': (h, k')
ý(Mx A 3y(Dy A Oxy))] ý 3j : (k',j) C [BxyD)} (by 24)
- {(g, h) Ih = g & Vk : k[x]h =( 3m : m = k & Vk' : (m, k') E c[(Mx A
3y(Dy A Oxy))] = 3j : (k',j) E [Bxy] )} (by reduction)
= {(g9, h)Ih = g & Vk : k[x]h =( Vk': (k,k') E [(Mx A 3y(Dy A Oxy))] •
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lj : (k', j) E IBxy] )} (by =)
S (g, h)h = g & Vk : k[x]h =(Vk':(k, k') (g,h)13k" :(g, k") E [Mx] &
(k", h) E [3y(Dy A Oxy) } • 3j : (k', j) E [Bxyy )} (by 17)
S {(g, h) h = g & Vk : k[x]h t( Vk' : 3k" :( (c, k") E [Mx & (ki", k') E
[3y(Dy A Oxy)l )= 3j : (k',j) E [Bxy] ) } (by reduction)
S {(g, h) Ih = g & Vk : k[x]h ( Vk' : 3k" :( (k, k") e [Mxj & (k/", /k') E
{(g, h) 13k"" : k/"'[y]g & (k"', h) E [Dy A Oxyl} )= 3j : (k', j) E [Bxy )}
(by 15)
S{(g, h)Ih = g & Vk : k[x]h ( Vk'": 3k" :( (k, k") E Mx & 3k"': kc"'[y]k" &
(k'", kc') E Dy A OxyJ )= ij : (kc',j) E IBxyý )} (by reduction)
- {(g, h) h = g & Vk : k[x]h =>( Vk' : 3k" :( (k, k") E [MxJ & kc"' : k"'[y]k" &
(k"', k') E {(g, h)3kc"": (g,/k"") E [Dyý & (/k"", h) E Oxy]} )= 3j : (k', j)
[Bxy] ) } (by 17)
- {(g, h)Ih = g & Vk : k/[x]h =t( k' : k" :( (k, k") E Mx]] & kc"': k"'[y]k" &
3kc"": (k"', k"") E G[Dy] & (k/"", k') E [Oxyý )• 3j : (k',j) E [Bxyý )}
(by reduction)
S{(g, h Ih = g & Vk : k[x]h =( Vk': 3k":( (k, k") E {(g, h)Ih -= g & h(x) E
F(M)} & 3k'" : k"'[y]k" & 3k"" : (k'", k"" ' {(g, h)|h = g & h(y) E F(D)} &
(kc"", kc') E {(g, h)Ih = g & (h(x), h(y)) E F(O)} )= 3j : (k', j) E {(g, h)h - g
& (h(x), h(y)) E F(B)} )} (by 16)
= {(g,h) h- g & Vk: k[x]h (Vk': /k" :( k" = k & k"(x) E F(M) & ik"':
k"'[y]k" & ik/"" /: "" = k'" & k""(y) E F(D) & k' = k"" & (k'(x), k'(y)) E
F(O) )= 3j : j = k' & (j(x),j(y)) E F(B) )} (by reduction)
S{(g, h)lh = g & Vk : k[x]h =( Vk' :( k'[y]k & k(x) E F(M) & k'(y) E F(D) &
(k'(x), k'(y)) E F(O) )=t (/k'(x), k'(y)) E F(B) )} (by =)
S{(g, h)Ih = g & Vk :( k[xy]h & k(x) E F(M) & k(y) E F(D) & (k(x), k(y)) E
F(O) )=> (k(x), k(y)) E F(B)} (by def.[x])
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Appendix B
Situation Semantics Calculations
B.1 A Conditional Donkey Sentence
There follows a calculation establishing the truth conditions for a donkey sentence
containing a quantificational adverb and an if-clause. See §2.3.1.
ý[[always [if [a man] [A6 [[a donkey] [A2 [t6 owns t2]]]]]]
[[he man] beats [it donkey]]f]
-= alwaysDO([[if [a man] [A6 [[a donkey] [A2 [t6 owns t2]]]111 0)
([[[he man] beats [it donkey]]] 0) (by FA)
-= always] 0 ([[if [a man] [A6 [[a donkey] [A2 [t6 owns t2]]]] f )
([beatsj0 ([it]0 ([donkey]j)) ([he] ([man )))) (by FA)
= [alwayslO([[if [a man] [A6 [[a donkey] [A2 [t6 owns te]]]] )
([Au. Au2.As8.• 2 (ss) beats in s8 u1(ss)]
([Af((s,e),(s,t)). Asq : 3!xf(Asg.x)(s) = 1. Ixf (AS9.x)(S 7) 1]
(Au3 . AS6 . u3 (s 6 ) is a donkey in s6))
([Af((s,e),(s,t)). As, : 3!xf(s.x)(s) = 1. Lt(Asg.z)( 1) = 1]
(Au4-. Ass.u 4 (s 3) is man in ss))) (by Lex)
= [always]O(l[if [a man] [A6 [[a donkey] [A2 [t6 owns t2]]]]1 )
([nAuj Au.2 . ASs . u2 (ss) beats in s8 ul(s8 )]
(As7 : 3!x x is a donkey in s7. LX x is a donkey in s7 )
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(As, : 3!z x is a man in s, . tx x is a man in si)) (by AC)
S alwaysý0 ([[if [a man] [A6 [[a donkey] [A2 [t6 owns t2]]]]]] 0 )
(As
. 
tx x is a man in s8 beats in ss Lt x is a donkey in ss) (by AC)
S [alwaysý0([if 0([a]l0([[man 0 )([([A 6 [[a donkey] [A2 [t6 owns t2]]]0e)))
(Ass. tx x is a man in s8 beats in s8 Lx x is a donkey in ss8) (by FA)
S [always 0([[ifý0([[a 0([[man 0) (Au6. I[[[a donkey] [A2 [t6 owns t 2 ]]][6-"u6])))
(Ass. tx x is a man in s8 beats in s8 tx x is a donkey in ss) (by PA)
S [always]j ([if] ([aJ 0([man 0)
(Au6 . [[a]l[6-U61([donkey] [6--"6])( [A2 [t6 owns t2 ]]][16-'61))))
(Asg. -x x is a man in s8 beats in s8 L x is a donkey in ss) (by FA)
[always]0 ([if] 0 ([al 0 ([[man] 0)
(Au6 . I[a][ 6 '"6([[donkey[6-'" 6I)(Auz. [[t 6 owns t2 ]][ [- - u]))))
(Ass. Lx a is a man in s8 beats in s8 Lx x is a donkey in s8) (by PA)
S [always] 0 ( [if] 0( a] 0([ [man] 0 )
(Au6. [[a]~[6-*n6]1([donkey] [6-"u 1)
(Asg. Lx x is a man in s8 beats in s8 x x is a donkey in ss) (by FA)
S [always] 0( [[if] 0 ([a] 0([man] 0)
[6 U>U6
(Au6 . [[a][- "6]( [donkey][ 6 -'6])(Aus. [[owns6 ] (u )(u U 6
(Asg. Lx x is a man in s8 beats in s8 tx x is a donkey in ss) (by TR)
[always]0 ([if] 0 ([[a] 0 ([man]0)
(Au 6 . [a] [6 'I6l([[donkey][6--' U 6]])
(Au2 [u. Au. Aus S. U 4 (Sg) owns uS(s 9 ) in Sg](U2 )(u 6 )))))
(As8 .Lt x is a man in s8 beats in ss tx x is a donkey in s8) (by Lex)
S [always] ([[if]• ([[al 0 ([[man] 0)
(Au6 . ([aU3[6u6]([donkey][9 u 6])(Auo . A•s9.u 6(s 9) owns u2 (sg) in s9))))
(Ass. Lx x is a man in s8 beats in ss tx a is a donkey in ss) (by AC)
S [always] 0 ([if]• 0([[a]0 ([man]0 )
(Au. [Af(s,e),(s,t)). Ag((s,e),(s,t)). As. there is an individual x and
a situation s5 such that s5 is the minimal situation such that s2 < s 1
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and f(Ass.x)(ss) = 1, such that there is a situation s3 such that
s s < s, and s5 is the minimal situation such that s2 _ ss and
g(As 5 .x)(ss) = 1](Aus. As6s.u(s 6 ) is a donkey in s6 )
(Aus. As,. u(s,) owns u2(sS) in s9))))
(Ass. 8x x is a man in ss beats in ss Lx x is a donkey in ss) (by Lex)
[•always 0 ([ ifj (JaI I ( man]))
(Au•. 6As,. there is an individual x and a situation s2 such that
s2 is the minimal situation such that S2 < s1 and
[Aug. As6.us(s6) is a donkey in s6](As 5.x)(s 2) = 1, such that
there is a situation Sg such that s3 < sl and s3 is the minimal
situation such that Sg < s3 and
[Aug. Asg.u (sq) owns uI(s9) in S9J(As.(s) 5 = )))
(Ass. tx x is a man in ss beats in s8 ~x x is a donkey in Ss) (by AC)
= (alwaysj I ([ifý0 ([JajI (man ) 1)
(Au6.Asl. there is an individual x and a situation s2 such that
s2 is the minimal situation such that s2 • s, and x is a donkey
in s5, such that there is a situation ss such that s • sj and ss is
the minimal situation such that s2 • s8 and u6 (sg) owns x in s3)))
(As 8 . txx is a man in ss beats in ss tx x is a donkey in Ss) (by AC)
= [always 0 ([[if40 ([Af((s,e),(s,t)). Ag((s,e),(s,t))-As 6 . there is an individual y
and a situation s7 such that s7 is the minimal situation such that
s7 < s6 and f(As 5 .y)(S7) = 1, such that there is a situation s9 such
that s9 < s6 and sg is the minimal situation such that sq 5 s9 and
g(As5.y)(s9) = 1](Aus. As4 .us(s4 ) is man in s4)
(Au6 . As1 . there is an individual x and a situation s2 such that
s2 is the minimal situation such that s2 • s, and x is a donkey
in s2, such that there is a situation s3 such that s3 sl and ss is
the minimal situation such that sg • ss and u6 (ss) owns x in ss)))
(As. Lt x is a man in ss beats in s5s x x is a donkey in ss) (by Lex)
= ([alwaysj*([if]0(Xs 6 . there is an individual y and a situation s5 such
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that S7 is the minimal situation such that sq < s6 and
[Aus.A s4 .us(s4) is man in s4](Ass.y)(s7) = 1, such that there is a
situation sg such that s9 < s6 and sg is the minimal situation such
that sq7 s9 and [Au 6. As1 . there is an individual x and a situation s2
such that s2 is the minimal situation such that s2 < sl and x is a
donkey in s2, such that there is a situation s3 such that ss • sI
and ss is the minimal situation such that s2 • ss and u6 (s3) owns
x in s3 ](As 5 .y)(S 9 )= 1))
(Ass. Lx x is a man in ss beats in ss gx x is a donkey in ss) (by AC)
= [always] 0 ([if]0(As6. there is an individual y and a situation s7 such
that S7 is the minimal situation such that s q s6 and
y is man in s7, such that there is a situation s9 such that sg9 s6
and s9 is the minimal situation such that s q s9 and there is an
individual x and a situation s2 such that s2 is the minimal situation
such that s2 < s9 and x is a donkey in s2, such that there is a
situation S3 such that s3s s9 and s3 is the minimal situation
such that s2 _ s3 and y owns x in ss))
(Ass. tLx is a man in ss beats in s Ltx x is a donkey in s8) (by AC)
= [always] 0B([Ap( 5,t). p](As 6. there is an individual y and a situation sq such
that S7 is the minimal situation such that s 7 so and
y is man in s7, such that there is a situation s9 such that s 9 • s6
and so is the minimal situation such that S7q Sg and there is an
individual x and a situation s2 such that s2 is the minimal situation
such that s2 < s9 and x is a donkey in s2, such that there is a
situation ss such that s3 5 s and s3 is the minimal situation
such that s2 s3 and y owns x in ss))
(As8 . txx is a man in ss beats in ss 8x x is a donkey in s8) (by Lex)
= [always]l(As 6 . there is an individual y and a situation s7 such
that Sq is the minimal situation such that sq • s6 and
y is man in sq, such that there is a situation s9 such that sg • s6
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and s9 is the minimal situation such that sq7 5 S and there is an
individual x and a situation se such that se is the minimal situation
such that s2 < s• and x is a donkey in s2, such that there is a
situation ss such that ss < s, and s5 is the minimal situation
such that s•2 s8 and y owns x in s3)
(As8 . Lxx is a man in s8 beats in ss 8x x is a donkey in ss) (by AC)
= [Ap(s,t). Aq(s,t). As,. for every minimal situation s4 such that s 5 s'
and p(s 4) = 1, there is a situation s5 such that s5 • sl and s5 is
the minimal situation such that sq 5 s5 and q(s5) = 1]
(As6 . there is an individual y and a situation s7 such
that S7 is the minimal situation such that s7 s6 and
y is man in s7, such that there is a situation sg such that s9 5 s6
and s9 is the minimal situation such that s7 < Sg and there is an
individual x and a situation s2 such that s2 is the minimal situation
such that s2 < sq and x is a donkey in s2, such that there is a
situation ss such that ss • s9 and ss is the minimal situation
such that s2 5 ss and y owns x in s3)
(AXg. Lx x is a man in s8 beats in ss Lx x is a donkey in ss) (by Lex)
= As,. for every minimal situation s4 such that
s4 < s1 and there is an individual y and a situation s7
such that S7 is the minimal situation such that s7 < s4
and y is man in sq, such that there is a situation s9 such
that s9g s4 and s9 is the minimal situation such that
s7 5 S9 and there is an individual x and a situation s2
such that s2 is the minimal situation such that se < s9
and x is a donkey in S2, such that there is a situation ss
such that ss 5 sg and s8 is the minimal situation such
that s2 • s3 and y owns x in ss,
there is a situation ss such that
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s5 < s, and ss is the minimal situation such that sq < s5
and tx x is a man in ss beats in s5 x x is a donkey in s5 (by AC)
B.2 A Relative Clause Donkey Sentence
There follows a calculation establishing the truth conditions for a donkey sentence
containing a QP and relative clause. See §2.3.2.
[[[every [man [who [A6 [[a donkey] [A2 [t6 owns t2]]]]]]] [beats [it donkey]]] 0
S ~everyj 0 ([[man [who [A6 [[a donkey] [A2 [t6 owns t2]]]] 0)
([beatsj 0 ([itj]0 (donkey 0 ))) (by FA)
Severyý0 ([[man [who [A6 [[a donkey] [A2 [t6 owns t2]]]]]] )
([Au 1 . Au2 . Ass. u2 (ss) beats in s8 u,(s8)]
([Af((s,e),(s,t)). As7 : E!xf(As 9 .x)(S 7) 1. txf(ASg.x)(S7 1]
(Aus. As6 . us(s6 ) is a donkey in s6))) (by Lex)
[ every 0 ([[man [who [A6 [[a donkey] [A2 [t6 owns t2]]]]]] o )
([Auj. Au2 .Ass.u 2 (ss) beats in ss u1 (ss)]
(As 7 : ]!x x is a donkey in sq. 7x x is a donkey in s7)) (by AC)
S everylf ([[man [who [A6 [[a donkey] [A2 [t6 owns t2]]]]]]0 )
(AU2 . As. u 2 (ss) beats in ss tqxx is a donkey in ss) (by AC)
S ~everyj 0 (Aul. As8. 7mann)(ul)(S) - 1 and
f[who [A6 [[a donkey] [A2 [t6 owns t2 ]]]]] (ul)(sq) = 1)
(Au2.Ass. u2(ss) beats in s5s x x is a donkey in Ss) (by PM)
S every 0 (Aul.1Asq. [Aus. Ass.us(ss) is man in ss](ul)(S7) = 1 and
[[who [A6 [[a donkey] [A2 [t6 owns t2l]]ll]O(ul)(sc) = 1)
(Au2 . Ass. u2 (s8 ) beats in s tLxx is a donkey in ss) (by Lex)
~[every]I (Au 1. As7. u (S7) is a man in s7 and
ý[who [A6 [[a donkey] [A2 [t6 owns tl]]J]]]](u 1)(s)- = 1)
(Au 2 . As8 . u2 (ss) beats in ss txx is a donkey in ss) (by AXC)
- every] 0 (Au. As7.u1 (sq) is a man in s7 and
[[A•6 [[a donkey] [A• [t6 owns t 2 ]]]]]](ui)(sq) = 1)
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(Au2 . Ass. u2 (s 8 ) beats in ss Lxx is a donkey in S8) (by Lex)
-= everyj0 (Aul. AS 7 . u 1 (s7) is a man in s7 and
AU6 . [[a donkey] [A2 [t6 owns t2 ]]]][6-U6](ui)(sq) = 1)
(Au 2 . As8 . u2 (ss) beats in ss 8x x is a donkey in s8) (by PA)
= [every 0 (Au.I AS 7. s . (7) is a man in s7 and
[[[a donkey] [A2 [t6 owns tZ]]]J[)6 "u1'](s7) = 1)
(Au2 . Ass. u2 (s8 ) beats in s8 txx is a donkey in ss) (by AC)
-= every] 0 (Aui. As-. ul (s 7 ) is a man in sq and
[[ajI[6'"1([donkey][6
-'ul)(IA 2 [t6 owns t2 l[ 6 'u1])](s)- = 1)
(Au2 . Ass. u2 (s 8 ) beats in ss gx x is a donkey in S8 ) (by FA)
= [every] 0 (Aul. As7 . u1 (s7) is a man in s7 and
[ a][6o'l([donkey][6-u)(Au4 . t6 owns t[2 C 2:])4s) = 1)
(Au2 . Ass. u2 (ss) beats in s8s x x is a donkey in Ss) (by PA)
= [every 0 (Au AS7. s. u (S 7 ) is a man in s7 and
[[a][ 6 -~ 1 ([donkeyV[6 - uJ1)[ 6 u r[6 u1 1 [6 l 1(Au4 . [owns] 6 2 L  [2 4 L ])(It6[ " (S7)
(Au2 . Ass. u2 (s 8 ) beats in ss txx is a donkey in Ss) (by FA)
=- everyJ 0 (Au1 A7. s. u (s7) is a man in s7 and
[[a[ 6 -~u ] ( [ donkey]J[ 6 -ul])
(Au4 . owns 2  U4 ](u 4 )(u ))](s) - 1)
(Au2 . Ass. u2 (ss) beats in ss qxx is a donkey in Ss) (by TR)
= [every]0 (Aut. AS7. ul (sq) is a man in sq and
[[aýl[6-- 1]([donkey][6-'" 1])
(AuN. [Au 5. Au6 . As 9 u6 (s9) owns us(Sg) in s](u4 )(ul))1 (s) = 1)
(Au 2 . As8 . u2 (ss) beats in ss x x is a donkey in Ss) (by Lex)
-= every] 0 (Auu1. Asq. uS (S7) is a man in s7 and
[[aJ [6-~ u] ( donkey] [6-~U1)
(Au.sg. s.ul (Sg) owns u 4 (Sg) in sg)l(s7) 1)
(Au2 . Ass. us2 (ss) beats in s8 xxa is a donkey in s8 ) (by AC)
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= [everyý0 (Au,. As7 . u1 (s8) is a man in sq and
[[Af((s,e),(s,t)). Ag((s,e),(s,t)). As,. there is an individual x and
a situation s2 such that s2 is the minimal situation such that
s2 < sI and f(As5 .x)(ss) = 1, such that there is a situation ss
such that s8 • s1 and s3 is the minimal situation such that
s2 < s3 and g(As 5.x)(sg) = 1](Aus. As6. u3 (s6) is a donkey in s6)
(Au4. As 9.u1(s9) owns u4,(S g ) in sg)](sq) = 1)
(Au2. Ass. u2(s 8) beats in ss tx x is a donkey in ss) (by Lex)
-= every]] (Au1. Asq. u (s87) is a man in sq and
[As,. there is an individual x and a situation s2 such that
s8 is the minimal situation such that s3 < sl and x is a donkey
in s2, such that there is a situation s3 such that ss _ sl and ss
is the minimal situation such that s2 • s8 and u (s3) owns x
in ss3](s7) = 1)
(Au2 . Ass. u2(s 8 ) beats in s8s Lxx is a donkey in S8) (by AC)
= [every 0 (Auj. As7. u1 (S7) is a man in s7 and there is an
individual x and a situation s2 such that s2 is the minimal
situation such that s8 < sq and x is a donkey in s2, such that
there is a situation sg such that ss • s7 and ss is the minimal
situation such that s2 < ss and U 1(83) owns x in s3)
(Au 3. As . U2(ss) beats in s8 tx x is a donkey in Ss) (by AC)
= [Af((s,e),(s,t)). Ag((s,e),(s,t)). As4 . for every individual y: for every
minimal situation s5 such that s5 • S4 and f((As,.y)(ss) = 1,
there is a situation s6 such that s6 • s4 and s6 is the minimal
situation such that s5 S6 and g(As 1 .y)(s 6) = 1]
(Au1 . Asq. U1 (S7) is a man in sq and there is an
individual x and a situation s3 such that s2 is the minimal
situation such that ss • sq and x is a donkey in s8, such that
there is a situation sS such that ss • s7 and s3 is the minimal
situation such that s8 • ss and u1 (ss) owns C in ss)
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(Au2 . Ass. u2S(ss) beats in s8 tz z is a donkey in s8) (by Lex)
= As4. for every individual y: for every minimal situation ss5 such
that ss • s4 and [Aul. As7 . u1 (S7) is a man in s7 and there is an
individual x and a situation s2 such that s2 is the minimal
situation such that s2 • s S7 and x is a donkey in s2, such that
there is a situation s3 such that s, < s7 and ss is the minimal
situation such that s~2 ss and u 1(ss) owns x in ss](Asj.y)(ss)
= 1, there is a situation s6 such that s6 5 s8 and s6 is the
minimal situation such that s5 • s6 and [Au 2. As8 .u2 (ss) beats
in Ss tz z is a donkey in ss](As .y)(s 6 ) = 1 (by AC)
= As4. for every individual y:
for every minimal situation s5 such that
s5 • 84 and y is a man in s5 and there is an
individual x and a situation s2 such that s2 is
the minimal situation such that s2 < s5 and x is
a donkey in s2, such that there is a situation ss
such that ss < s5 and s3 is the minimal situation
such that s2 5 s8 and y owns x in s3,
there is a situation s6 such that
s6 • s4 and s6 is the minimal situation such that
s5 S6 and y beats in s6 tz z is a donkey in s6 (by AC)
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